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Since scientists realised that microorganisms are almost never alone in 

natural environments, but are actually part of large and diverse communities, 

the molecular mechanisms underlying bacterial interactions have been 

intensely studied. Cell-to-cell communication is an important bacterial process 

where a self-produced molecule (autoinducer) is released into the extracellular 

medium where it accumulates. At a certain threshold, the autoinducer is 

recognized by the surrounding bacteria that respond with a synchronized 

change in gene expression. This process allows bacterial populations to 

coordinate, at the group level, complex behaviours, such as antibiotic 

production, biofilm formation and virulence. 

Pectobacterium wasabiae is an important plant pathogen that causes 

soft rot disease by the coordinated production of plant cell wall-degrading 

enzymes (PCWDEs). Tight regulation of expression of these virulence factors is 

achieved by two cell-to-cell communication systems: the ExpI/ExpR system, 

which uses autoinducer N-acyl homoserine lactone (AHL) molecules; and the 

ExpS/ExpA (GacS/GacA) system, regulated by an yet uncharacterized signal. 

These both control the Rsm system, which is composed of the global 

regulatory RNA-binding protein, RsmA, and the small noncoding RNA, rsmB, 

which inhibits RsmA activity. How these different regulatory systems converge 

upon the coordinated production of PCWDEs is still far from completely 

understood. Importantly, the ExpS/ExpA system is homologous to the widely 

conserved GacS/GacA system that regulates virulence in several Gram-

negative pathogens. 

 The main goal of the research reported in this thesis was to elucidate 

the networks controlling the virulence of P. wasabiae, and to characterize the 

signal for ExpS/ExpA system through the identification of regulators of rsmB 

and PCWDEs expression. 
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To identify regulators of rsmB, a genetic screen was performed in         

P. wasabiae strain SCC3193 (Chapter III). This lead to the isolation of three 

mutants impaired in virulence and in the activation of rsmB via the ExpS/ExpA 

system that could be complemented upon co-culture with wild-type bacteria. 

These mutants were affected in either the gene encoding shikimate kinase I, 

an enzyme involved in the biosynthesis of aromatic compounds, in the trkA 

gene, which encodes a regulatory protein of potassium uptake, or in the 

promoter region of the cydABCD operon, involved in the oxygen respiratory 

chain. Our results demonstrate that the three mutants are responsive to 

extracellular activation via the ExpS/ExpA system and can therefore be used to 

further investigate the unknown nature of its important signal. Furthermore, 

our results indicate that the signal might be produced through redundant 

biosynthetic routes or via an essential metabolic pathway. 

The regulatory virulence network in P. wasabiae is complex and not 

completely understood. In Chapter IV we show that the inactivation of either 

the ExpI/ExpR system or the ExpS/ExpA system is sufficient to completely 

abolish PCWDEs production and thus virulence. These phenotypes cannot be 

explained by the current model of the regulatory network. In the screen 

performed to identify rsmB regulators we identified mutants affected in the 

acyl homoserine lactone synthase, expI. Thus, the research described in 

Chapter IV was designed to elucidate the regulatory mechanisms involved in 

integrating signal transduction from the two main cell-to-cell communication 

systems in P. wasabiae. In this chapter we show that the ExpI/ExpR system 

regulates rsmB transcription via the AHL receptors ExpR1 and ExpR2. These 

proteins act as repressors in the absence of their cognate signal. Additionally, 

we show that the absence of the ExpS/ExpA system decreases the 

accumulation of AHLs, influencing the activation of the ExpI/ExpR system. This 
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work shows that, in addition to the regulation of RsmA levels, these two cell-

to-cell communication systems reciprocally regulate each other via the small 

RNA rsmB, which is crucial for virulence regulation and a key component in the 

integration of the information from both signals into the network. 

Chapter V characterizes an extracellular molecule produced by 

Escherichia coli that can cross-activate the ExpS/ExpA system in P. wasabiae. In 

this chapter we show that expression of rsmB in P. wasabiae is induced upon 

co-culture with E. coli, or the addition of concentrated media conditioned by 

this bacterium. This activation is dependent on ExpS and ExpA. We now have 

an experimental setup that can be used to purify and identify the molecule 

responsible for this activation. The biochemical characterization of this 

interspecies signal allowed us to determine that it is a small non-volatile 

molecule, both pH and temperature resistant, and that is mostly hydrophilic as 

it is not retained in a C18E silica-based resin that isolates hydrophobic 

compounds. 

As cell-to-cell communication is essential for regulation of virulence in 

many pathogenic bacteria, a comprehensive knowledge of the underlying 

networks and the identification of signal molecules involved in this regulation 

is likely to promote the development of novel strategies targeting the 

interference of this important process. 
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Desde que os cientistas se aperceberam que, na Natureza, os 

microorganismos raramente estão sós, fazendo parte de vastas e 

diversificadas comunidades, os mecanismos moleculares que se encontram na 

base das interacções bacterianas têm sido intensamente estudados. A 

comunicação intercelular é um importante processo bacteriano no qual 

moléculas produzidas por uma bactéria (auto-indutores) são libertas no meio 

extracelular onde se acumulam. Quando atingem uma determinada 

concentração, são reconhecidas pelas bactérias vizinhas que respondem 

sincronizadamente com uma alteração da expressão génica. Este processo 

permite que as populações bacterianas coordenem, a nível de grupo, 

comportamentos complexos, tais como a produção de antibióticos, a 

formação de biofilmes e virulência. 

Pectobacterium wasabiae é um importante patógeneo de plantas que 

causa a doença da podridão mole, através de uma coordenada produção de 

enzimas que degradam a parede celular das plantas. A regulação da expressão 

destes factores de virulência é conseguida através de dois sistemas de 

comunicação intercelular: o sistema ExpI/ExpR, que utiliza o autoindutor 

homoserina lactona acilada, e o sistema ExpS/ExpA (GacS/GacA), regulado por 

um sinal ainda não identificado. Juntos, controlam o sistema Rsm, que é 

composto pela proteína reguladora de RNAs, RsmA, e o RNA não codificante, 

rsmB, que inibe a actividade de RsmA. Porém, a forma como estes sistemas 

convergem para a produção coordenada dos enzimas que degradam a parede 

celular das plantas, está ainda longe de ser completamente compreendida. 

Mais ainda, o sistema ExpS/ExpA é homólogo do conservado sistema 

GacS/GacA que regula a virulência em vários patogéneos. 

 O principal objectivo do projecto de investigação desta tese consiste na 

elucidação da rede que controla a virulência em P. wasabiae, e caracterização 
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do sinal do sistema ExpS/ExpA, através da identificação de reguladores do 

rsmB e da expressão dos enzimas que degradam a parede celular das plantas. 

De modo a identificar reguladores do rsmB, foi realizado um rastreio 

genético na estirpe SCC3193 de P. wasabiae (Capítulo III). Este rastreio levou à 

identificação de três mutantes afectados na virulência e na activação do rsmB 

através do sistema ExpS/ExpA, que podem ser complementados quando co-

cultivados com bactérias selvagens. Estes mutantes encontram-se 

interrompidos no gene que codifica a cinase chiquimato I, um enzima 

envolvido na biosíntese de compostos aromáticos, no gene trkA, que codifica 

uma proteína que regula a absorção de potássio, ou na região promotora do 

operão cydABCD, envolvido na cadeia respiratória. Os nosso resultados 

demonstram que estes três mutantes respondem a activação extracelular 

através do sistema ExpS/ExpA e, como tal, podem ser usados para futuras 

investigações sobre a natureza desconhecida do seu sinal. Adicionalmente, os 

nossos resultados indicam que o sinal poderá ser produzido por vias 

biosintéticas redundantes ou por uma via metabólica essencial. 

A rede de regulação de virulência em P. wasabiae é complexa e não 

está completamente compreendida. No Capítulo IV demonstramos que a 

inactivação do sistema ExpI/ExpR ou do sistema ExpS/ExpA é suficiente para 

eliminar por completo a produção dos enzimas que degradam a parede celular 

das plantas e, portanto a virulência. No entanto, tal não pode ser explicado 

pelo actual modelo de regulação. No screen realizado para identificar 

reguladores do rsmB, identificámos mutantes afectados na sintase das 

homoserina lactona aciladas, expI. Assim, a investigação descrita no      

Capítulo IV foi desenhada para elucidar os mecanismos regulatórios involvidos 

na integração dos sinais dos dois sistemas de comunicação intercelular de       

P. wasabiae. Neste capítulo mostramos que o sistema ExpI/ExpR regula a 
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transcrição de rsmB através dos receptores das homoserinas de lactonas 

aciladas, ExpR1 e ExpR2. Estas proteínas actuam como repressores na ausência 

do respectivo sinal. Mais ainda, mostramos que a ausência do sistema 

ExpS/ExpA diminui a acumulação de homoserinas lactonas aciladas, 

influenciando a activação do sistema ExpI/ExpR. Assim, este trabalho 

demonstra que, além da regulação dos níveis de RsmA, estes dois sistemas 

intercelulares regulam-se reciprocamente através do RNA rsmB, que é crucial 

para a virulência e um componente essencial para a integração de ambos os 

sinais. 

O Capítulo V caracteriza uma molécula extracelular produzida por 

Escherichia coli que activa o sistema ExpS/ExpA de P. wasabiae. Neste capítulo 

mostramos que a expressão do rsmB de P. wasabiae é induzida pelo co-cultura 

com E. coli ou através da adição de meio condicionado por esta bactéria. Esta 

activação é dependente de ExpS e de ExpA. Assim, estabelecemos um 

procedimento experimental que pode ser utilizado para purificar e identificar a 

molécula responsável por esta activação. A caracterização bioquímica deste 

sinal inter-espécies permitiu-nos determinar que é uma molécula pequena não 

volátil, resistente a pH’s extremos e temperaturas elevadas, e provavelmente 

hidrofílica, uma vez que não é retida numa resina de sílica C18E. 

Uma vez que a comunicação intercelular é essencial para a regulação 

de virulência em muitos patogéneos bacterianos, o conhecimento das redes 

de regulação e a identificação dos sinais envolvidos nessa regulação, poderão 

promover o desenvolvimento de novas estratégias dirigidas para a 

interferência deste importante processo bacteriano. 
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Thesis Outline 
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The work presented here investigated the regulation of virulence in 

Pectobacterium wasabiae strain SCC3193, focusing particularly upon how the 

different cell-to-cell communication signals of this strain are integrated and 

achieve the complex behaviour of the production of plant cell wall-degrading 

enzymes (PCWDEs). 

Chapter I consists of a broad introduction to cell-to-cell 

communication, including its historical perspective and examples of 

communication systems in both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. 

Chapter II focuses on the plant pathogen P. wasabiae strain SCC3193 

and describes the systems involved in the regulation of virulence. 

Chapter III presents data obtained in a genetic screen to identify new 

regulators of PCWDEs expression, which were mainly regulators linked to the 

Rsm system. 

Chapter IV analyses the integration of the two main cell-to-cell 

communication systems that regulate virulence in P. wasabiae SCC3193, the 

ExpI/ExpR system and the ExpS/ExpA system, and how the connections 

between these two systems result in such a tight regulation of virulence. 

Chapter V presents the biochemical characterization of an interspecies 

signal molecule produced by Escherichia coli and involved in the activation of 

rsmB via the ExpS/ExpA system in P. wasabiae. 

Chapter VI summarizes and debates the data presented in the previous 

chapters and discusses the future work that can be done to better understand 

not only the regulation of virulence of Pectobacterium wasabiae but also other 

complex behaviours in different bacteria. 
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Bacteria’s Big Journey: From Single Cells to Complex Coordinated Organisms 

 

As single cell organisms, bacteria were long considered too simple to 

achieve the complexity of higher organisms. As more studies were performed 

on these fascinating creatures, the more obvious it became that bacteria were 

actually capable of complex behaviours. Some of these behaviours were 

particularly intriguing: competence (the ability of bacteria to incorporate 

foreign DNA), antibiotic production and luminescence (the ability of bacteria 

to produce light) became hot-topics in the 60’s. 

In 1964, Tomasz and Hotchkiss were studying competence in 

streptococci. They were the first to report competence as a density-dependent 

response (1) and not time-dependent, as Pakula and Walsczak had previously 

reported (2). Meanwhile, antibiotic production by other Gram-positive 

bacteria, Streptomyces spp., was the research focus of Khokhlov’s group. In 

1967, he identified the first bacterial signalling molecule, isocapryl-δ-butryl 

lactone, commonly known as A-factor, and reported its ability to induce 

streptomycin production. Later, the same molecule was described to be 

responsible for sporulation in this bacterium [reviewed in (3)]. 

It was the interest in luminescent bacteria that truly launched the 

entire field of research on bacterial communication. In 1968, Kempner and 

Hanson were studying light production in Vibrio fischeri, when they realized 

that the typical lag phase and decrease in light production after inoculation 

could be abolished if bacteria were exposed to cell-free conditioned media, 

where other bacteria had previously been grown until the exponential 

luminescent phase (4). Their work was followed by Nealson and Hastings who 

provided new insights into the regulatory mechanism of luminescence: light 

production was regulated at the transcriptional level; luciferase operon was 
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inhibited or not active at the time of inoculation but luciferase could be rapidly 

synthesised at exponential phase or induced by the addition of conditioned 

media. Therefore, the scaling of luciferase production was attributed to an 

autoinducer produced by growing cells and the phenomenon named 

autoinduction (auto = self) (5), (6). 

During the 70’s, Eberhard and Greenberg continued to dissect the 

mechanisms behind luminescence, focusing upon the activator present in 

conditioned media. They reached different conclusions: Eberhard analysed 

luminescence in V. fischeri and described the activator as a strain-specific 

pheromone (7); on the other hand, Greenberg reported that different marine 

species, including non-luminescent bacteria, could secrete a substance that 

activated light production in Vibrio harveyi and called this phenomenon 

alloinduction (allo = others) (8). 

It was not until 1981 that the first luminescence autoinducer was 

structurally identified as N-3-oxo-hexanoyl-homoserine lactone (3-oxo-C6-

HSL), produced by V. fischeri (9). Later on that decade, in 1989, the V. harveyi 

autoinducer was also identified (N-3-hydroxyl-butanoyl-homoserine lactone) 

and remarkably it was also an acyl homoserine lactone (AHL) very similar to 

the V. fischeri autoinducer (10). Following the identification of these 

molecules, in 1991 it was proposed that autoinducers might be signalling 

molecules involved in the regulation of other cellular functions besides 

luminescence. This hypothesis was supported by the fact that the A-factor of 

Streptomyces spp. was also structurally related to Gram-negative AHLs, and 

also by the demonstration that non-luminous bacteria could secrete 

autoinducer molecules, whose function was still unknown (11). In 1992, this 

hypothesis was confirmed by the study of antibiotic production by a terrestrial 

bacterium. 3-oxo-C6-HSL, the same autoinducer used by V. fischeri to regulate 
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light production, was shown to be the autoinducer of carbapenem 

biosynthesis in Pectobacterium carotovorum (formerly, Erwinia carotovora). It 

was also detected in cell-free fluids of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Serratia 

marcescens, though its biological relevance was still unclear at the time (12). 

One year later, a series of research manuscripts revealed other cellular 

functions for AHLs: N-3-oxo-octanoyl-homoserine lactone (3-oxo-C8-HSL) was 

recognized as the inducer of conjugal transfer of the Ti plasmid in 

Agrobacterium tumefaciens (13); 3-oxo-C6-HSL was shown to be essential for 

the production of plant cell wall-degrading enzymes (PCWDEs), and 

consequently virulence, in Pectobacterium spp. (14); 3-oxo-C6-HSL was also 

shown to be capable of inducing elastase production in P. aeruginosa (15), 

although it is now recognized that the major AHLs produced by this bacterium 

are N-3-oxo-dodecanoyl-homoserine lactone and N-butanoyl-homoserine 

lactone [reviewed in (16)]. 

In 1994, having demonstrating that AHLs could regulate several 

density-dependent processes, and based on the principle that a minimal 

bacterial number (quorum) is necessary to efficiently accomplish certain 

behaviours, Fuqua et al., renamed autoinduction as quorum sensing, a 

designation that still prevails (17). This defined the ability of bacterial cells to 

produce small chemical molecules (autoinducers) that can diffuse and 

accumulate in the medium proportionally to cell density; once a certain 

threshold of autoinducer (bacterial quorum) is reached, bacteria respond with 

changes in gene expression. Over the past two decades, numerous phenotypes 

synchronized by quorum sensing have been reported; their molecular 

mechanisms, both in Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, have been 

dissected, and proven to regulate important bacterial-host interactions from 

symbiosis to pathogenesis (18), (19). It is now well accepted that bacteria can 
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perform complex coordinated behaviours. This has, however, exposed some 

limitations of this definition. First, not all molecules involved in quorum 

sensing can freely diffuse through the bacterial membrane: autoinducer 

peptides, typically produced by Gram-positive bacteria, cannot cross the 

membrane and are secreted via ATP-binding exporters; there is also evidence 

for the existence of active efflux of AHLs with long acyl chains [reviewed in 

(20), (21)]. Additionally, the accumulation of autoinducer in the extracellular 

medium is influenced by several biotic and abiotic factors inherent to bacterial 

communities and their environment: factors such as temperature, pH and 

mass transfer processes are described to influence AHLs production, stability 

or perception by bacteria; equally, spatial organization, confinement or 

compartmentalization, host signals and signal interference or degradation by 

other community members can also influence the signalling process [reviewed 

in (21)]. Hence, it is now clear that very often traits regulated by autoinducers 

are not exclusively controlled in a density-dependent manner; often 

environmental factors, or other levels of regulation, come into play. 

Through the years, several terminologies have been used to define 

bacterial autoinducer sensing: the traditional term quorum sensing; positional 

sensing; cluster sensing; diffusion sensing; compartment sensing; 

confinement-induced quorum sensing; efficiency sensing; cumulative gradient 

sensing; and diel sensing [reviewed in (22)]. Due to all this controversy in 

semantics, it seems important to define cell-to-cell communication and 

autoinducer signal molecule in the context of this work: autoinducers are here 

defined as any chemical molecule produced and released by a bacterium 

during growth that can be recognized by another bacterium (of the same or 

different species), and whose response results in changes at the level of gene 

expression, regulating processes beyond those required for signal processing. 
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As cell-to-cell signalling mediated by autoinducers enables the transfer of 

information between cells, this process will be referred here as cell-to-cell 

communication and accommodates all the signal sensing processes 

mentioned. 

 

 

The Gram-Negative Canonical System of Cell-to-Cell Communication 

 

The paradigm for cell-to-cell communication in Gram-negative bacteria 

is the LuxI/LuxR system, first discovered in the marine bacterium Vibrio fisheri. 

This system comprises a synthase, LuxI, that produces the AHL signal, an acyl 

homoserine lactone core linked to a fatty acid chain that can vary in length and 

substitutions (Figure 1), and a cytoplasmic receptor, LuxR, that binds the signal 

and activates the communication response [reviewed in (23), (24)]. In the case 

of V. fisheri, LuxI uses S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) and 3-oxo-hexanoyl-acyl 

carrier protein (3-oxo-C6-ACP) as substrates to produce 3-oxo-C6-HSL (25), 

(26). This signal freely diffuses through the membrane and accumulates in the 

medium and inside the cell (27). Once a certain concentration threshold is 

reached, the signal is recognized by LuxR, which contains an autoinducer- and 

a DNA-binding domain (28), (29), (30). The LuxR-AHL complex recognises a 

consensus 20-base pair palindrome in the promoter region of the lux operon 

(lux box) and promotes luxICDABE transcription (31). This operon contains luxI, 

the gene encoding the signal synthase, and the lux genes which encode for 

light production. As a result, a positive feedback loop is established whereby 

LuxR activation promotes luxI expression and the production of more 3-oxo-

C6-HSL which instigates the exponential increase in light production (Figure 2) 

(32), (33). 
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Thus, the behaviour regulated by the LuxI/LuxR cell-to-cell 

communication system enables V. fischeri to establish a mutualistic association 

with the squid Euprymna scolopes. The specialized light organs of juvenile 

squids are colonized soon after hatching. A beneficial nutritive environment is 

provided for bacteria which replicate in the light organ of the squid and the 

bioluminescence that results once these bacteria reach high cell density 

provides counterillumination, hiding the shadow of the squid and helping the 

host to avoid predation [reviewed in (25)]. 

LuxI/LuxR systems are widely spread among Gram-negative bacteria 

and regulate a variety of phenotypes, including antibiotic production, 

secretion of virulence factors and motility and are therefore important for 

host-pathogen interactions. 

Figure 1 – Chemical structures of acyl homoserine lactones. The acyl homoserine lactones of 

Gram-negative bacteria share a common homoserine lactone core and their specificity is 

achieved by the acyl chain (R group) that varies among the different species. 
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The Gram-Positive Canonical System of Cell-to-Cell Communication 

 

The regulation of certain behaviours in a density-dependent manner is 

not exclusive to Gram-negative bacteria. In fact, the first evidence of this type 

of regulation came from the study of genetic competence in a Gram-positive 

bacterium, Streptococcus pneumoniae (1). Since then, several important 

Figure 2 – The LuxI/LuxR cell-to-cell communication system in Vibrio fischeri. At low cell 

densities, 3-oxo-C6-HSL is produced by LuxI synthase from SAM and 3-oxo-C6-ACP and 

accumulates extracellularly. Once a certain concentration is reached, the LuxR receptor 

recognizes and binds AHLs thereby inducing the expression of the lux operon and consequent 

light production. 3-oxo-C6-HSL, N-3-oxo-hexanoyl-homoserine lactone; 3-oxo-C6-ACP, 3-oxo-

hexanoyl-acyl carrier protein; SAM, S-adenosylmethionine. 
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phenotypes, including the regulation of virulence, have been linked to cell-to-

cell communication in these bacteria [reviewed in (20), (34)]. 

Typically, Gram-positive bacteria use autoinducer peptides (AIPs) as 

signalling molecules, in place of AHLs. AIPs are produced and actively secreted 

through the membrane, accumulating in the extracellular medium. The AIP is 

subsequently detected by a two-component system, comprising a sensor 

kinase and a response regulator, which triggers a response at the level of gene 

expression [reviewed in (35), (36)]. Such systems are illustrated by the control 

of virulence in Staphylococcus aureus, a human commensal bacterium that can 

cause diseases such as endocarditis, toxic shock syndrome, and sepsis in 

individuals where the epithelial tissue barrier has been compromised, either 

by injury, burn or other causes (36). The production of virulence factors in this 

bacterium is regulated by a typical Gram-positive communication system 

known as the agr system (Figure 3). At low cell densities, the agrBDCA 

transcript, originated from promoter 2 (P2) is weakly expressed (37). In this 

operon, agrD encodes the precursor of the AIP of S. aureus, which is then 

processed and exported by the transmembrane protein AgrB, accumulating in 

the extracellular medium (37), (38), (39). At higher cell densities, the AIP is 

then recognized by the membrane histidine kinase AgrC, the 

autophosphorylation of which culminates in the transfer of the phosphate 

group to the response regulator, AgrA (37), (40). Phosphorylated AgrA 

promotes the expression of the regulatory RNAIII from promoter 3 (P3), which 

controls the production of virulence factors (37), (41). Additionally, 

phosphorylated AgrA also promotes the expression of agrBDCA through P2, 

creating a positive feedback loop that upregulates the production of AIPs and 

enables the rapid synthesis of virulence determinants (37). 
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S. aureus has been intensively analysed due to an unusual 

characteristic: this species is categorized into four groups based on the 

structure of the AIP produced and the corresponding receptor (Figure 4). 

Importantly, AIPs produced by one group of S. aureus can interfere with the 

communication system of the other groups (42). It has been proposed that the 

first S. aureus group to reach quorum and activate its communication system 

will successfully establish the infection and outcompete the other groups (43). 

 

Figure 3 – AIP/two component cell-to-cell communication system in Staphylococcus aureus. 

At low cell densities the arg operon is weakly expressed allowing the production, transport and 

extracellular accumulation of the AIP. At high cell densities the AIP is recognized by the 

AgrC/AgrA two-component system, activating the expression of the agr operon and the 

expression of the regulatory RNAIII that controls the expression of several virulence factors. AIP, 

autoinducer peptide. 
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The Signal Common to Many Species: Autoinducer-2 

 

The cell-to-cell communication mechanisms just described for Gram-

negative and Gram-positive bacteria to successfully coordinate behaviours are 

not the only mechanism used. In fact, there is one signal molecule, 

autoinducer-2 (AI-2) which has been proposed to be “universal” since it is 

produced and recognized by Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria. 

In 1979 Greenberg highlighted the possibility of non-self or 

alloinduction (8). Almost fifteen years later, in 1993, while trying to identify 

additional regulatory components required for bioluminescence in V. harveyi, 

Bassler came across a surprising discovery: the supernatant of a mutant that 

did not produce AHLs retained the capacity to induce light production in a 

Figure 4 – Chemical structure of the different groups of autoinducer peptides (AIP) in 

Staphylococcus aureus. 
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density-dependent way, even in strains lacking the receptor for AHLs. Another 

autoinducer had to be responsible for this induction. This second autoinducer 

was named AI-2 and AHLs renamed autoinducer-1 as a result (44), (45). 

Furthermore, it was shown that different bacteria, including Vibrio cholerae, 

an important human pathogen, produced an extracellular signal capable of 

inducing this second communication system of V. harveyi (46). In 1999, luxS 

was identified as the gene encoding for AI-2 production in V. harveyi, 

Escherichia coli and Salmonella enterica enterica serovar Typhimurium, and 

homologues were reported both in Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria 

(47). These evidences prompted the idea that AI-2 is a widespread signal 

molecule that can be used to communicate across species (48). 

In the next years, the mechanism for AI-2 production was elucidated 

(Figure 5). AI-2 synthesis starts with the conversion of SAM to S-

adenosylhomocysteine by several methyltransferases. This compound is toxic 

to the cells and is transformed into S-ribosylhomocysteine (SRH) by the Pfs 

enzyme (49). SRH is the substrate of LuxS, which converts it into homocysteine 

and 4,5-dihydroxy-2,3-pentanedione (DPD) that can cyclize spontaneously in 

solution into different isomers (50), (51). However, it was only when the AI-2 

receptors of both V. harveyi (LuxP) and of S. Typhimurium (LsrB)                  

were crystalized in the presence of the signal that the chemical             

structure of the autoinducer was identified. S-2-methyl-2,3,3,4-

tetrahydroxytetrahydrofuranborate (S-THMF-Borate) is recognized by              

V. harveyi (52) while R-2-methyl-2,3,3,4-tetrahydroxytetrahydrofurone (R-

THMF) is recognized by S. Typhimurium (51). 
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Since the discovery of AI-2, both Gram-negative and Gram-positive 

bacteria were shown to produce and/or sense this signal, coordinating 

complex behaviours such as biofilm formation, motility, bioluminescence and 

expression of virulence factors in response to changes in signal availability. 

Given the implications of such behaviours in the context of diseases and the 

potential for targeting many species through a single molecule, numerous 

efforts have been made to identify inhibitors of this communication system 

[reviewed in (53)]. 

 

 

The GacSA/Rsm Two-Component System and its Unknown Signal 

 

From 1964 until the present, several signal molecules have been 

recognized and much more are expected to be identified in the next years 

Figure 5 – Synthesis of autoinducer-2. DPD, the common precursor of AI-2 produced by the 

LuxS enzyme, can cyclise spontaneously into the forms recognized by V. harveyi (S-THMF-

Borate) and S. Typhimurium (R-THMF). DPD, 4,5-dihydroxy-2,3-pentanedione; S-THMF-Borate, 

S-2-methyl-2,3,3,4-tetrahydroxytetrahydrofuranborate; R-THMF-Borate, R-2-methyl-2,3,3,4-

tetrahydroxytetrahydrofurone. 
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[reviewed in (54)]. In fact, in some cases, the receptor and signal transduction 

pathways are known but the signal molecule remains to be identified. One 

such example is the GacS/GacA system, a Gram-negative two-component 

system. 

Two-component systems are widespread among bacteria allowing 

them to respond to external stimulus and adjust their gene expression. 

Typically these systems comprise a sensor kinase that undergoes 

autophosphorylation upon the recognition of a biotic or abiotic stimulus, 

activating the cognate response regulator [reviewed in (55)]. The GacSA/Rsm 

system is widely conserved among Gram-negative bacteria, and it is a key 

pathway regulating extracellular enzyme production, bioluminescence, 

motility, biofilm formation and virulence, often coordinated at the population 

level (56). The discovery of the two main modules of this signalling system 

occurred in two simultaneous steps: the rsmB/RsmA global regulatory path 

was identified in E. coli and Pectobacterium, while the GacS/GacA two-

component system was described in Pseudomonas spp. and associated with 

the rsmB/RsmA system [reviewed in (57)]. 

The first studies on the rsmB/RsmA system were reported in 1993, 

when Romeo et al. identified a repressor for glycogen accumulation in E. coli 

named CsrA (58), (59). Two years later, CsrA was proven to be a post-

transcriptional regulatory protein with a RNA-binding motif (60). Meanwhile, 

two independent studies on the regulation of exoenzyme production and 

virulence in Pectobacterium led to the identification of rsmB (initially named 

aepH) and RsmA, a homologue of CsrA (61), (62). However, it was not until 

1997 that Liu and Romeo proved that csrB, an RNA molecule homologous to 

rsmB (aepH), can bind to CsrA, inhibiting the binding of this protein to its 

target RNAs (63). This led to the first model for Csr (Rsm) regulation: an RNA-
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binding global regulator protein, CsrA (RsmA), binds to target RNAs, promoting 

their degradation, which can be inhibited by the small non-coding RNA, csrB 

(rsmB), which binds to and titrates CsrA (64). 

GacS, originally called LemA, was first identified in Pseudomonas 

syringae as an important regulator of pathogenesis in bean leaves. It was 

predicted to be part of a two-component system with an unidentified cognate 

response regulator (65), (66). In a later study, GacA was described as a global 

regulator of secondary metabolism, and was shown to be a homologue of 

uvrY, an E. coli gene of unknown function (67). In 1994, a genetic analysis in P. 

syringae provided evidence that GacA was the cognate response regulator of 

GacS (68) but this was only confirmed in vitro in 2001 for the homologous 

BarA/UvrY system of E. coli (69). Homologues to the GacS/GacA two-

component pair started to be identified in other species, such as 

Pectobacterium (70). 

It was in 1999 that the so far autonomous systems were brought 

together in Pseudomonas fluorescens, when GacA was proposed to up-

regulate the expression of a small RNA which would result in the observed 

inhibition of RsmA (71). This was later confirmed in Pectobacterium, where it 

was shown that the control of exoenzymes production by the GacS/GacA 

system is achieved by modulating the levels of rsmB RNA (72). Since the 

elucidation of the GacSA/Rsm pathway in Pseudomonas and Pectobacterium, 

several homologues have been reported in other Gram-negative bacteria, 

including E. coli, where BarA (sensor) and UvrY (response regulator) are part of 

the two-component system controlling the csrB/CsrA regulators [reviewed in 

(56), (64), (73)]. 

It is hypothesised that regulation by the GacSA/Rsm system starts 

when an unknown signal interacts with the sensor kinase GacS which then 
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undergoes autophosphorylation of the first histidine residue located in the 

cytoplasmic region. The phosphate group is then transferred to an aspartate 

residue and finally to another histidine. GacA is activated when the phosphate 

group is transferred from this second histidine in GacS to the conserved 

aspartate residue in this response regulator. Phosphorylated GacA activates 

the transcription of one (rsmB in Pectobacterium spp.) or more (rsmX, rsmY 

and rsmZ in Pseudomonas spp.) regulatory RNAs. These small RNAs have 

several GGA motifs that are recognized by RsmA (Figure 6). When the 

GacS/GacA system is off, RsmA recognizes and binds the GGA motifs of its 

target mRNAs, promoting their degradation. However, when the GacS/GacA 

system is on, the regulatory RNAs are expressed and their GGA motifs 

compete for RsmA binding, thus titrating RsmA protein by sequestration. Once 

RsmA binds the non-coding RNAs it can no longer bind the target RNAs 

[reviewed in (56), (64), (57)]. 

The GacSA/Rsm system regulates important behaviours such as 

pathogenesis and many efforts have been made to understand its mechanism. 

Moreover, evidence that the GacSA/Rsm system might be activated by an 

interspecies signal have been provided by studies with cell-free extracts from 

Pseudomonas and Vibrio species (74). As happened for other signalling 

systems, such as the LuxR/LuxI system, it is expected that the identification of 

the signal responsible for the activation of the Gac/Rsm system in one 

bacterial species will be key for the identification in other bacteria. Although it 

has been shown that plant phenolic acids, intermediates of the Krebs Cycle 

and short-chain fatty acids, such as acetate and formate, stimulate the 

GacSA/Rsm and the BarA/Csr systems in Dickeya dadantii, P. aeruginosa and  

E. coli, respectively, as discussed in the next chapters, the chemical identity of 
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the molecule responsible for the activation of the system remains to be 

elucidated (75), (76). 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

 Cell-to-cell communication in bacteria is now recognized as an essential 

feature that allows these organisms to integrate important environmental 

Figure 6 – The GacSA/Rsm Cell-to-Cell Communication System. At low cell densities RsmA 

represses its target genes (virulence factors). At high cell densities, in the presence of an 

unknown stimulus, the GacS sensor kinase undergoes autophosphorylation and transfers the 

phosphate group to the response regulator GacA. The phosphorylated form of GacA promotes 

the transcription of the rsm non-coding RNAs that bind RsmA inhibiting its activity by titration, 

thereby allowing the expression of the target genes. 
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information and respond accordingly. Many of the signalling systems are vital 

for the regulation of coordinated behaviours, with pathogenesis as an 

important example. 

The cell-to-cell communication systems exemplified here are only a 

small fraction of a variety of autoinducers present in nature. From the in vivo 

studies in S. aureus it is now accepted that insights on behaviour regulation by 

communication systems might open the door to the development of new 

therapeutic strategies that combine the traditional antibiotic administration 

with the attenuation of virulence by disrupting or interfering with the cell-to-

cell communication system [reviewed in (19), (77)]. 
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The Plant Pathogen Pectobacterium (Erwinia) 

 

The genus Erwinia was named by Winslow in 1917 after Erwin Smith, a 

phytopathologist who was determined to prove that bacteria could cause 

plant diseases. It encompassed Gram-negative, non-spore-forming, rod-

shaped, fermentative, peritrichous plant pathogens (78). This genus was 

shown to be quite diverse, since it included many different plant pathogens, 

and in 1945, a reclassification was proposed where pectolytic Erwinia species 

would be combined in another genus called Pectobacterium (79). Yet, it was 

not until the end of the century, with the development of 16S rRNA 

sequencing and the recognition of the already reported differences within the 

Erwinia group, that the separation of genera was finally accepted (80). Since 

the establishment of the Pectobacterium genus, and with the increase of DNA-

DNA hybridization studies, novel taxonomic refinements were done: a new 

genus, Dickeya, has emerged and several subspecies have been elevated to 

species level (81), (82). 

The Pectobacterium genus belongs to the Enterobacteriaceae family 

and different species have been used as model organisms for many years. The 

initial interest in these bacteria arose from the fact that they could cause 

disease in several crops. During the 70’s and 80’s it became clear that 

Pectobacterium spp. could be good model organisms: these bacteria could be 

isolated and kept under laboratory conditions, genetic techniques could be 

applied and their virulence analysed in vivo, under controlled laboratory 

conditions (83), (84), (85), (86). Since then, several Pectobacterium have been 

associated with the elucidation of several important biological processes, 

including cell-to-cell communication. 
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Pectobacterium spp. can cause stem rot and soft-rot diseases in many 

economically relevant crops, both in the field or in storage, through the 

production of various plant cell wall-degrading enzymes (PCWDEs), including 

pectinases (87). Most studies in these plant pathogens aim to understand the 

genetic regulation of PCWDEs and much of the work has been done in just a 

few species (88): Dickeya dadantii 3937 [formerly Pectobacterium chrysantemi 

(81)], Pectobacterium atrosepticum SCRI1043 [formerly Pectobacterium 

carotovorum subsp. atrosepticum (82)], Pectobacterium carotovorum subsp. 

carotovorum Ecc71 and Pectobacterium wasabiae SCC3193 (formerly 

misidentified as Pectobacterium carotovorum, subsp. carotovorum (89)]. 

Through the years, as scientists tried to understand the “big picture” of 

pathogenesis in Pectobacterium, it became clear that there were many strain-

specific traits that can now be, at least to a certain degree, explained by the 

reclassification of these organisms. For example, regulators of virulence 

identified in P. carotovorum subsp. carotovorum Ecc71 were not fully 

reproduced when investigating in another Pectobacterium, SCC3193, 

previously thought to be a member of the same species (90). This bacterium 

has subsequently been identified as P. wasabiae (89). P. wasabiae strain 

SCC3193 was used as the model organism for the work presented here and 

thus in this chapter the virulence regulation is reviewed for this strain, unless 

otherwise specified. 

 

 

Virulence in Pectobacterium wasabiae SCC3193 

 

 Pectobacterium wasabiae strain SCC3193 was isolated in Finland during 

the 80’s from infected potatoes and has since been used as a model       
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organism (91). This bacterium causes soft-rot disease by breaking down plant 

cell wall components and exploiting them as a nutrient source. The plant cell 

wall is a complex and rigid barrier to microbial infections, mainly composed of 

a cellulose-hemicellulose network and sustained by a matrix of pectin. 

Successful infection by P. wasabiae requires a coordinated production and 

secretion of virulence factors such as PCWDEs. This group of enzymes include 

cellulases, proteases and pectinases. Pectinases are the major contributors to 

disease development and they act by breaking down pectin and include 

pectate lyases, pectin lyases and polygalacturonases. 

 Cellulases degrade cellulose, one of the constituents of the plant cell 

wall. The first cellulase characterized in P. wasabiae was named CelS and it 

was discovered after the screen of a genomic library (92). However, the fact 

that a celS mutant is not affected on cellulase activity prompted the search for 

another enzyme and led to the discovery of CelV1. A celV1 mutant was shown 

to have a delay in the appearance of symptoms in vivo. CelV1 appears to be 

the major enzyme responsible for cellulase activity, since no enzymatic activity 

was detected in celV1 mutant or celV1∙celS double mutant (93). There is yet 

another gene in P. wasabiae annotated as a cellulase, but it has not been 

characterized (89). 

 PrtW is the only protease described in P. wasabiae. This protease is a 

metalloprotease containing a binding region for Ca2+ and Zn2+. Even though a 

recent study reports sixteen other predicted proteases in P. wasabiae, it is 

important to note that a prtW mutant showed no protease activity and was 

impaired in virulence when compared to wild-type (wt) (89), (94). 

 P. wasabiae contains nine putative pectate lyases in its genome, 

however only one has been extensively characterized: PelB is a 37 kDa protein 

that degrades the partially methyl esterified pectin. Because a mutant affected 
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in PelB production shows equal virulence to the wt strain and given the many 

different genes codifying potential pectate lyases in the genome, it is likely 

that these have redundant functions (89), (95). In support of this hypothesis, 

cell-free fluids from non-virulent mutants present no pectate lyase activity, 

indicating that this type of activity and thus the putative pectate lyases 

contribute to virulence (70), (96). 

 Pectin lyases are another type of enzymes involved in the degradation 

of pectin. Even though pectin lyase activity can be detected in growing 

cultures of P. wasabiae and one hypothetical pectin lyase has been identified 

in its genome, no pectin lyase has been described in the literature for this 

bacterium (89). Interestingly, a mutant with no pectin lyase activity was 

isolated in a transposon genetic screen and it was shown to be affected in 

virulence (14). 

 The last class of PCWDEs is composed by a group of enzymes that 

breaks glycosidic bonds of pectate, the polygalacturonases. PehA was 

identified in P. wasabiae as an endopolygalacturonase (97). Interestingly, pehA 

is located next to pelB and the two genes are transcribed divergently (95). Two 

additional putative polygalacturonases have been identified in P. wasabiae but 

they were not characterized so their role in polygalacturonase activity remains 

unknown (89). 

 In order to degrade the plant cell wall, PCWDEs have to gain access to 

their substrates, and so must be exported to the extracellular medium. 

Although secretion systems have not been exhaustively studied in P. wasabiae, 

genomic approaches have identified potential secretion systems in this 

bacterium. As a result, it is thought that P. wasabiae has four types of 

Secretion Systems: a Type I Secretion System, a Type II Secretion System, a 

Type IV Secretion System and two redundant clusters of genes potentially 
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encoding Type VI Secretion Systems (89). According to studies in 

Pectobacterium spp., Dickeya dadantii, Dickeya chrysanthemi and Erwinia 

amylovora, it is thought that proteases are secreted via the Type I Secretion 

System and that cellulases, pectin lyases and polygalacturonases are secreted 

via the Type II Secretion System (88), (98), (99), (100), (101), (102), (103), 

(104). 

 

 

Virulence Regulation in P. wasabiae: the ExpI/ExpR System 

 

 As previously said, P. wasabiae was one of the first bacteria where cell-

to-cell communication was studied due to the early observation of a growth 

phase-dependency on the regulation of the production of PCWDEs (14), (93), 

(94), (95). In the beginning of the 90’s, a transposon screen led to the 

identification of expI as a gene essential for this growth phase-dependent 

phenotype. Furthermore, it was shown that the 26 kDa cytoplasmic ExpI 

protein was functionally and structurally related to the AHL synthase LuxI of 

Vibrio fischeri, and concluded that it would produce an AHL autoinducer to 

induce the expression of PCWDEs (14). It was later shown that P. wasabiae 

responds both to 3-oxo-C6-HSL, the AHL of V. fischeri, and 3-oxo-C8-HSL, the 

major AHL produced by this species (105), (106). 

 In 2000, the first receptor for the AHLs in P. wasabiae was identified 

and called ExpR (later renamed ExpR1). expR was found to be linked to expI 

but transcribed in the opposite direction, with an overlapping 3’ region. 

However, the phenotype of expR mutant was shown to be quite similar to wt, 

with the same levels of PCWDEs and only slightly higher virulence in potato 

tubers (96). This prompted the search for another receptor that was later 
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identified and named ExpR2. ExpR1 and ExpR2 were proposed to be redundant 

repressors of the PCWDEs, with different characteristics in terms of AHL 

binding affinity and specificity: ExpR1 recognizes the native AHL, 3-oxo-C8-HSL, 

while ExpR2 is more promiscuous and recognize other AHLs including the 

minor AHL produced by P. wasabiae (3-oxo-C6-HSL) (107). 

 Meanwhile, a global repressor encoded by rsmA was identified in P. 

carotovorum Ecc71. The 7 kDa cytoplasmic protein, RsmA, presented high 

homology with the RNA-binding repressor CsrA from E. coli and with 

homologues throughout Pectobacterium genus, including P. wasabiae. It was 

shown that in Ecc71, RsmA repressed both production of PCWDEs, AHLs, and 

motility. A mechanism similar to the regulation mediated by CsrA observed in 

Escherichia coli was suggested (62), (108), (109). A P. wasabiae rsmA mutant 

was shown to regulate PCWDEs and motility but the effect on the regulation of 

AHLs was not examined (110). 

 A few years later, several authors proposed a mechanism linking the 

regulation of AHLs and RsmA. First, it was shown that in the absence of AHLs 

the mRNA of rsmA is more abundant and that this could be reverted by adding 

synthetic AHLs. It was also shown that pehA transcripts accumulated in a 

manner inversely proportional to the mRNA of rsmA (106). Next, it was 

revealed that both ExpR1 and ExpR2 can activate rsmA transcription in the 

absence of AHLs. In the presence of 3-oxo-C8-HSL, this autoinducer binds and 

represses ExpR1 and ExpR2, and expression of rsmA decreases. However, 

when 3-oxo-C6-HSL is added, which only binds and inhibits ExpR2 , ExpR1 still 

retains the ability to induce rsmA transcription (107). Additionally, it was 

shown in Ecc71 that ExpR1 and ExpR2 can bind the promoter region of rsmA 

only in the absence of AHLs but ExpR1 cannot bind the promoter region of 

expI, pel-1 or rsmB, both in the presence or absence of AHLs. The binding of 
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ExpR2 to other promoters was not analysed and it is still possible that 

regulation by these transcriptional regulators is not completely redundant 

(111), (112). Nevertheless, rsmA is yet the only known target of the regulation 

by AHLs. The mechanism of regulation of these LuxR homologues is unusual: 

contrary to cannonical LuxR-type proteins, ExpR1 and ExpR2 regulate rsmA 

transcription in the absence of the autoinducers, and the presence of their 

cognate signal inhibits their action [reviewed in (113)]. Nevertheless, because 

RsmA is a repressssor of virulence, the overall result of the activation of the 

ExpI/ExpR system is the same has for the other LuxI/LuxR systems: at high cell 

densities the expression of virulence genes is activated. 

In 2001, an additional RsmA regulator, known as KdgR, was identified 

and shown to promote rsmA expression (114). This regulator had been already 

identified in D. chrysanthemi and later in P. carotovorum as a repressor for 

PCWDEs expression. Repression by KdgR is released upon its binding of 2-keto-

3-deoxygluconate (KDG), an intracellular compound  that accumulates upon 

degradation of pectin (115), (116), (117), (114), (113). Therefore, in the 

absence of pectin (or other plant cell wall degradation compounds), even in 

the presence of AHLs, the production of PCWDEs is repressed. Consequently, 

this level of regulation ensures that PCWDEs are only expressed in the 

presence of plant signals, showing how both cell-to-cell and environmental 

signals can be integrated through the cell-to-cell communication systems to 

induce virulence only at optimal conditions. 

In summary, the ExpI/ExpR system in P. wasabiae tightly controls 

PCWDEs production in a density dependent manner. According to the current 

model of regulation, at low cell densities, when AHLs concentration is low, 

ExpR1 and ExpR2 bind rsmA, promoting its transcription; additionally, KdgR 

promotes the transcription of rsmA in the absence of KDG; RsmA binds the 
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mRNAs of PCWDEs promoting their degradation, and thereby inhibiting 

virulence. As AHLs start to accumulate during growth, they bind to ExpR1 (3-

oxo-C8-HSL) and ExpR2 (3-oxo-C8-HSL and 3-oxo-C6-HSL) inhibiting the 

activation of rsmA transcription; if plant signals are present, KdgR-dependent 

activation of rsmA and repression of PCWDEs are inhibited. As a consequence, 

RsmA levels decrease allowing the production of PCWDEs and virulence 

(Figure 1). 

Figure 1 – ExpI/ExpR Regulation of PCWDEs in Pectobacterium wasabiae. The ExpI protein 

produces the AHLs (3-oxo-C8-HSL in blue and 3 oxo-C6-HSL in purple) that can diffuse freely 

to the extracellular medium. At low cell densities, ExpR1 and ExpR2 proteins bind the rsmA 

promoter inducing its transcription. Also, because there is no degradation of pectin, KdgR 

promotes transcription of rsmA and inhibits the expression of PCWDEs. Thus, at low cell 

density the levels of RsmA protein are high; RsmA binds the mRNAs of PCWDEs promoting 

their degradation, and thereby inhibiting virulence. At high cell density AHLs bind to ExpR1 

(3-oxo-C8-HSL) and ExpR2 (3-oxo-C8-HSL and 3 oxo-C6-HSL) repressing the activation of 

rsmA transcription; moreover, the presence of the degradation products of pectin (KDG) 

inhibits KdgR. Consequently, RsmA protein levels decrease allowing the production of 

PCWDEs and subsequent virulence. KDG, 2-keto-3-deoxygluconate. 
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Virulence Regulation in P. wasabiae: the ExpSA/Rsm System 

 

 The ExpSA/Rsm system is a two-component system that together with 

the ExpI/ExpR system controls the production of PCWDEs in Pectobacterium 

spp. The first partners identified in this system were the already mentioned 

rsmA and rsmB, identified first in P. carotovorum Ecc71 and later in P. 

wasabiae, and were shown to have opposite effects on PCWDEs regulation 

(61), (62), (110). Meanwhile, studies in E. coli revealed the mechanism of 

regulation of csrB/CsrA (homologues of rsmB/RsmA), where the small RNA 

csrB inhibits CsrA by sequestration (64). 

 The other partners in this system were identified in P. wasabiae after a 

transposon screen revealed mutants with decreased virulence (101). Besides 

the expI mutant, two other unlinked genes were recognized and named expA 

and expS. ExpA is structurally similar to the two-component response 

regulators UvrY (E. coli) and GacA (Pseudomonas and P. carotovorum); an expA 

mutant exhibited no production of PCWDEs and consequently no virulence. 

Similarly, an expS mutant also showed decreased production of PCWDEs and 

virulence. ExpS was identified as a sensor kinase structurally similar to GacS 

(Pseudomonas and P. carotovorum). It was then proposed that the ExpS/ExpA 

was a two-component system controlling the production of PCWDEs, with 

ExpS being the cognate sensor of ExpA (70). 

 In 2001, it was verified in P. wasabiae that the ExpS/ExpA system 

positively controls the expression of rsmB and negatively controls the 

accumulation of rsmA transcripts. It was also shown that mutation in kdgR 

supresses the non-virulent phenotype in an expA mutant background. Besides 

promoting rsmA expression, KdgR was also shown to repress rsmB expression. 
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Nevertheless it is still not clear if ExpA and KdgR regulate rsmB and rsmA 

transcription directly or indirectly (114). 

It is important to emphasize that, as well as for the homologues 

GacSA/Rsm systems in other bacteria, the signal molecule responsible for the 

induction of the ExpSA/Rsm system in Pectobacterium species remains 

unidentified. Although plant phenolic acids have been shown to activate the 

GacSA/Rsm system in the plant pathogen D. dadantii (former P. chrysantemi), 

the ExpSA/Rsm system in Pectobacterium species is still active even in the 

absence of plant compounds, showing that yet another signal molecule can be 

responsible for the activation of this system (118). 

In summary, in the beginning of the infection, when KDG levels are low 

due to the lack of pectin degradation, KdgR promotes the expression of rsmA 

and inhibits rsmB transcription; RsmA protein binds the mRNAs of PCWDEs 

promoting their degradation and inhibiting their expression, thereby 

obstructing virulence. As the infection progresses and cell density increases, 

KDG levels rise and the ExpS/ExpA system is activated by an unknown 

stimulus. The sensor kinase ExpS undergoes autophosphorylation and 

phosphorylates the response regulator ExpA which activates the transcription 

of rsmB. KdgR is sequestered by KDG, which releases rsmB and PCWDEs 

repression. As the RNA levels of rsmB increase, more RsmA protein is 

sequestered which prevents the degradation of PCWDEs and promotes 

virulence (Figure 2). 

Because the ExpS/ExpA system is activated at high cell densities, it is 

likely that the signal responsible for its induction is a cell-to-cell 

communication signal like canonical autoinducers. However, only upon the 

identification of the signal molecule responsible for the stimulation of the 
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ExpS/ExpA system, will it be possible to confirm this hypothesis. This will be 

addressed in Chapters III and V of this thesis. 

 

 

Virulence Regulation in P. wasabiae: the AI-2 system 

 

 As stated earlier the AI-2 system was first identified in V. harveyi and 

since then several studies have identified LuxS homologues in different species 

(44), (47), (53). In 2006, a study in P. wasabiae identified a LuxS homologue in 

Figure 2 – ExpSA/Rsm Regulation of PCWDEs in Pectobacterium wasabiae. At low cell 

densities the ExpS/ExpA two component system is not active and rsmB expression is repressed 

by KdgR. As cell density increases, the ExpS/ExpA system is activated by an unknown stimulus, 

inducing the expression of rsmB. Additionally the degradation of pectin increases the 

intracellular pool of KDG and the repression of rsmB is relieved. The rsmB small RNA binds to 

RsmA protein inhibiting its degrading effects on the mRNAs of PCWDEs. KDG, 2-keto-3-

deoxygluconate. 
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this bacterium and confirmed the production of AI-2. It was shown that a luxS 

mutant had a transient impairment in pectate lyase and polygalacturonase 

activity and reduced virulence in potato tubers at early stages of infection. 

However, the effects were intermediate and no complementation with 

exogenous AI-2 was performed to confirm the phenotype (119). Since LuxS is 

an important metabolic enzyme, it is possible that the phenotypes observed in 

a luxS mutant could be a consequence of the metabolic imbalance created by 

the absence of the LuxS enzyme [reviewed in (53)], so testing the 

complementation of the luxS mutant with synthetic AI-2 is important to rule 

out this hypothesis. 

To date, no AI-2 receptor has been identified in any Pectobacterium 

species. This genus does not encode any homologues for the well-studied AI-2 

receptors LuxP and LsrB. 

 

 

Virulence Regulation in P. wasabiae: Other Systems 

 

 Even though it is evident that the two main systems regulating PCWDEs 

production are the ExpI/ExpR and the ExpSA/Rsm systems, other contributing 

systems are also present in Pectobacterium. 

 The PehS/PehR system is another two-component system in P. 

wasabiae that regulates the production of pehA. A series of papers 

demonstrated that the pair PehS/PehR is homologous to the PhoQ/PhoP 

system in E. coli, with PehS being the sensor kinase and PehR the response 

regulator (120), (121). In the absence of stimulus the PehS/PehR system 

activates the transcription of pehA (increasing Peh activity) and represses the 

transcription of pelB (122). Although the mechanism involved in this regulation 
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is not known it is interesting to note that these two genes (pehA and pelB) are 

divergently transcribed from the same regulatory region (95). The PehS/PehR 

system is repressed in the presence of Ca2+ and possibly by other divalent 

cations, such as Mg2+, whose presence inhibits pehA expression (122), (121), 

(123). 

 The PmrA/PmrB two-component system was also identified in P. 

wasabiae. It was shown that the response regulator PmrA is a negative 

regulator of PCWDEs, independently of the rsmB/RsmA regulatory network. 

Acidic pH inhibits the sensor kinase PrmB and PmrA remains 

unphosphorylated, but high concentration of Fe3+ promotes the activation of 

PrmB and the consequence phosphorylation of PrmA. The phosphorylated 

form of PrmA is no longer capable of repressing the expression of PCWDEs 

(123). 

 The Rcs phosphorelay system is composed by three components and 

was recently recognized in P. wasabiae by a transposon screen that aimed to 

search for new negative regulators of PCWDEs. This system is composed by a 

sensor, called RcsC, a phosphor-transmitter, RcsD, and the cytoplasmic 

response regulator RcsB and is homologous to the Rcs system of other 

Enterobacteriaceae (124). The RcsB has putative binding sites in flhDC, the 

master regulatory operon controlling the expression of flagellar genes, as well 

as the small RNAs rsmB and rprA. Binding assays confirmed that RcsB could 

bind to flhDC and rprA, inhibiting the expression of the first and promoting the 

expression of the second, and could also bind rsmB. It was proposed that the 

rprA RNA regulates protease expression by an unknown mechanism and that 

FlhDC regulates PCWDEs by modulating rsmB transcription, most likely 

indirectly, similarly to what was verified earlier in Ecc71 (125), (126), (127). 
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Conclusion 

 

 The production of PCWDEs is a complex coordinated behaviour that is 

subject to regulation by several different systems. Clearly, the two main 

systems involved in this regulation are the ExpI/ExpR and ExpSA/Rsm systems, 

since both systems are crucial for virulence (Figure 3): a mutant that does not 

produce AHLs (expI mutant) or a mutant with a disrupted ExpS/ExpA (expA 

mutant) were shown to be non-virulent (14). 

It has been shown in other Gram-negative bacteria, such as 

Pseudomonas spp. and Vibrio spp., that multiple cell-to-cell communication 

systems can be combined, either in parallel or in series, to regulate complex 

behaviours. According to the current model for regulation of PCWDEs 

production in P. wasabiae, in the absence of AHLs, such as in an expI mutant, 

and in the presence of plant signals, the activation of the ExpS/ExpA system 

could be enough to activate rsmB expression and therefore inhibit RsmA. On 

the other hand, if the ExpS/ExpA system is absence, at high cell densities, AHLs 

should inhibit ExpR1 and ExpR2, reducing the transcription of rsmA. However, 

as shown in Chapter IV, the absence of either system results in a drastic effect 

on virulence, revealing the potential for cross-talk between the two systems 

and that the complex virulence network is not yet fully understood. 

Cell-to-cell communication is crucial for virulence in many pathogenic 

bacteria, including Vibrio cholerae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and 

Staphylococcus aureus. It has been speculated that the understanding of the 

virulence networks of pathogens and the identification of the signal molecules 

involved in such regulation will result in the development of novel strategies to 

prevent or treat bacterial infections through the interference with these 

systems. In fact, in vivo different strategies to disrupt the cell-to-cell 
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communication system of S. aureus have been proven to be effective in 

different disease models [reviewed in (19)]. 

Furthermore, the fact that an important system, the ExpSA/Rsm 

system, present in Pectobacterium and other Gram-negative bacteria, 

including the human pathogens V. cholerae and P. aeruginosa, remains with an 

uncharacterized signal, drove us to investigate this system and its possible 

regulators. 
 

Figure 3 – Virulence Regulation by cell-to-cell communication in Pectobacterium wasabiae. 

The regulation of PCWDEs is controlled mainly by the ExpI/ExpR and the Exp/Rsm systems. At 

low cell densities, and in the absence of pectin degradation products, rsmA transcription is 

induced by ExpR1, ExpR2 and KdgR. The high pool levels of RsmA repress the expression of 

PCWDEs inhibiting virulence. When AHLs accumulate and the ExpS/ExpA system is activated, 

the rsmB expression is induced and the rsmA expression is not only no longer activated by 

ExpR1 and ExpR2, but also repressed by ExpA. Additionally, as a result of pectin degradation, 

KDG intracellular pools increase and repress KdgR. The inactivation of KdgR results in the de-

repression of rsmB and PCWDEs. Therefore, at high cell densities the increased amount of the 

small RNA rsmB results in the inhibition of RsmA and consequently expression of PCWDEs and 

virulence. 
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Bacterial cell-to-cell communication is a widely distributed process that 

allows these organisms to coordinate complex behaviours through 

changes in gene expression induced upon receiving a signal produced by 

other bacteria. Pectobacterium wasabiae is an important plant 

pathogen that regulates the production of plant cell wall-degrading 

enzymes by two main cell-to-cell communication systems: the ExpI/ExpR 

system that responds to acyl-homoserine lactones (AHLs); and the 

ExpS/ExpA, activated by an unknown signal. Together these regulate the 

Rsm system. The ExpS/ExpA system is homologous to the GacS/GacA 

system that regulates virulence in several pathogens. Here we have 

identified three transposon mutants, RSV168 (TrkA potassium uptake 

regulator), RSV236 (shikimate kinase I) and RSV241 (cytochrome bd-I 

terminal oxidase), that are impaired in rsmB expression and virulence. 

Wild-type bacteria can transcomplement and induce rsmB expression in 

those mutants via the ExpS/ExpA system, conditioning the medium at 

high cell density. This induction is not dependent on AHLs. Though we 

cannot fully conclude that the mutants are affected in signal production, 

our results demonstrate that the three mutants are responsive to the 

ExpS/ExpA signal and can therefore be used to identify this important 

unknown molecule. Moreover, our results indicate that the signal might 

be produced by a redundant biosynthetic route or via an essential 

metabolic pathway. The conserved nature of this system makes this 

signal an excellent target for the development of anti-virulence 

therapies based on the disruption of cell-to-cell communication systems. 
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Introduction 

 

The Pectobacterium genus belongs to the Enterobacteriaceae family 

and comprises Gram-negative, rod-shaped bacteria that can cause soft-rot 

disease in several plants, including the fifth largest crop in the world, potatoes 

(128). Virulence in this plant pathogen is achieved through a complex 

regulatory network that coordinates the production of extracellular enzymes 

which are essential for a successful host colonization and infection. These 

enzymes degrade the plant cell wall releasing nutrients for the bacterium and 

causing soft-rot disease. Plant cell wall-degrading enzymes (PCWDEs) include a 

variety of different enzymes such as cellulases, proteases, pectate lyases, 

pectin lyases and polygalacturonases (129). 

 Bacterial cell-to-cell communication is a widely distributed process that 

allows bacteria to respond to the presence of other bacteria through changes 

in gene expression upon receiving a signal produced by these neighbouring 

organisms. This process is frequently fundamental to the regulation of 

complex coordinated behaviours, both in pathogenic and commensal 

organisms. Such communication consists of the production and accumulation 

of signal molecules in the extracellular medium, and a coordinated gene 

expression that occurs upon receptor binding. Activation is only possible when 

the signal concentration reaches a certain threshold, thereby ensuring that 

cooperative behaviours are only triggered when bacterial numbers are 

sufficient for these behaviours to be productive (17). Pectobacterium 

wasabiae regulates the production of PCWDEs mainly through three cell-to-

cell communication systems: the ExpI/ExpR, the autoinducer-2 (AI-2) and the 

ExpSA/Rsm systems. 
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The ExpI/ExpR system is homologous to the canonical LuxI/LuxR cell-to-

cell communication system and comprises an acyl homoserine lactone (AHL) 

synthase, ExpI, and two AHL receptors, ExpR1 and ExpR2 (14), (96), (107). As P. 

wasabiae grows, ExpI produces mainly 3-oxo-C8-HSL and also smaller amounts 

of 3-oxo-C6-HSL, which accumulates in the extracellular medium. These signal 

molecules are recognized intracellularly by ExpR1 (3-oxo-C8-HSL) and ExpR2 

(3-oxo-C8-HSL and 3-oxo-C6-HSL) (105). In the absence of AHLs the receptors 

induce the transcription of rsmA, the global post-transcriptional regulator of 

the Rsm system that represses the expression of PCWDEs. Upon binding to 

AHLs, ExpR1 and ExpR2 no longer activate rsmA expression, thereby indirectly 

inducing the expression of PCWDEs (107). 

AI-2 is a cell-to-cell communication molecule thought to mediate 

interspecies signalling as it is produced by many bacterial species. It has also 

been shown to regulate multiple group behaviours (53). P. wasabiae contains 

the gene for the AI-2 synthase, luxS. Mutation in this gene prevents AI-2 

synthesis and causes a transient impairment in pectate lyase and 

polygalacturonase activities and reduced virulence in potato tubers at early 

stages of infection (119). Nevertheless, and like in the majority of the AI-2-

producing organisms, the AI-2 receptor remains to be identified. Additionally, 

evidence of complementation with exogenous signal is lacking. This is of 

extreme importance to corroborate the claim that the phenotypes are related 

to the signalling process because the LuxS enzyme also has metabolic 

functions (53). 

The ExpSA/Rsm systems consists of a two-component system, 

ExpS/ExpA, homologous to the GacS/GacA system. ExpS is a sensor kinase that 

is activated by an unknown signal. Its activation leads to the phosphorylation 

of the response regulator ExpA that promotes the transcription of rsmB, the 
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gene for the non-coding small RNA of the Rsm system (70). rsmB RNA binds 

RsmA, inhibiting the degradation of the mRNAs of PCWDEs promoting the 

expression of PCWDEs (114). Thus, the ExpS/ExpA system acts together with 

ExpI/ExpR to regulate RsmA activity and upon activation induce the expression 

of PCWDEs. It has been shown that plant phenolic acids (o-coumaric and t-

cinnamic acids), intermediates of the Krebs Cycle and short-chain fatty acids, 

such as acetate and formate, can stimulate the GacSA/Rsm and the BarA/Csr 

systems in certain conditions in Dickeya dadantii, Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

and Escherichia coli (75), (76). However, the chemical identity of the molecule 

responsible for the activation of the ExpS/ExpA system, as well as the 

homologous systems, remains to be elucidated. 

 Over the past decade, many strains newly isolated throughout the 

world have been classified as P. wasabiae, indicating either that the 

prevelance of P. wasabiae had previously been underestimated due to 

misclassifications of the bacterium or that it is an emergent pathogen (130), 

(131), (132), (133), (134), (135). Pectobacterium strain SCC3193 (previously 

Pectobacterium carotovorum subsp. carotovorum) has been recently 

reclassified as P. wasabiae and new virulence determinants have been 

identified, suggesting that the regulation of virulence in pectolytic bacteria is 

still far from completely understood (89). It is currently accepted that 

understanding the cell-to-cell communication network regulating virulence in 

pathogenic bacteria, as well as the identification of the signal molecules 

responsible for the activation of that network will enable the development of 

new approaches for controlling bacterial infections [reviewed in (19)]. 

Taking advantage of the well-characterized Pectobacterium strain 

SCC3193 we designed a genetic screen to identify mutants impaired in 

virulence. A library of 15,126 transposon mutants was constructed and 
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screened for low pectate lyase (Pel) activity. Our aim was eventually to identify 

the signal of the ExpS/ExpA system. As a result, we focused on these mutants 

by subjecting those with low Pel activity to a second screen to isolate the 

mutants also with reduced rsmB expression. 

We have identified a class of mutants which are impaired in virulence, 

have low rsmB expression and, importantly, can be complemented when co-

cultured with wild-type bacteria through a mechanism that requires a 

functional ExpS/ExpA system. These are the first mutants reported to be 

affected in the ExpSA/Rsm system, or in any of the other homologous systems, 

which are capable of extracellular complementation, and can therefore be 

used to identify this important signal. 

 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Bacterial strains and growth conditions 

 All the strains, plasmids and primers used in this study are listed in 

supplementary material Table S1 and Table S2, respectively. The P. wasabiae 

strains used are derived from the wild-type (wt) strain SCC3193 (91). P. 

wasabiae strains were grown at 30ºC with aeration in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth 

or M9 Minimal Media with 0.4% (w/v) Glycerol (MM). When mentioned, 0.4% 

of polygalacturonic acid (PGA; Sigma P3850) was supplied to the media to 

induce the expression of PCWDEs. Antibiotics were used at the following 

concentrations, except otherwise specified (mgL-1): ampicillin (Amp) 100; 

streptomycin (Strep) 100; kanamycin (Kan) 50; chloramphenicol (Cm) 25 and 

tetracycline (Tet) 10. Optical density (OD600nm) was determined by measuring 

absorbance at 600nm in a spectrophotometer (Spectronic, Thermo Scientific). 
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All assays are reported as the mean OD600nm of three biological replicates and 

error bars represent the standard error. 

 

Genetic and molecular techniques 

 The pRSV59 vector was constructed by introducing the 

chloramphenicol resistance gene (cm) into the promoterless-gfp vector 

pCMW1 (136). cm was amplified by PCR from pKD3 (137) using the P0276-

pKD3/4(BamHI) and the P0277-pKD3/4(BamHI) primers, digested with BamHI 

and ligated to the BamHI-digested pCMW1. 

 To construct the rsmB promoter fusion (pRSV206), a 392 bp fragment 

containing the promoter region of rsmB was amplified by PCR using the 

Herculase II polymerase (Agilent) and the P0528-rsmB(SphI) and the P0529-

rsmB(SalI) primers. The PCR fragment and the pRSV59 vector were digested 

with SphI and SalI and ligated. 

 Mutants were constructed by chromosomal gene replacement with an 

antibiotic marker using the λ Red recombinase system (138). The DNA region 

of the gene to be replaced, including approximately 500 bp upstream and 500 

bp downstream of the gene, were amplified with Herculase II and cloned into 

pUC18 (139). The 500bp-rsmB-500bp fragment was cloned into pUC18 using 

XbaI and SalI, the 500bp-expA-500bp using SalI and SacI and the 500bp-expS-

500bp using XbaI and KpnI. These constructs, containing the gene to be 

deleted and its flanking regions, were divergently amplified by PCR using 

primers to introduce a XhoI restriction site in the 5’ and 3’ regions of the gene 

to be deleted. The antibiotic resistance genes kan or strep were amplified with 

primers containing the XhoI site, from pKD4 (137) and pKNG101 (140), 

respectively, digested with XhoI and introduced in the XhoI digested PCR 

fragments. The final constructs contain the antibiotic marker flanked by the 
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upstream and downstream regions of the gene to be replaced. The 500bp-

antibiotic-500bp fragment was amplified by PCR using Herculase II and 

electroporated in a strain expressing the λ Red recombinase system from 

pKD46 (137), to allow recombination. 

All other PCR reactions were performed using Dream Taq Polymerase 

(Fermentas), digestions were done using Fast Digest Enzymes (Fermentas) and 

ligations performed with T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs). All mutants and 

constructs were confirmed by sequencing at the IGC sequencing facility. 

 

Pectate lyase activity assay 

 To analyse the extracellular Pel activity, overnight cultures were 

subcultured at a starting OD600nm of 0.05 in LB supplemented with PGA. At the 

indicated time points, aliquots were collected to monitor growth and to 

analyse the supernatant Pel activity using the previously described 

thiobarbituric acid (TBA) colorimetric method (141). Briefly, supernatant was 

collected by centrifugation and incubated with the substrate mixture for 3 h. 

The reaction was stopped by acidification and TBA (Sigma T5500) was added 

and the reaction mixture boiled for 1 h. The pink coloration was measured at 

548 nm using the multilabel counter (Victor3, Perkin-Elmer). Assays are 

reported as the mean of the Pel activity from three biological replicates and 

error bars represent the standard error. 

 

P. wasabiae virulence assay 

Virulence was analysed using a modified protocol to assess maceration 

of potato tubers (142). Potatoes were washed and surface sterilized by soaking 

for 10 min in 10% bleach followed by 10 min in 70% EtOH. Overnight cultures 

were washed twice and diluted to an OD600nm of 0.05 in Phosphate Buffered 
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Solution (PBS) and 30 µL were inoculated in the previously punctured 

potatoes. Potato tubers were incubated at 28ºC in a humid environment and 

at 40 h of incubation, potatoes were sliced and macerated tissue was collected 

and weighed. All assays are reported as the mean of the maceration from at 

least five biological replicates and error bars represent the standard error. 

 

Construction of the transposon library for mutants in Pel activity 

 To identify genes involved in the regulation of Pel activity, a library of 

15,126 mutants was constructed by transposon mutagenesis. EZ-Tn5™ 

<R6Kγori/KAN-2>Tnp Transposome™, containing the kanamycin resistance 

gene was introduce in P. wasabiae SCC3193 (wt), according to the instruction 

of the manufacters (Epicentre). Transposon insertion mutants were selected at 

30ºC on LB agar + Kan (25 mgL-1) and stored individually at -80ºC in 96-well 

plates in LB + Kan containing 30% (w/v) glycerol. To assay for Pel activity levels, 

mutants were cultured overnight in 96-well plates at 30ºC in LB and diluted 

1:100 into LB supplemented with 0.4% PGA in 96-well plates. After 8 h of 

growth at 30ºC, supernatant was collected by centrifugation at maximum 

speed for 10 min and tested for Pel activity using the TBA method. The Pel 

activity of the mutants was expressed as a percentage of the wt activity. 

Mutants with less than 40% Pel activity were isolated, re-tested two more 

times to confirm the phenotype and categorized according to their mean Pel 

activity. 

 

Screen for mutants impaired in the Rsm system 

Mutants which showed less than 15% of the pectate lyase activity 

observed for wt at least twice in the previous screen were screened for rsmB 

expression. The plasmid pRSV206, containing the PromoterrsmB-gfp fusion was 
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electroporated into all candidate mutants. These strains were then grown 

overnight in 96-well plates at 30°C in MM + Cm supplemented with PGA and 

diluted 1:100 into fresh medium in 96-well black plates. After 20 h, GFP 

expression was assessed using the multilabel counter (Victor3, PerkinElmer). 

rsmB expression as a percentage of that in wt was calculated for all mutants. 

The transposon insertion site of the isolated mutants was amplified by 

a two-step arbitrary PCR using the transposon specific primers P0058-Kan_SP1 

and P0057-Kan_SP2 and the arbitrary primers P0052-Arb1K, P0053-Arb2k and 

P0054-Arb6K (143), (144). The insertion site was identified by DNA sequencing 

at the IGC sequencing facility coupled with BLAST analysis. 

 To test complementation by extracellular factors produced by the wt, 

mutants containing the promoter fusion (PrsmB-GFP) were grown either alone 

or in co-culture with the wt bacteria harbouring the empty vector (pRSV59). 

GFP expression was assessed by flow cytometry (LSR Fortessa, BD). Overnight 

cultures were grown in 96-well plates in MM + Cm + Kan and diluted 1:100 

into fresh medium in 96-well plates. For co-cultures, a 1:100 dilution of wt 

overnight culture prepared in MM + Cm + Kan was added. Single cultures and 

co-cultures were incubated at 30ºC with aeration and at 24 h were diluted 

1:100 into PBS to analyse their PrsmB-GFP expression by flow cytometry using 

the Flowing Software v2.5.0. A minimum of 2,000 GFP-positive cells were 

acquired per sample and the rsmB expression of the mutants with the reporter 

fusion was recorded as the median GFP expression of the GFP-positive cells. 

When the median of the GFP expression of the co-cultures was 1.5-fold higher 

than the expression in single cultures, complementation was considered 

positive. 
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Analysis of rsmB expression 

 Time course analysis of rsmB expression was performed in mutants 

showing complementation when co-cultured with wt. The mutant strains 

RSV168, RSV236 and RSV241 containing the reporter fusion (PrsmB-GFP) were 

grown overnight in MM + Cm and inoculated into fresh medium at a starting 

OD600nm of 0.05. Strains harbouring the empty vector pRSV59 were added at 

inoculation time, also to an initial OD600nm of 0.05. At the indicated time points, 

aliquots were collected to evaluate growth and to assess rsmB expression, as 

described before. All assays are reported as the median PrsmB-GFP expression 

from three biological replicates and error bars represent the standard error. 

 To test complementation of rsmB expression, the 3 selected mutants 

(RSV168, RSV236 and RSV241) expressing the PrsmB-GFP were co-cultured with 

wt, expI mutant (control for the AHL signal), expA mutant or the corresponding 

mutant strain (negative control) containing the pRSV59 empty vector. 

Overnights in MM + Cm of the PrsmB-GFP or pRSV59 expressing strains were 

inoculated into fresh medium at a starting OD600nm of 0.05 each. At the 

indicated time aliquots were collected to evaluate growth and to assay rsmB 

expression, as previously described in the screening methods. All assays are 

reported as the median PrsmB-GFP expression from at least five biological 

replicates and error bars represent the standard error. 

 

Assessment of bacterial growth 

To determine the growth of the strains expressing the reporter fusion 

(PrsmB-GFP) in co-culture, serial dilutions of the growing cultures were done at 

the indicated time. Cells were plated in LB agar + Cm and bacterial growth was 

determined by the number of GFP colony forming units (CFU) per mL. 

Alternatively, serial dilutions were mixed with a standard concentration of 
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fluorescent particles (AccuCount Blank Particles, Spherotech ACBP-20-10) and 

the number of GFP-positive cells was measured using flow cytometry as 

previously described. All assays are reported as the mean from CFUmL-1 or GFP 

expressing cells of at least six biological replicates and error bars represent the 

standard error. 

 

Quantification of AHLs 

 To quantify the extracellular concentration of AHLs overnight cultures 

of P. wasabiae were diluted to an OD600nm of 0.1 in MM and incubated at 30ºC 

with aeration. At 24 h culture supernatants were collected with a 96-well filter 

plate (MultiScreen, Millipore MAGVS2210) and the concentration of AHLs 

within these supernatants measured as follow: E. coli JM109 strain containing 

the pSB401 reporter (145), was grown overnight at 37ºC in LB + Tet and 

diluted 1:100 in fresh medium. A 1 mM stock solution of 3-oxo-C8-HSL (Sigma 

O1764) was successively diluted from 2 μM to 0.0625 μM and used as 

calibration curve to quantify the concentration of AHLs in the cell-free culture 

fluids. For each sample, 30 μL of cell-free culture fluid or AHLs preparation 

were incubated with 170 μL of the diluted reporter strain at 37ºC with aeration 

for  4 h. Luminescence (which is induced proportionally to AHLs concentration) 

was measured using the multilabel counter (Victor3, PerkinElmer). All assays 

are reported as the mean of the AHLs concentration from six biological 

replicates and error bars represent the standard error. 

 

Statistical analysis 

The data presented here were analysed using Graphpad Prism5 

software and program R version 3.0.2. The Mann-Whitney test was performed 

to evaluate significance and P-values were adjusted using the Holm-Bonferroni 
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correction for multiple comparisons. An adjusted P-value <0.05 was used as 

the cut-off for statistical significance. nsNot significant; *P-value <0.05; **P-

value <0.01 and ***P-value <0.001. 

 

Results 

 

The ExpI/ExpR and the ExpSA/Rsm systems are the major cell-to-cell 

communication systems involved in the regulation of extracellular pectate 

lyase activity and virulence in P. wasabiae 

The production of PCWDEs, and consequently the regulation of 

virulence, in P. wasabiae strain SCC3193 is thought to be achieved through the 

coordination of three cell-to-cell communication systems: the ExpI/ExpR, AI-2 

and ExpSA/Rsm systems. To address the impact of each system on virulence 

we tested the wild-type strain and single mutants affected in each system both 

for their Pel activity during growth in LB supplemented with PGA and their 

ability to macerate potato tubers (Figure 1). Both the ExpI/ExpR and the 

ExpSA/Rsm systems are important regulators of Pel activity and virulence. The 

absence of the AHL synthase (expI mutant, purple triangles), response 

regulator of the ExpSA/Rsm system (expA, dark pink circles), or its regulatory 

RNA (rsmB mutant, light pink circles) resulted in very low Pel activity (Figure 

1A) and a non-virulent phenotype (Figure 1B), while no significant growth 

defect was observed (Figure S1). Surprisingly, the mutant in the sensor kinase 

of the ExpS/ExpA system (expS, brown circles) showed only a moderate 

impairment in virulence. We also observed that the mutant in the AI-2 

synthase (luxS, green squares) showed no impairment in Pel activity or in 

maceration capacity (Figure 1A and B). Previously, Laasik et al. reported that 

luxS had a transient impairment in Pel activity and reduced virulence in potato 
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tubers at early stages of infection (119). We did not observe such a reduction 

and concluded that under the conditions tested, the AI-2 signal plays no role in 

virulence regulation. 

The results presented in Figure 1, and the previous knowledge of the 

virulence network, indicate that the ExpI/ExpR system and the ExpS/ExpA two-

component system via the Rsm system are the major pathways controlling 

virulence in P. wasabiae. This highlights the importance of understanding the 

molecular mechanisms involved in regulating the ExpI/ExpR and the ExpS/ExpA 

systems to study and manipulate virulence in this important plant pathogen. 

 

Identification of regulators of virulence in P. wasabiae strain SCC3193 

impaired in the Rsm system 

To identify new regulators of virulence in P. wasabiae, we started with 

a genetic screen for mutants impaired in the production of one of the 

PCWDEs, Pel. A transposon library of 15,126 mutants was constructed in a wt 

B A 

Figure 1 – Effect of the different cell-to-cell communication systems in extracellular pectate 
lyase activity and virulence. Extracellular pectate lyase activity (n = 3) (A) and virulence (n = 5) 
(B) were analysed in wt (dark blue squares), ∆luxS::cm (green squares), ∆expI::cm (purple 
triangles), expS::λ1105kan (brown circles), expA::λ1105kan (dark pink circles) and ∆rsmB::kan 
(light pink circles). *Pvalue<0.05; 

ns 
Not significant; Error bars represent standard error. 
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background and these mutants were tested for their extracellular Pel activity. 

The mutants were tested three times in LB supplemented with PGA and Pel 

activity assessed as a percentage relative to that of wt (Table S3). Category I 

consists of 46 mutants with a Pel activity equal or lower than 15% of that of 

wt, category II includes 60 mutants with a Pel activity between 16% and 30% 

and category III contains 6 mutants with a Pel activity between 31% and 40%. 

Mutants with more than 40% of Pel activity were not considered further. 

Next we decided to foccus on the mutants that were affected in the 

Rsm system. Out of the 112 mutants impaired in Pel activity we chose the 58 

which scored less than 15% Pel activity at least twice. A plasmid carring a rsmB 

promoter fusion was introduced in these mutants by electroporation and the 

mutants tested for rsmB expression in MM suplemented with PGA (Table 2). 

Category A comprises 9 mutants with low rsmB expression (less than 35% 

when compared to wt). Category B includes 23 mutants with an intermediate 

rsmB expression (between 35% and 75%). Category C includes the remaining 

26 mutants, that showed no significant impairment in rsmB expression. 

The transposon junctions of the 32 mutants affected in rsmB 

expression mutants (category A and B, with less than 75% when comparing to 

wt) were amplified by PCR, and the insertion sites were identified by DNA 

sequence analysis coupled with BLAST database analysis (Table 2, second 

column). Interestingly, 6 mutants were found to have the transposon inserted 

in proteins involved in potassium uptake (W5S_4132, W5S_4400 and 

W5S_2585, in green) and 7 mutants were found to be disrupted in expI, the 

AHL synthase gene (W5S_4607, in purple). Although ExpI was already known 

to be involved in the regulation of virulence in this organism, we did not 

expect to obtain hits in this gene because the ExpI/ExpR system is only known 

to regulate the Rsm system via rsmA expression and not by regulating the 
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expression of the small RNA (rsmB). This level of regulation and its implication 

for the virulence regulatory network will be adressed in the next chapter of 

this thesis. 

 

Table2 Percentage of rsmB expression at 20h (MM+PGA) Complementation 
with wt at 24h 

(MM) 
STRAIN 
NAME 

Gene Disrupted 
1st 

Test 
2nd 

Test 
3rd 

Test 
Mean rsmB 
Expression 

St. 
Error  

RSV145 W5S_4060 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

C
A

TEG
O

R
Y

 A
 

NG 

RSV150 W5S_4328 3% 8% 0% 4% 2% NG 

RSV143 W5S_4620 4% 4% 8% 5% 1% NG 

RSV144 W5S_2225 6% 13% 11% 10% 2% No 

RSV168 W5S_4218 27% 20% 19% 22% 2% Yes 

RSV240 W5S_1079 16% 19% 31% 22% 4% No 

RSV267 W5S_2225 29% 28% 42% 33% 5% No 

RSV236 W5S_4132 39% 27% 38% 35% 4% Yes 

RSV231 W5S_4215 44% 33% 28% 35% 5% No 

RSV230 W5S_0715 52% 34% 34% 40% 6% 

C
A

TEG
O

R
Y

 B
 

No 

RSV124 W5S_4132 35% 57% 34% 42% 7% Yes 

RSV119 W5S_0715 42% 55% 38% 45% 5% No 

RSV241 *W5S_3085 22% 65% 51% 46% 13% Yes 

RSV149 W5S_2530 47% 46% 46% 47% 0% No 

RSV113 W5S_4091 51% 31% 58% 47% 8% No 

RSV157 W5S_3391 32% 67% 50% 50% 10% No 

RSV141 W5S_4400 46% 46% 60% 51% 5% No 

RSV221 *W5S_4216 50% 48% 54% 51% 2% No 

RSV108 W5S_4400 52% 50% 53% 52% 1% No 

RSV117 *W5S_0007 52% 54% 51% 52% 1% No 

RSV126 W5S_4216 63% 52% 42% 52% 6% No 

RSV224 W5S_4088 42% 68% 50% 54% 8% No 

RSV154 W5S_4400 63% 51% 64% 59% 4% No 

RSV109 W5S_4607 60% 62% 70% 64% 3% Yes 

RSV135 W5S_4607 62% 64% 68% 65% 2% Yes 

RSV112 W5S_4607 64% 64% 67% 65% 1% Yes 

RSV101 W5S_4607 65% 67% 68% 67% 1% Yes 

RSV133 W5S_4607 59% 67% 81% 69% 6% Yes 

RSV138 W5S_4607 69% 69% 72% 70% 1% Yes 

RSV238 W5S_2585 75% 61% 76% 71% 5% No 

RSV125 W5S_4168 65% 81% 69% 71% 5% No 

RSV107 W5S_4607 75% 72% 76% 74% 1% Yes 

RSV212  67% 80% 83% 77% 5% 

C
A

TEG
O

R
Y

 C
 

 
RSV247  91% 75% 70% 79% 8% 

 
RSV136  69% 93% 91% 84% 8% 

 
RSV213  79% 83% 93% 85% 4% 

 
RSV266  79% 95% 85% 86% 5% 

 
RSV166  87% 87% 88% 87% 0% 

 
RSV226  92% 81% 91% 88% 4% 

 
RSV273  87% 107

% 
86% 93% 7% 

 
RSV167 

 
76% 105

% 
101
% 

94% 9% 
 

RSV162 
 

90% 103
% 

89% 94% 5% 
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RSV271 
 

88% 105
% 

90% 94% 5% 
 

RSV220  93% 93% 99% 95% 2% 
 

RSV161  91% 105
% 

92% 96% 4% 
 

RSV159  91% 105
% 

96% 97% 4% 
 

RSV272  94% 105
% 

94% 97% 4% 
 

RSV217  97% 88% 110
% 

98% 6% 
 

RSV242  92% 110
% 

95% 99% 6% 
 

RSV268  101
% 

94% 102
% 

99% 2% 
 

RSV288  93% 111
% 

95% 99% 6% 
 

RSV279  94% 109
% 

95% 99% 5% 
 

RSV245  103
% 

95% 100
% 

99% 2% 
 

RSV223  100
% 

97% 107
% 

102% 3% 
 

RSV137  92% 106
% 

107
% 

102% 5% 
 

RSV121  103
% 

119
% 

99% 107% 6% 
 

RSV261  107
% 

103
% 

111
% 

107% 2% 
 

RSV262  109
% 

103
% 

115
% 

109% 3% 
 

 

The ExpS/ExpA system and its homologue, the GacS/GacA system have 

been extensively studied in some Gram-negative bacteria, but the molecule 

responsible for their activation remains unknown. Because the Rsm system, 

particularly rsmB expression, is directly controlled by the ExpS/ExpA system 

(Figure S2), we predicted that the pool of mutants isolated in our screen might 

include mutants affected in the production of this unknown signal. To 

determine if our mutants were affected in the production of an extracellular 

molecule, or if the low rsmB expression in these mutants was only a 

consequence of an internal regulation, the mutants from category A and B 

were grown in single cultures or in co-cultures with wt, and rsmB expression 

was examined under both conditions. Mutants that showed higher PrsmB-GFP 

expression when grown in the presence of wt were isolated as mutants 

potentially impaired in the production or secretion of an extracellular 

Table 2 – Expression of rsmB in mutants with low Pel activity. Mutants with low extracellular Pel 
activity were tested for rsmB expression in MM supplemented with PGA and categorized 
accordingly. Category A: 0%-35%; Category B: 36%-75%; Category C: more than 75%. Mutants 
from category A and B were tested for their ability to be complemented if co-cultured with wt. 
*Indicates that the transposon was inserted in the upstream intragenic region; NG stands for no 
growth. Mutants in genes involved in potassium uptake are shown in green; mutants in expI gene 
are shown in purple; the mutant disrupted in the shikimate kinase gene is shown in blue; the 
mutant disrupted in the promoter region of the cydABCD operon is shown in orange; mutants 
that could be complemented are shaded in grey. 
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molecule responsible for the activation of rsmB transcription. Out of the 25 

mutants tested for complementation, 11 mutants could be complemented 

(Table 2, complemented mutants are highlighted in grey). Besides the 7 

mutants disrupted in expI, only RSV124, RSV168, RSV236 and RSV241 showed 

higher rsmB expression when co-cultured with wt. These strains were isolated 

for further characterization because they might be affected in signalling 

through the ExpS/ExpA system. The RSV124 and RSV236 mutants have the 

transposon inserted in the W5S_4132 gene that codifies TrkA, a protein 

involved in potassium uptake. Since these two mutants are disrupted in the 

same gene, only one (RSV236) was further characterized. The transposon 

insertion in the RSV168 mutant was in the W5S_4218 gene (Table 2, light blue) 

that encodes shikimate kinase I, an enzyme involved in the ATP dependent 

phosphorylation of shikimate, a metabolite important for the biosynthesis of 

aromatic amino acids. The RSV241 mutant is disrupted in the upstream region 

of W5S_3085 (Table 2, orange), most likely affecting the expression of the cyd 

operon, that encodes the cytochrome bd-I terminal oxidase. These three 

mutants, RSV168, RSV236 and RSV241 were selected as candidates for further 

study due to the possible involvement of the mutated genes in the production 

of the unknown ExpS/ExpA signal molecule. 

As summarized in Table 2, 3 of the mutants in category A (out of 9) 

could grow in rich media but not in MM in the absence of PGA, with many 

others, both in category A and category B, exhibiting growth defects (data not 

shown). This result might indicate that genes involved in the regulation of 

rsmB might also encode functions or products in essential metabolic pathways, 

perhaps explaining why it has been so difficult to isolate mutants affected in 

the synthesis of the ExpS/ExpA signal. 
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RSV168, RSV236 and RSV241 mutants are affected in maceration of potato 

tubers 

The PCWDEs, such as pectate lyase, are major virulence determinants 

in P. wasabiae and other pectolytic bacteria. The RSV168, RSV236 and RSV241 

mutants were isolated in a screen originally designed to identify virulence 

regulators. To validate the experimental design of our screen, the virulence of 

these mutants was assessed using the potato tuber assay. As predicted from 

their low Pel activity measured in the screen, all three mutants presented a 

significant decrease in virulence when compared to the wt (Figure 2). 

 

 

RSV168, RSV236 and RSV241 mutants are impaired in the accumulation of an 

extracellular molecule that activates rsmB expression 

 A time course analysis in MM + Cm of the rsmB expression and growth 

(OD600nm) were performed in the RSV168, RSV236 and RSV241 mutants that, in 

the screen, exhibited complementation when co-cultured with wt. These 

mutants, expressing the PrsmB-GFP fusion, were co-cultured with the respective 

mutant harbouring the empty vector (pRSV59) as a negative control for the 

complementation experiments shown later. Expression of PrsmB-GFP per cell 

was analysed during growth. As expected, all mutants presented a decreased 

rsmB expression when compared to wt (Figure 3), validating the results 

Figure 2 – Virulence assay of the mutants 
isolated in the screen. The wt (dark blue 
squares) RSV168 (shikimate kinase I, light blue 
circles), RSV236 (potassium uptake, green 
circles) and RSV241 (cytochrome bd-I, orange 
circles) mutants were tested for their 
virulence using the potato tuber assay (n = 9). 
***Pvalue<0.001; Error bars represent 
standard error. 
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obtained in the rsmB expression screen. To confirm that rsmB activation in 

these mutants could be rescued by co-culturing them with wt, the three 

mutants were tested for extracellular complementation (Figure 4). As 

anticipated from the results obtained in the complementation screen, all three 

mutants could be complemented, at least partially, when grown in the 

presence of the wt (Figure 4, compare dotted lines and full lines in A and 

striped bars with full bars in B). The RSV168 mutant showed a strong induction 

of PrsmB-GFP expression by the wt (dotted light blue line) only at later time 

points compared to that seen when bacteria were grown with the negative 

control (full light blue line), while RSV236 (green lines) RSV241 (orange lines) 

mutants exhibited it earlier (Figure 4A). These data also show that RSV168 and 

RSV236 could only be partially complemented by growing with wt (striped bars 

compared with full bars), still presenting at the later time points a lower rsmB 

expression when comparing to wt (Figure 4B). 

 

Figure 3 – Time course expression of rsmB in the isolated mutants. rsmB expression per cell 
was measured in MM + Cm (n = 3) in wt (dark blue), RSV168 (shikimate kinase I, light blue), 
RSV236 (potassium uptake, green) and RSV241 (cytochrome bd-I, orange) reporter strains, 
containing the pRSV206 (PrsmB-GFP) plasmid, when co-cultured with the respective mutant 
harbouring the empty vector. Error bars represent standard error. 
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A 

Figure 4 – Profile of rsmB expression per cell in RSV168, RSV236 and RSV241 in co-cultures 
with the wt. A time course of rsmB expression (n = 3) (A) and a 24 h time point (n = 8) (B) were 
performed when wt, RSV168 (shikimate kinase I, light blue), RSV236 (potassium uptake, green) 
or RSV241 (cytochrome bd-I, orange) mutant reporter strains expressing the pRSV206        
(PrsmB-GFP fusion) were in co-culture with the same strain (corresponding control) or with wt 
harbouring the empty vector (pRSV59) in MM + Cm. GFP expression per cell is shown for 
mutants expressing PrsmB-GFP fusion in co-culture with the corresponding mutant (full lines and 
bars) or the wt (dotted line and striped bars) with the pRSV59 vector. The wt expressing the 
PrsmB-GFP fusion when grown with the corresponding strain harbouring pRSV59 vector is shown 
in blue. **Pvalue<0.01; Error bars represent standard error. 

B 
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Growth of the mutant strains was slightly decreased in the presence of 

wt bacteria (Figure S3) so the increase in rsmB expression could not be 

attributed to corresponding changes in growth. We concluded that wt induced 

the mutants by conditioning the extracellular medium at high cell densities. It 

can still be that when grown with the corresponding negative control 

(respective mutant harbouring pRSV59), the mutants fail to induce rsmB 

expression completely because they never reach a cell density high enough to 

activate the ExpS/ExpA system. In fact, all mutants presented a significant 

growth defect (Figure S4 and Figure S5). Nevertheless, since their rsmB 

expression can be activated when co-cultured with the wt, they are still 

suitable for studying the unknown signal. 

 

RSV236 and RSV241 mutants accumulate lower extracellular concentration 

of AHLs but can still be complemented by an expI mutant 

The results presented in Table 2 indicate that the absence of AHLs can 

result in a lower activation of the expression of rsmB. Since we were testing 

complementation with a strain that produces AHLs (wt), it is possible that the 

low expression of rsmB in the isolated mutants is only a consequence of a 

deficiency in the ExpI/ExpR system. So, we first verified if the isolated mutants 

were affected in their ability to accumulate AHLs. Single cultures of RSV168, 

RSV236 and RSV241 were grown in MM and the concentration of AHLs in the 

culture medium measured after 24 h of growth (Figure 5). Culture 

supernatants from RSV168 (light blue bar) showed a similar extracellular 

concentration of AHLs to that of wt (dark blue bar), but supernatant from 

RSV236 (green bar) and RSV241 (orange bar) culture contained a significantly 

lower extracellular concentration of AHLs (Figure 5). 
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These results suggest that the activation of rsmB expression of the 

RSV236 and RSV241 mutants when these are grown in co-cultures (Figure 4) 

might be a consequence of the accumulation of AHLs provided by wt bacteria, 

and not due to any other extracellular molecule. Therefore, we tested if the 

RSV236 and RSV241 mutants could be complemented in the absence of AHLs. 

As shown in Figure 6, when the RSV236 mutant is co-cultured with an expI 

mutant (dotted bar) we can see a partial complementation, similar to the one 

obtained with wt (vertically striped bar). Similarly, we can also see 

complementation when RSV241 is co-cultured with expI (Figure 7, compare 

Figure 5 – Extracellular AHLs activity of 
single cultures of RSV168, RSV236 and 
RSV241 at 24h. AHLs concentration in cell-
free fluids was quantified (n = 6) in wt, 
RSV168 (shikimate kinase I, light blue), 
RSV236 (potassium uptake, green) and 
RSV241 (cytochrome bd-I, orange) mutants 
grown in MM + Cm. *Pvalue<0.05; 

ns 
Not 

significant; Error bars represent standard 
error. 

Figure 6 – Complementation of RSV236 
with wt, expI and expA at 18.5h. PrsmB-
GFP expression (n = 6) per cell of 
RSV236 reporter strain (potassium 
uptake, green bars) was determine 
when co-cultured with the same strain 
(corresponding negative control, full 
bar), wt (vertically striped bar), 
∆expI::cm (dotted bar) or 
expA::λ1105kan (horizontally striped 
bar) harbouring the pRSV59 empty 
vector in MM + Cm. The rsmB 
expression of wt co-cultured with the 
same strain harbouring pRSV59 vector is 
shown in blue. *Pvalue<0.05; Error bars 
represent standard error. 
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Figure 7 – Complementation of 
RSV241 with wt, expI and expA at 
14 h. PrsmB-GFP expression (n = 8) 
per cell of RSV241 reporter strain 
(cytochrome bd-I, orange bars) was 
determine when co-cultured with 
the same strain (corresponding 
negative control, full bar), wt 
(vertically striped bar), ∆expI::cm 
(dotted bar) or expA::λ1105kan 
(horizontally striped bar) harbouring 
the pRSV59 empty vector in MM + 
Cm. The rsmB expression of wt co-
cultured with the same strain 
harbouring pRSV59 vector is shown 
in blue. ***Pvalue<0.001; Error bars 
represent standard error. 

dotted bar with full bar). Since RSV168 presented no impairment in AHLs 

production (Figure 5), the complementation observed when grown with the 

wt should not be related with this signalling molecule. Together, these results 

show that the complementation observed when the 3 mutants are co-cultured 

with wt is independent of the presence of AHLs. Thus, the mutants are 

impaired in the accumulation of another external molecule that regulates 

rsmB expression. 

 

Additionally, we also tested if RSV241 (Figure 6) and RSV236 (Figure 7) 

mutants could be complemented by an expA mutant, to verify if there was any 

positive feedback loop between the ExpS/ExpA-dependent activation of rsmB 

expression and the production of the extracellular molecule. Once more, we 

observed complementation, similar to the ones obtained with wt and expI 

(Figure 6 and 7, compare horizontally striped bars with full). 

Importantly, again the induction of the expression of rsmB when the 

mutants were grown in co-cultures with wt, expI or expA was not due to 

stimulation of growth (Figure S6 and data not shown). 
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The complementation of RSV168, RSV236 and RSV241 requires the 

ExpS/ExpA system 

 The P. wasabiae strains RSV168, RSV236 and RSV241 which are 

deficient in rsmB expression, can be complemented externally by the wt. To 

determine whether this complementation was dependent upon signalling 

through the ExpS/ExpA system, the expS or expA genes were deleted in each 

of the transposon mutants, and rsmB expression was assessed when grown 

with the corresponding mutant as a control or with wt, harbouring the empty 

vector. As predicted, mutants disrupted in expA or expS fail to be 

complemented when grown in co-culture with wt (Figure 8A, brown and dark 

pink striped bars comparing with full bars of the same colour). Equally, no 

complementation was observed in the isolated mutants when either expS or 

expA gene was deleted (Figure 8B-C, RSV168 in light blue, RSV236 in green    

and RSV241 in orange). No growth defect could justify the absence of 

complementation (Figure S7). Once again, these results show that the 

complementation observed in the transposon mutants is not caused by 

changes in growth but instead it is a response mediated by the ExpS/ExpA 

system, since no complementation is observed in the absence of this system 

(double mutants). 

Together, the data presented in this work show that RSV168, RSV236 

and RSV241 mutants are impaired in the activation of rsmB expression but can 

be complemented extracellularly, at least partially, by co-culturing the mutants 

with the wt and that this complementation requires a functional ExpS/ExpA 

system. We propose that the extracellular complementation observed in the 

co-cultures with wt is caused by an external molecule produced by the wt, and 

we have shown that is not AHLs. 
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B A 

C D 

Figure 8 – rsmB expression in RSV168, RSV236 and RSV241 single and double mutants at 24 h      
in co-cultures with wt. rsmB expression (n=8) per cell of wt (dark blue bar) and ∆expS::strep 
(brown bar) or ∆expA::strep (dark pink) single mutants (A) was measured at 24 h. rsmB expression 
(n = 8) per cell of RSV168 (B, shikimate kinase, light blue bars), RSV236 (C, potassium uptake, 
green bars), and RSV241 (D, cytochrome bd-I, orange bars), single reporter mutants and expS or 
expA double reporter mutants were also measured at 24 h when co-cultured with the 
corresponding control strain (full bars) or with wt (striped bars) harbouring the empty vector 
(pRSV59) in MM + Cm. ***Pvalue<0.001; 

ns 
Not significant; Error bars represent standard error. 
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Discussion 

 

Strain SCC3193 has been used as a model organism since 1988 (91), but 

was only recently classified as Pectobacterium wasabiae. This provides a 

possible explaination as to why some virulence factors previously attributed to 

Pectobacterium carotovorum were thought to be strain-dependent: now it 

appears that these factors could belong to bacteria which were actually 

members of different species. Moreover, new virulence determinants have 

been identified recently, revealing that the complex network of virulence 

regulation is still far from being fully understood (89). 

The initial aim of this study was to identify new virulence regulators in 

this well-characterized P. wasabiae strain SCC3193. A library of random 

transposon mutants was constructed in this strain and screened for Pel 

activity, one of the PCWDEs. 112 transposon mutants were identified as having 

an impairment in the accumulation of extracellular Pel, and thus likely to be 

affected in virulence. This collection can now be used to identify new players 

in the regulatory virulence network. 

The results presented in Figure 1 show that both the ExpI/ExpR and 

ExpSA/Rsm systems are crucial for virulence regulation in SCC3193. 

Furthermore, we observed that a mutant in the sensor kinase 

(expS::λ1105kan) showed an intermediate phenotype for Pel activity, virulence 

and PrsmB-GFP expression, when compared to those of wt. This was in contrast 

to the very low levels observed with the expA::λ1105kan (Figure 1 and data 

not shown) but in accordance with what was previously reported for these 

strains (70). At the time, it was discussed that the intermediate phenotype of 

expS::λ1105kan could be explained by the fact that some two component 

systems, in the absence of the sensor, retain the ability to partially activate 
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expression of their targets. This argument was supported by the fact that in 

Escherichia coli the barA mutant (expS homologue), contrary to the uvrY 

mutant (expA homologue), also presented an intermediate level of expression 

of its target small RNA, csrB (146). However, and since the expS::λ1105kan 

mutant was a transposon insertion, the authors could not discard the 

possibility that a truncated protein with partial function was being produced 

(70). We have now evidence that the partial phenotypes observed in 

expS::λ1105kan mutant might be related with the transposon insertion: we 

constructed a full deletion of expS (∆expS::strep) and observed that rsmB 

transcription is very low in this mutant, similar to the newly constructed 

∆expA::strep mutant (Figure S2); additionally, Pel activity and virulence of the 

fully deleted mutants are also completely abolished in these mutants (data 

shown on Chapter IV); furthermore, the partial phenotype observed in the 

barA mutant of E. coli was also obtained with a mutant where only a small part 

of the gene had been replaced with a kanamycin resistance gene (146) and 

was not observed when a full gene deletion was tested (data not shown). 

Taken these results we conclude that the phenotypes observed in a mutant of 

the sensor kinase (expS) of the ExpS/ExpA system are the same as the one 

obtained for the response regulator mutant, expA. 

The current model for virulence regulation in P. wasabiae places the 

Rsm system in the centre of this network: the ExpI/ExpR system controls the 

transcription of RsmA, the global repressor of the Rsm system, while 

ExpS/ExpA controls the transcription of rsmB, the small RNA of the Rsm system 

that prevents RsmA-mediated repression. Consequently, understanding the 

regulation of the Rsm system is key to comprehend the virulence network of 

Pectobacterium spp. 
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Taking advantage of our collection of 112 impaired mutants, we 

explored the presence of regulators of the Rsm system, particularly of the 

small RNA rsmB. The main reasons for this decision were the facts that rsmB is 

an important player of the central Rsm system, the rsmB mutant is completely 

avirulent (Figure 1), and also because its transcription is tightly regulated by 

the ExpS/ExpA two-component system (Figure S2), whose signal molecule is 

unknown. By screening for mutants affected in rsmB activation, we aimed to 

identify mutants affected in signal production. The ExpS/ExpA system and 

other homologues of the GacS/GacA system have been shown to be important 

virulence regulators in several pathogens, including Vibrio cholerae, Legionella 

pneumophila and Pseudomonas spp. (56). The widely conserved nature of this 

system and the indication that the signal molecule responsible for its 

activation might also be conserved has been surrounding the identification of 

the signal with an enthusiastic expectation (74). It has been shown in Dickeya 

dadantii (formerly Erwinia chrysanthemi) that the addition of plant phenolic 

compounds such as o-coumaric acid and t-cinnamic acid can induce Type III 

Secretion System. This induction requires a function GacS/GacA system (118), 

however, the fact that in the absence of plant signals, the ExpS/ExpA of P. 

wasabiae still shows growth-dependent stimulation (Figure 3), indicates that 

another self-produced molecule can activate this system. Taking all this into 

account, we isolated mutants affected in rsmB expression and pursued the 

characterization of those that could be complemented with extracellular 

molecules produced by the wt.  

We obtained 11 mutants with a decreased rsmB expression that could 

be complemented when co-cultured with wt, and that we considered to be 

responding to an extracellular molecule produced or modified by the wt that 

activates the transcription of rsmB (Table 2). Identification of the transposon 
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insertion sites of those mutants revealed that 7 had the transposon inserted in 

the expI gene and were likely affected in the production of AHLs. This was an 

unexpected finding: though the ExpI/ExpR system is a known regulator of the 

Rsm system, it was thought to regulate rsmA levels independently from rsmB. 

This finding has important consequences for signal integration and virulence 

regulation in this organism, so the fact that AHLs regulate the Rsm system also 

by modifying rsmB transcription was further investigated in the following 

chapter of this thesis. The identification of mutants impaired in AHLs (an 

extracellular molecule that can be provided by the wt when co-cultured) is an 

important indication that our approach can be used for the identification of 

extracellular signals regulating rsmB. The additional 4 mutants that could be 

complemented by wt bacteria were further characterized. Two of the mutants 

(RSV124 and RSV236), were found to be disrupted in trkA, a gene involved in 

potassium uptake. The Trk system is widely conserved and it is perhaps 

involved not only in potassium uptake but also in the uptake of other 

positively charged ions. TrkA forms a complex with the TrkH channel protein, 

regulating its activity. This regulation was shown to be dependent on the 

binding of ATP, in Vibrio parahaemolyticus, or NADH, in Escherichia coli, 

though this binding was not required for potassium transport across the 

membrane (147), (148). Other genes are also involved in potassium uptake, 

particularly, trkG and the sapACDB operon, even though their function is still 

not clarified (149). Interestingly, 4 additional mutants were found to be 

disrupted in either trkH (W5S_4400) or the sapC (W5S_2585), but were not 

complemented upon co-culture with wt. The fact that we obtained a total of 6 

independent mutants affected in different genes of this pathway is a strong 

indication that the uptake of potassium (or other cations) plays a crucial role in 

the regulation of the Rsm system and virulence in P. wasabiae. Further studies 
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are required to understand the role of these transporters in the context of the 

signalling network. One mutant was shown to be affected in shikimate kinase I 

(RSV168), one of the enzymes that catalyses the ATP-dependent conversion of 

shikimic acid into shikimate-3-phosphate in the shikimate pathway, important 

for the biosynthesis of aromatic amino acids (150). In E. coli, shikimate kinase I 

appears to play a role in the shikimate pathway only when high intracellular 

levels of shikimic acid accumulate, and it has been speculated that it might 

have an additional function (151). Because compounds produced through the 

shikimate pathway in plants were shown to activate the GacS/GacA system of 

D. dadantti (118), the RSV168 mutant is the strongest candidate for being a 

mutant affected in the biosynthesis of the unidentified ExpS/ExpA signal. 

Complementation studies with metabolites involved in this pathway are 

ongoing. The other mutant isolated in our screen, RSV241, was found to have 

the transposon inserted in the upstream region of the cydABCD operon. This 

operon encodes the cytochrome bd-I terminal oxidase, thus the mutation most 

likely affects the expression of one or more genes. Cytochrome bd-I is unable 

to pump protons but can generate proton motive force by oxidizing 

periplasmic quinol and uptaking protons from the cytoplasm which are used to 

generate water. This terminal oxidase is induced under microaerophilic 

conditions and has been shown to facilitate the colonization of environments 

with low oxygen [reviewed in (152)]. In E. coli, disruption of cydB has major 

consequences both in NADH production and consumption: the mutant 

presented an up-regulation of the genes involved in cytochrome bd-II, 

glutamate/γ-aminobutyric acid antiport, glyoxylate cycle, motility and osmotic 

stress (153). It is not clear why this mutant was isolated in our screen. Perhaps, 

as the disruption of this terminal oxidase has such strong metabolic 

implications upon the cell, this leads to an indirect influence upon the 
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production or accumulation of the molecule, or of one of its precursors, 

responsible for the activation of rsmB expression. The mutants isolated in our 

screen do not appear to be affected in the same molecule. Although both 

potassium transport and aerobic respiratory chain are known to be important 

for the regulation of the proton motive force, the central energy currency 

[reviewed in (152), (154)], and potassium and glutamate have been implicated 

in osmoprotection (155), further experiments are required to understand the 

common metabolite that is affected in the mutants identified in our screen. To 

confirm that the observed phenotypes of the isolated mutants are indeed 

caused by the transposon insertions and consequent disruption of these 

genes, we are currently constructing full deletion mutants and testing gene 

complementation for trkA, shikimate kinase I and cydABCD to discard the 

possibility of polar effects. 

Many of the mutants affected in rsmB expression presented a growth 

defect or no growth in MM in the absence of PGA. Additionally, we did not 

identify any mutant completely abolished in the activation of the ExpS/ExpA 

system that could be complemented by wt. Together these results indicate 

that the biosynthetic route for production of this signal is redundant or 

perhaps it is an essential metabolic pathway and thus complete mutants 

would have a lethal phenotype.  

It is important to note that we did not isolate any expA or expS 

transposon mutants in our screen. The expA gene is located 1883bp upstream 

of an essential gene which encodes the phosphatidylglycerophosphate 

synthetase, involved in the biosynthesis of acidic phospholipids. Since we are 

disrupting the genes by randomly inserting a transposon, and transposons can 

have polar effects, it is possible that certain insertions in expA would be lethal 

because of downstream effects upon the expression of this essential gene, 
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reducing the probability of obtaining an expA mutant. The expS gene has an 

approximate size of 2,8 Kb and as discussed above, certain insertions in this 

gene can have only partial phenotypes. Hence, it is possible that a hit in expS 

could have an intermediate phenotype (Figure 1) like the one presented by 

SCC3009 (expS::λ1105kan) and for that reason it might have been lost due to 

the cut-off levels of our screen for Pel activity. 

The fact that the mutants identified in our study can be complemented 

when co-cultured with the wt, but only if ExpS and ExpA are functional    

(Figure 7), is a strong indication that a self-produced extracellular molecule is 

responsible for the activation of the ExpS/ExpA system. Nevertheless, until the 

molecule responsible for this complementation has been identified it is not 

possible to ensure that it is in fact a molecule responsible for the activation of 

the ExpS/ExpA system and perhaps other GacS/GacA systems. Several efforts 

have been made over the years in different bacteria to identify the GacS/GacA 

signal (156), (76), (75). The fact that it has proven so difficult to identify the 

molecule responsible for the activation of the system, along with the results 

presented in this work, can be an indication that either several enzymes are 

required for its synthesis and/or their products are essential. Consequently, 

only by identifying a considerable number of mutants impaired in signal 

production, will it be possible to understand the biosynthetic route 

responsible. The results presented in our study are therefore important 

contributions for the desirable identification of the molecule controlling the 

GacS/GacA system. 
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Table S1 – Strains and plasmids used in this study 

Strains and 
Plasmids 

Relevant Genotype Source 

P. wasabiae   
SCC3193 Wild-type (91) 
SCC3009 expS::λ1105Kan (70) 
SCC3060 expA::λ1105Kan (101) 
SCC6023 ∆luxS::cm (119) 
expI ∆expI::cm Andreas Mäe        

Lab collection 
RSV206 SCC3193 carrying pRSV206 This study 
RSV169 SCC3193 carrying pRSV59 This study 
RSV170 expI carrying pRSV59 This study 
RSV156 SCC3060 carrying pRSV59 This study 
RSV091 ∆rsmB::kan This study 
RSV471 ∆expS::strep This study 
RSV501 RSV471 carrying pRSV206 This study 
RSV502 RSV471 carrying pRSV59 This study 
RSV470 ∆expA::strep This study 
RSV503 RSV470 carrying pRSV206 This study 
RSV504 RSV470 carrying pRSV59 This study 
RSV168 W5S_4218::Tn5Kan This study 
RSV459 RSV168 carrying pRSV206 This study 
RSV448 RSV168 carrying pRSV59 This study 
RSV558 ∆expS::strep in RSV168 background carrying pRSV206 This study 
RSV561 ∆expA::strep in RSV168 background carrying pRSV206 This study 
RSV236 W5S_4132::Tn5Kan This study 
RSV302 RSV236 carrying pRSV206 This study 
RSV450 RSV236 carrying pRSV59 This study 
RSV559 ∆expS::strep in RSV236 background carrying pRSV206 This study 
RSV562 ∆expA::strep in RSV236 background carrying pRSV206 This study 
RSV241 Promoter_W5S_3085::Tn5Kan This study 
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RSV299 RSV241 carrying pRSV206 This study 
RSV160 RSV241 carrying pRSV59 This study 
RSV560 ∆expS::strep in RSV241 background carrying pRSV206 This study 
RSV505 ∆expA::strep in RSV241 background carrying pRSV206 This study 
   
E. coli   
JM109 JM109 carrying pSB401 (luxRI’::luxCDABE) (145) 
   
Plasmids   
pCMW1 Promoterless-gfp reporter vector, kan

r
 (136) 

pUC18 Cloning vector, amp
r
 (139) 

pKD46 λ Red recombinase expressing vector, amp
r
 (137) 

pKD3 Vector containing chloramphenicol cassette, cm
r
 (137) 

pKD4 Vector containing kanamycin cassette, kan
r
 (137) 

pKNG101 Vector containing streptomycin cassette, strep
r
 (140) 

pRSV59 pCMW1 vector with chloramphenicol cassette, cm
r
, kan

r
 This study 

pRSV206 pRSV59 containing PromoterrsmB-gfp, cm
r
, kan

r
 This study 

 

Table S2 – Primers used in this study 

Primers Name Sequence 
P0276-pKD3/4(BamHI) ACGCGGATCCGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC 
P0277-pKD3/4(BamHI) ACGCGGATCCCATATGAATATCCTCCTTAGT 
P0528-rsmB(SphI) GAGCATGCTGTCCTGGAAGAATTCGGCACG 
P0529-rsmB(SalI) CTGTCGACATCCGAGTGCAGTAACAGTG 
P0777-Del.rsmB(XhoI) GTCCTCGAGGCAGTAACAGTGTTTTGTTACC 
P0778-Del.rsmB(XhoI) AGTCTCGAGTGTAAGACAAGTCTCTCCCTC 
P0914-expS(XbaI) TCGTCTAGAGTCTCCGATAGGCATAAGGTGTG 
P0915-expS(KpnI) AGCGGTACCTGATCCGTCACGATCTGGACA 
P1092-Del.expS(XhoI) CGAGCTCTCGAGTCCAATGTGGGAGAATTAGA 
P1093-Del.expS(XhoI) CCTTACCTCGAGTCAATGGCCGACATAGCCCG 
P0918-expA(SalI) GCAGTCGACGACACGACAGGCAGAATCAGA 
P0919-expA(SacI) TAGGAGCTCAGAGCGGTTGCGATAGACG 
P1097-Del.expA(XhoI) CGCCTCGAGAGATAATTCTCCAAAAAAGGG 
P1098-Del.expA(XhoI) AGGCTCGAGGTGAGTGAGAGTTTCGATGC 
P0052-Arb1K GGCCACGCGTCGACTAGTACNNNNNNNNNNGATAT 
P0053-Arb2K GGCCACGCGTCGACTAGTAC 
P0054-Arb6K GGCCACGCGTCGACTAGTACNNNNNNNNNNACGCC 
P0057-Kan_SP2 ACCTACAACAAAGCTCTCATCAACC 
P0058-Kan_SP1 TGGCCTGTTGAACAAGTCTG 

 

Table S3 – Extracellular Pel activity of the isolated mutants. The transposon mutants with an 
average extracellular pectate lyase activity of less than 40% relatively to wt were categorized. 
Category I: 0%-15%; Category II: 16%-30%; Category III: 31%-40%. 
 

TABLE 1 Percentage of Pel Activity at 8h (LB+PGA)  

STRAIN NAME 1st Test 2nd Test 3rd Test Mean Pel Activity St. Error 

RSV113 1% 5% 2% 3% 1% C
A

TEG
O

R
Y

 I 

RSV124 0% 8% 3% 4% 2% 
RSV236 0% 13% 0% 4% 4% 
RSV108 1% 9% 3% 4% 2% 
RSV125 5% 7% 2% 5% 1% 
RSV157 0% 13% 2% 5% 4% 
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RSV166 0% 14% 2% 5% 4% 
RSV220 0% 14% 2% 5% 4% 
RSV223 0% 17% 2% 6% 5% 
RSV161 1% 18% 1% 7% 6% 
RSV224 0% 18% 2% 7% 6% 
RSV238 5% 13% 3% 7% 3% 
RSV240 0% 21% 5% 9% 6% 
RSV112 18% 7% 2% 9% 5% 
RSV145 15% 8% 4% 9% 3% 
RSV230 0% 13% 15% 9% 5% 
RSV261 13% 10% 5% 9% 2% 
RSV159 0% 26% 3% 10% 8% 
RSV144 19% 8% 3% 10% 5% 
RSV138 12% 5% 15% 10% 3% 
RSV262 0% 30% 2% 11% 10% 
RSV136 13% 9% 11% 11% 1% 
RSV121 3% 7% 23% 11% 6% 
RSV213 18% 15% 1% 11% 5% 
RSV137 0% 12% 22% 11% 6% 
RSV126 19% 8% 7% 11% 4% 
RSV107 22% 7% 5% 11% 5% 
RSV109 0% 8% 26% 11% 8% 
RSV221 13% 13% 9% 12% 1% 
RSV162 16% 13% 6% 12% 3% 
RSV241 11% 18% 6% 12% 3% 
RSV101 23% 6% 6% 12% 6% 
RSV133 17% 15% 4% 12% 4% 
RSV245 0% 36% 1% 12% 12% 
RSV212 2% 14% 21% 12% 6% 
RSV288 0% 36% 1% 12% 12% 
RSV268 0% 36% 2% 13% 12% 
RSV271 1% 37% 1% 13% 12% 
RSV247 3% 22% 15% 13% 5% 
RSV143 28% 9% 3% 13% 7% 
RSV279 0% 29% 13% 14% 8% 
RSV273 2% 39% 1% 14% 12% 
RSV141 35% 5% 3% 14% 10% 
RSV150 4% 38% 3% 15% 12% 
RSV272 1% 13% 31% 15% 9% 
RSV267 31% 13% 2% 15% 8% 

RSV266 0% 14% 32% 16% 9% 

C
A

TEG
O

R
Y

 II 

RSV102 20% 10% 17% 16% 3% 
RSV163 25% 17% 6% 16% 6% 
RSV165 19% 26% 3% 16% 7% 
RSV231 30% 14% 4% 16% 7% 
RSV135 39% 6% 4% 16% 11% 
RSV227 27% 21% 2% 17% 7% 
RSV154 37% 10% 3% 17% 10% 
RSV286 4% 21% 25% 17% 6% 
RSV119 26% 11% 14% 17% 5% 
RSV167 11% 38% 2% 17% 11% 
RSV216 34% 17% 1% 17% 9% 
RSV281 27% 23% 2% 17% 8% 
RSV248 26% 23% 3% 18% 7% 
RSV117 37% 6% 10% 18% 10% 
RSV290 26% 25% 2% 18% 8% 
RSV222 31% 21% 2% 18% 9% 
RSV110 16% 7% 30% 18% 7% 
RSV168 14% 37% 4% 18% 10% 
RSV265 0% 18% 37% 18% 11% 
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RSV217 26% 14% 15% 18% 4% 
RSV219 33% 20% 2% 18% 9% 
RSV242 38% 14% 3% 18% 10% 
RSV234 37% 18% 1% 19% 10% 
RSV149 36% 6% 15% 19% 9% 
RSV274 28% 29% 1% 19% 9% 
RSV215 36% 21% 2% 19% 10% 
RSV288 0% 28% 31% 20% 10% 
RSV256 32% 26% 2% 20% 9% 
RSV292 0% 25% 35% 20% 10% 
RSV258 0% 27% 34% 20% 10% 
RSV243 35% 23% 4% 21% 9% 
RSV226 36% 11% 15% 21% 8% 
RSV254 0% 35% 27% 21% 11% 
RSV214 38% 23% 2% 21% 10% 
RSV239 37% 23% 3% 21% 10% 
RSV280 0% 39% 25% 21% 11% 
RSV244 36% 27% 3% 22% 10% 
RSV284 3% 35% 27% 22% 10% 
RSV116 27% 11% 28% 22% 6% 
RSV282 7% 24% 36% 23% 9% 
RSV269 0% 28% 40% 23% 12% 
RSV218 35% 17% 17% 23% 6% 
RSV278 1% 32% 36% 23% 11% 
RSV229 36% 20% 15% 23% 6% 
RSV263 0% 33% 38% 24% 12% 
RSV232 30% 23% 19% 24% 3% 
RSV289 39% 21% 13% 24% 8% 
RSV251 39% 30% 4% 24% 10% 
RSV235 40% 13% 20% 24% 8% 
RSV264 33% 40% 3% 25% 11% 
RSV252 13% 38% 25% 25% 7% 
RSV211 30% 24% 22% 26% 2% 
RSV287 36% 28% 14% 26% 7% 
RSV293 37% 40% 2% 26% 12% 
RSV260 28% 34% 19% 27% 4% 
RSV291 36% 15% 32% 28% 6% 
RSV257 17% 38% 29% 28% 6% 
RSV275 40% 19% 29% 29% 6% 
RSV147 40% 12% 37% 30% 9% 

RSV276 34% 34% 26% 31% 3% C
A

TEG
O

R
Y

 III 

RSV277 28% 37% 31% 32% 3% 
RSV250 40% 24% 34% 33% 5% 
RSV246 32% 29% 39% 33% 3% 
RSV255 39% 28% 34% 34% 3% 
RSV253 40% 33% 37% 37% 2% 
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Figure S1 – Growth of mutants of the different systems in P. wasabiae. OD600nm (n = 3) 
was measured during growth in LB supplemented with PGA in wt (dark blue), ∆luxS::cm 
(green), ∆expI::cm (purple), expS::λ1105kan (brown), expA::λ1105kan (dark pink) and 
∆rsmB::kan (light pink); Error bars represent standard error. 

Figure S2 – rsmB expression in mutants of the ExpS/ExpA system at 24h. PrsmB-GFP 
expression (n = 8) per cell of wt (blue bar), ∆expS::strep (brown bar) and ∆expA::strep (dark 
pink) was analysed when these were co-cultured with the corresponding control  mutant 
harbouring the empty vector in MM + Cm. ***Pvalue<0.001; Error bars represent standard 
error. 
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Figure S4 – Growth of mutants isolated in the screen. OD600nm (n = 3) was measured in wt 
(dark blue), RSV168 (shikimate kinase, light blue), RSV236 (potassium uptake, green) and 
RSV241 (cytochrome bd-I, orange) reporter strains, containing the pRSV206 (PrsmB-GFP) 
plasmid, when co-cultured with the corresponding negative control strain harbouring the 
empty vector; Error bars represent standard error. 

Figure S3 – Growth of PrsmB-
GFP expressing mutants at 
24 h. GFP expressing cells 
were measured in MM + Cm 
at 24 h (n = 8) in RSV168 
(shikimate kinase, light 
blue), RSV236 (potassium 
uptake, green) or RSV241 
(cytochrome bd-I, orange) 
mutant reporter strains 
expressing the pRSV206 
(PrsmB-GFP fusion) co-
cultured with the same 
strain (full bars) or with wt 
(striped bars) harbouring the 
empty vector. *Pvalue<0.05; 
Error bars represent 
standard error. 
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Figure S6 – Growth of RSV241 
mutant expressing PrsmB-GFP at 14 h. 
The CFUmL

-1
 of RSV241 (cytochrome 

bd-I) reporter strain was determine 
(n = 8) when co-cultured with the 
same strain (corresponding negative 
control, full bar), wt (vertically 
striped bar), expI::cm (dotted bar) or 
expA::kan (horizontally striped bar) 
harbouring the pRSV59 empty vector 
in MM + Cm. *Pvalue<0.05; Error 
bars represent standard error. 

Figure S5 – Expression of rsmB in the isolated mutants. PrsmB-GFP expression per cell over 
OD600nm was measured (n = 3) in wt (dark blue), RSV168 (shikimate kinase, light blue), RSV236 
(potassium uptake, green) and RSV241 (cytochrome bd-I, orange) reporter strains, containing 
the pRSV206 (PrsmB-GFP) plasmid, when co-cultured with the corresponding negative control 
strain harbouring the empty vector; Error bars represent standard error. 
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Figure S7 – Growth of RSV168, RSV236 and RSV241 single and double mutants expressing 
PrsmB-GFP at 24h. Number of GFP-positive cells (n = 8) of RSV168 (shikimate kinase, light blue 
bars), RSV236 (potassium uptake, green bars) and RSV241 (cytochrome bd-I, orange bars) 
single reporter mutants and expS or expA double reporter mutants was measured when 
mutants were co-cultured with the corresponding strain (full bars) or with wt (striped bars) 
harbouring the empty vector (pRSV59) in MM+Cm; 

ns 
Not significant; Error bars represent 

standard error. 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER IV 

The Small RNA rsmB Plays a Central Role in Virulence in 

Pectobacterium wasabiae 
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Pectobacterium wasabiae is a plant pathogen that causes soft-rot 

disease in several important crops through the production of plant cell 

wall-degrading enzymes (PCWDEs). The tight coordination of the 

production of PCWDEs is achieved by a complex network that comprises 

two cell-to-cell communication systems: the ExpI/ExpR system that 

responds to acyl-homoserine lactones (AHLs), and ExpS/ExpA, activated 

by an unknown signal. These systems both down-regulate the virulence 

repressor RsmA. Here we identify two new links in this network and 

propose a new model of regulation where rsmB, the small RNA that 

antagonizes RsmA, plays a crucial role integrating signal information to 

regulate virulence in this bacterium. We show that ExpI/ExpR regulates 

the transcription of rsmB, via the AHL receptors, ExpR1 and/or ExpR2, 

and that the absence of the ExpS/ExpA system reduces the 

accumulation of AHLs, influencing the activation of the ExpI/ExpR 

system. Moreover, in the absence of rsmB, even with the 

supplementation of AHLs and consequent earlier activation of the 

ExpI/ExpR system, no PCWDEs are produced. Together, our findings 

allow us to propose a new model that explains how the presence of 

both systems is required for the activation of the production of PCWDEs 

and virulence, providing an important contribution for the full 

understanding of virulence regulation in P. wasabiae. 
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Introduction 

 

 Members of the genus Pectobacterium (formerly Erwinia spp.) are an 

important group of plant pathogens in which virulence is determined by the 

production of a large number of plant cell wall-degrading enzymes (PCWDEs) 

including cellulases, proteases, pectate lyases, pectin lyases and 

polygalacturonases. In P. wasabiae, two main cell-to-cell communication 

systems are responsible for coordinating the production of these enzymes: the 

ExpI/ExpR system which uses N-acyl homoserine lactones (AHLs) as signalling 

molecules and the ExpS/ExpA (GacS/GacA) system regulated by a yet 

uncharacterized signal. These two systems converge upon RsmA, a RNA-

binding protein that binds to a large number of mRNAs, including those of 

PCWDEs, and promotes their degradation [reviewed in (129)]. 

During bacterial growth, ExpI produces AHLs (3-oxo-C8-HSL and minor 

quantities of 3-oxo-C6-HSL) that accumulate in the extracellular medium (105). 

According to the current model, in the absence of AHLs, at low cell densities, 

ExpR1 and ExpR2 bind the promoter region of their only known target, rsmA, 

stimulating its transcription. At high cell densities, AHLs bind and block ExpR1 

and ExpR2, inhibiting the induction of rsmA transcription: ExpR1 binds 3-oxo-

C8-HSL while ExpR2 binds both 3-oxo-C8-HSL and 3-oxo-C6-HSL (14), (96), 

(107). Also at high cell densities, and upon activation by an unknown signal, 

ExpS initiates a signalling cascade, phosphorylating ExpA, which activates the 

transcription of rsmB (70). This small RNA binds RsmA, blocking its ability to 

bind mRNAs and thus alleviating the repression of PCWDEs expression 

otherwise mediated by this protein, and initiating virulence. Additionally, ExpA 

down-regulates the accumulation of rsmA transcripts, by an unknown 

mechanism, which also promotes the expression of PCWDEs (114). 
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The currently accepted model of virulence regulation in P. wasabiae 

places RsmA as the central player determining whether PCWDEs are expressed 

(Figure 1). According to this model, both systems are important for the 

expression of the enzymes, independently regulating the same downstream 

target, the RsmA repressor. This model does not, however, explain why single 

mutants in any of these systems are non-virulent: in the absence of AHLs there 

is an up-regulation of rsmA expression by ExpR1 and ExpR2; however the 

activation of the ExpS/ExpA system should result in a partially repression of 

RsmA, both by blocking the accumulation of rsmA and by the production of 

Figure 1 – Current model of cell-to-cell communication regulation of virulence in P. 
wasabiae. According to previously published work, the regulation of PCWDEs is controlled by 
the ExpI/ExpR and the ExpS/ExpA systems. At low cell densities, rsmA transcription is induced 
by ExpR1 and ExpR2. The high levels of RsmA repress the expression of PCWDEs. At high cell 
densities, the activation of the ExpS/ExpA system induces the expression of rsmB. This small 
RNA blocks the activity of RsmA, whilst rsmA expression is not only no longer activated by 
ExpR1 and ExpR2, due to AHLs accumulation, but also repressed by ExpA. Therefore, at high 
cell densities the increased levels of rsmB result in the inhibition of RsmA and consequently 
expression of PCWDEs. 

rsmB 
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rsmB, the antagonist of RsmA; on the other hand, in the absence of the 

ExpS/ExpA system, rsmA expression should be down-regulated by the 

ExpI/ExpR system at high cell densities, when ExpR1 and ExpR2 are repressed 

by AHLs, therefore reducing the RsmA pools. 

 In the work presented here, we identify two new links between the 

ExpI/ExpR and the ExpS/ExpA cell-to-cell communication systems, which we 

show to be important for regulation of virulence in P. wasabiae. In light of this 

data, we propose a new model for the regulatory pathway controlling the 

production of PCWDEs in P. wasabiae which explains the observation that 

both systems are required for a virulent phenotype. 

 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Bacterial strains and growth conditions 

 All the strains, plasmids and primers used in this study are listed in 

supplementary material Table S1 and Table S2. P. wasabiae strains used are 

derived from the wild-type (wt) SCC3193 (91). P. wasabiae was grown at 30ºC 

with aeration in Luria-Bertani (LB) supplemented with 0.4% of polygalacturonic 

acid (PGA; Sigma P3850) to induce the expression of PCWDEs. When 

mentioned, a final concentration of 2 µM of 3-oxo-C8-HSL (AHL; Sigma O1764) 

was added to the culture at the time of the inoculation. Antibiotics were used 

at the following concentrations (mgL-1): spectinomycin (Spec) 50; tetracycline 

(Tet) 10. Optical density (OD600nm) was determined by measuring absorbance 

in a spectrophotometer (Spectronic, Thermo Scientific). All assays are reported 

as the mean OD600nm of three biological replicates and error bars represent the 

standard error. 
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Genetic and molecular techniques 

To construct the rsmB promoter fusion (pPNJ1) the PrsmB-GFP fusion 

from pRSV206 (Chapter III) was transferred to pOM1 vector (157). The 1146 bp 

PCR fragment from pRSV206 was amplified with Herculase II polymerase 

(Agilent) and primers P0528-rsmB(SphI) and P0665-gfp(BamHI). The product 

was digested with SphI and BamHI and ligated to the digested empty vector 

pOM1. To construct the pehA promoter fusion (pPNJ2) a fragment containing 

the promoter region of pehA was amplified by PCR using Herculase II 

polymerase and the primers P1028-pehA(XbaI) and P0658-pehA(SphI) and 

cloned into pUC18 (139). The PCR fragment containing gfp was obtained with 

P0576-gfp(SphI) and P1081-gfp(HindIII) from pCMW1 (136) using Herculase II 

and cloned downstream. The pehA-gfp fragment was then cloned into pOM1 

vector using P1028-pehA(XbaI) and P0665-gfp(BamHI). 

Construction of the double mutant ∆expI.∆rsmB was performed by 

chromosomal gene replacement with an antibiotic marker using the λ Red 

recombinase system (138). The 500bp-kan-500bp fragment (∆rsmB::kan 

constructed in Chapter III) was amplified using Herculase II and electroporated 

into ∆expI::cm strain expressing the λ Red recombinase system from pKD46 

(137), to allow recombination. Construction of the ∆rsmA::strep single and 

double mutants was performed by chromosomal gene replacement with an 

antibiotic marker using the λ Red recombinase system. The DNA region of the 

rsmA gene, including approximately 500 bp upstream and 500 bp downstream 

of the gene, were amplified with Herculase II, using the primers P0766-

rsmA(XbaI) and P0917-rsmA(SalI). The 500bp-rsmA-500bp fragment was 

cloned into pUC18 (139) using XbaI and SalI. The construct, containing the 

gene to be deleted and its flanking regions, was divergently amplified by PCR 

using primers to introduce a XhoI restriction site in the 5’ and 3’ regions of the 
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gene to be deleted. The gene conferring resistance to streptomycin was 

amplified with primers containing the XhoI site, from pKNG101 (140), digested 

with XhoI and introduced in the XhoI digested PCR fragment. The final 

construct contain the antibiotic marker flanked by the upstream and 

downstream regions of the rsmA gene. The 500bp-rsmA-500bp fragment was 

amplified by PCR using Herculase II and electroporated into the corresponding 

strain expressing the λ Red recombinase system from pKD46 (137), to allow 

recombination. The nucleotide sequences were confirmed by sequencing at 

the IGC sequencing facility. All other PCR reactions were performed using 

Dream Taq (Fermentas), digestions were done using Fast Digest Enzymes 

(Fermentas) and ligations performed with T4 DNA ligase (New England 

Biolabs). 

 

Pectate lyase activity assay 

 To analyse the extracellular pectate lyase (Pel) activity, overnight 

cultures were sub-cultured to a starting OD600nm of 0.05 in LB supplemented 

with PGA. At the indicated time points, aliquots were collected to evaluate 

growth and to analyse the supernatant Pel activity using the previously 

described thiobarbituric acid (TBA) colorimetric method (141). Briefly, 

supernatant was collected by centrifugation at maximum speed and incubated 

with the substrate mixture for 3 h. The reaction was stopped by acidification 

and TBA (Sigma T5500) was added and the reaction mixture boiled for 1 h. The 

pink coloration was measured at 548 nm using the multilabel counter (Victor3, 

Perkin-Elmer). All assays are reported as the mean of the Pel activity from 

three biological replicates and error bars represent the standard error. 
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P. wasabiae virulence assay 

Virulence was analysed using a modified protocol to assess maceration 

of potato tubers (142). Potatoes were washed and surface sterilized by soaking 

for 10 min in 10% bleach followed by 10 min in 70% EtOH. Overnight cultures 

were washed twice and diluted to an OD600nm of 0.05 in Phosphate Buffered 

Solution (PBS) and 30µL were inoculated in the previously punctured potatoes. 

Potato tubers were incubated at 28ºC in a humid environment and after 

incubation for 40 h, were sliced and maceration was weighed. All assays are 

reported as the mean of the maceration from eight biological replicates and 

error bars represent the standard error. 

 

Analysis of expression of rsmB and pehA 

P. wasabiae strains expressing the PrsmB-GFP or PpehA-GFP fusion were 

grown overnight in LB + PGA + Spec and inoculated into fresh medium at a 

starting OD600nm of 0.05. At the indicated time, aliquots were collected to 

monitor growth and to assess rsmB or pehA expression. For the analysis of 

rsmB or pehA expression, aliquots of the cultures were diluted 1:100 into PBS 

and PrsmB-GFP or PpehA-GFP expression was measured by flow cytometry (LSR 

Fortessa, BD) and analysed with Flowing Software v2.5.0. A minimum of 5,000 

cells were acquired per sample and rsmB or pehA expression was recorded as 

the median of GFP expression. All assays are reported as the median of GFP 

expression from at least three biological replicates and error bars represent 

the standard error. 
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Quantification of AHLs 

 To quantify the extracellular concentration of AHLs, overnight cultures 

were diluted to an OD600nm of 0.05 into LB + PGA and incubated at 30ºC with 

aeration. At the indicated time, culture supernatants were collected with a 96-

well filter plate (Multiscreen, Millipore MAGVS2210) and the concentration of 

AHLs within these supernatants measured as follow: E. coli JM109 strain 

containing the pSB401 reporter (145) was grown overnight at 37ºC in LB + Tet 

and diluted 1:100 in fresh medium. A 1 mM stock solution of 3-oxo-C8-HSL 

(Sigma O1764) was successively diluted from 2 μM to 0.0625 μM and used as 

calibration curve to quantify the concentration of AHLs in the cell-free culture 

fluids. For each sample, 30 μL of cell-free culture fluid or AHL preparation were 

incubated with 170 μL of the diluted reporter strain at 37ºC with aeration for 

4h. Luminescence (which is induced proportionally to AHL concentration) was 

measured using the multilabel counter (Victor3, Perkin-Elmer). All assays are 

reported as the mean of the AHL concentration from three biological 

replicates and error bars represent the standard error. 

 

Statistical analysis 

The data presented here were analysed using Graphpad Prism5 

software and program R version 3.0.2. The Mann-Whitney test was performed 

to evaluate for significance and P-values were adjusted using the Holm-

Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. An adjusted P-value <0.05 was 

used as cut-off for statistical significance. nsNot significant; *P-value <0.05; 

**P-value <0.01 and ***P-value <0.001. 
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Results 

 

Inactivation of the ExpI/ExpR system or the ExpS/ExpA system is sufficient to 

completely abolish PCWDEs production and virulence 

 According to the current model of virulence regulation in P. wasabiae 

the two cell-to-cell communication systems, ExpI/ExpR and ExpS/ExpA, 

regulate the levels of RsmA. This control, whether direct or indirect is 

determinant for the production of PCWDEs (Figure 1). We analysed mutants 

affected in either system, for pectate lyase (Pel) activity and polygalacturonase 

(pehA) expression, along with their ability to macerate plant tissue in a potato 

tuber assay. As shown in Figure 2A-C, both the ExpI/ExpR and the ExpS/ExpA 

systems are required for the production of PCWDEs (Pel and pehA) and 

consequently virulence. When both cell-to-cell communication systems are 

present (wt, dark blue squares) extracellular Pel activity and expression of 

pehA (Figure 2A and B) are induced in mid-exponential phase and reach a 

maximum at high cell densities in stationary phase (Figure S1). In the absence 

of AHLs (expI mutant, light purple triangles), Pel activity is completely 

abolished, there is almost no expression of pehA and the mutant has a non-

virulent phenotype. The same is observed in the absence of the ExpS/ExpA 

system (expS, brown circles and expA, dark pink circles). On the contrary, the 

double mutant of the AHLs receptors (expR1.expR2, dark purple triangles) 

presents a slight increase in Pel activity and pehA expression, but virulence is 

similar to wt in the potato tuber assay (Figure 2A-C). 

The current model for regulation of virulence predicts that, both cell-

to-cell communication systems would contribute independently to the 

reduction of the RsmA available pools and therefore alleviate the repression of 

PCWDEs at high cell densities. It is, therefore, surprising that the absence of 
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only one of the systems is sufficient to completely abolish the production of 

PCWDEs. Also, if both ExpI/ExpR and ExpS/ExpA systems are present, even in 

the absence of rsmB, we would still expect a decrease in rsmA levels at high 

cell densities: the binding of AHLs to ExpR1 and ExpR2 should inhibit the 

activation of rsmA transcription, whilst the activation of the ExpS/ExpA system 

should decrease the expression of rsmA. However, we observed that the 

deletion of the regulatory RNA (rsmB, light pink circles), results in no Pel 

activity, no expression of pehA and the mutant presents a non-virulent 

phenotype, similar to the mutants of the ExpS/ExpA system (Figure 2A-C). The 

Figure 2 – Effects of the ExpI/ExpR and 
the ExpS/ExpA systems in the 
regulation of extracellular pectate 
lyase activity, pehA expression and 
virulence. Extracellular pectate lyase 
activity (n = 3) (A), PpehA-GFP expression 
per cell (n = 3) (B) and virulence (n = 8) 
(C) were analysed in wt (dark blue 
squares), expR1::cm.expR2::kan (dark 
purple triangles), ∆expI::cm (light 
purple triangles), ∆expS::strep (brown 
circles), ∆expA::strep (dark pink circles) 
and ∆rsmB::kan (light pink circles). 
**Pvalue<0.01; 

ns 
Not significant; Error 

bars represent standard error. 

C 

B A 
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mechanism by which ExpA regulates rsmA has not yet been elucidated: it is 

possible that this repression requires rsmB RNA, thereby explaining why an 

rsmB mutant would present the same phenotype as an expS or expA mutant. 

The fact that accumulation of AHLs and consequent inhibition of ExpR1 and 

ExpR2 is not sufficient to induce the expression of PCWDEs, indicates that this 

level of regulation has a small impact in the levels of active RsmA. Additionally, 

the phenotype of the expR1.expR2 double mutant also indicates that RsmA 

regulation is not highly dependent on these regulators: in this mutant, pehA 

expression remains density dependent, most likely due to the regulation by 

the ExpS/ExpA system. Together, our results indicate that despite the absence 

of the transcriptional activators ExpR1 and ExpR2, rsmA is still expressed. 

Otherwise, we would expect a hipervirulent phenotype in the double mutant 

as well as increased production of PCWDEs both at low and high cell densities, 

which does not occur (Figure 2A-C). 

 

Expression of rsmB is regulated by AHLs via ExpR1 and ExpR2 

 In a previous screen for regulators of rsmB we found that mutants 

disrupted in expI were affected in rsmB expression (Chapter III). This result was 

unexpected since AHLs were only known to regulate rsmA transcription, via 

ExpR1 and ExpR2 (107), with no other reported targets for regulation. Based 

on this observation we decided to analyse the role of the ExpI/ExpR cell-to-cell 

communication system in the regulation of rsmB expression. As shown in 

Figure 3, in the absence of AHLs (expI, full light purple triangles) the expression 

of rsmB is decreased to half when compared to wt (dark blue squares). The 

addition of 2µM of 3-oxo-C8-HSL (AHL) is sufficient to fully restore rsmB 

expression (full light purple triangles comparing with empty). Additionally, 

rsmB expression in an expR1.expR2 double mutant is higher than the wt 
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(compare dark purple full triangles with dark blue square) and the same as in 

the expI.expR1.expR2 triple mutant (dark purple empty triangles). These 

results show that ExpR1 and ExpR2 repress rsmB and that in an expR1.expR2 

background the expression of rsmB is no longer dependent on AHLs. As 

previously reported, rsmB expression in an expA mutant (dark pink circles) was 

severely decreased comparing to wt levels (114). Based on these results, we 

propose that ExpR1 and ExpR2 repress rsmB in the absence of AHLs, at low cell 

densities or in an expI mutant. At high cell densities, accumulation of AHLs 

inactivates the ExpR1- and ExpR2-dependent repression. Interestingly, when a 

high concentration of AHLs was exogenously supplied to an expI mutant in the 

beginning of growth (time = 0 h), rsmB activation occurred earlier than in the 

wt. This observation further supports the regulation of rsmB expression by this 

signal and is consistent with the fact that in wt, rsmB activation only occurs 

when the synthesized AHLs (and also the ExpS/ExpA signal) accumulate in the 

extracellular medium (Figure 3). 

Figure 3 – Time course expression of rsmB. rsmB expression (PrsmB-GFP) per cell (n = 3) was 
measured in LB + PGA + Spec in wt (dark blue squares), expR1::cm.expR2::kan (dark purple 
triangles), expI.expR1::cm.expR2::kan (empty dark purple triangles), ∆expI::cm (light purple 
triangles), ∆expI::cm supplemented with 2µM 3-oxo-C8-HSL (AHL) (empty light purple 
triangles), and ∆expA::strep (dark pink circles); Error bars represent standard error. 
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The expression of rsmB is regulated by AHLs in the absence of RsmA 

Our results show that the expression of rsmB is regulated by ExpR1 and 

ExpR2. These proteins are transcriptional regulators which can bind the 

promoter region of rsmA, in the absence of AHLs, promoting its expression. 

Because rsmA is the only known target of these regulators it is possible that 

the AHL-dependent regulation of rsmB is occurring via RsmA. To test this 

possibility we analysed the effect of AHLs on rsmB expression in a rsmA 

background. As shown in Figure 4, AHLs are still required for a full expression 

of rsmB even in the absence of RsmA. The rsmA.expI double mutant showed 

decreased expression of the PrsmB-GFP fusion, which was fully complemented 

by supplementing the media with AHLs. Also, an rsmA.expR1.expR2 triple 

mutant presented increased expression of rsmB, similar to that occurring in 

the complemented rsmA.expI mutant. These results show that even in the 

absence of RsmA, the ExpR1 and ExpR2 repress the expression of rsmB and 

that this repression is released by AHLs. Importantly, although the rsmA 

mutant exhibits a severe growth defect when compared to wt (Figure S2), all 

mutants containing the rsmA deletion have a similar growth (Figure S3). 

Figure 4 – rsmB expression in 
∆rsmA background at 24h. rsmB 
expression (PrsmB-GFP) per cell (n=5) 
was measured in LB+PGA+Spec at 
24h in ∆rsmA::strep (empty bar), 
∆expI::cm.∆rsmA::strep (full light 
purple bar), ∆expI::cm.∆rsmA::strep  
supplemented with 2µM 3-oxo-C8-
HSL (AHL) (striped light purple bar), 
∆rsmA::strep.expR1::cm.expR2::kan 
(full dark purple bar). *Pvalue<0.05; 
Error bars represent standard error. 
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 It is important to note that our results are not sufficient to ensure that 

ExpR1 and ExpR2 directly control rsmB expression, although we have identified 

a putative lux box in the promoter region of rsmB which supports the 

hypothesis of a direct regulation (data not shown). We are planning to 

perform DNA shift binding assays to prove this regulation. Nonetheless, these 

results show that rsmA is not the only target of ExpR1 and ExpR2, since even in 

the absence of RsmA, an AHL- and ExpR1/ExpR2-dependent regulation of rsmB 

was observed. 

 

rsmB is an essential regulator for the production of PCWDEs 

 The results presented in Figure 2 and 3 allowed us to determine a new 

level of regulation in the signal transduction cascade controlling the 

production of PCWDEs: rsmB is a downstream target of both ExpI/ExpR and 

ExpS/ExpA cell-to-cell communication systems and thus plays a central role in 

virulence regulation. This new level of regulation provides an explanation why 

a mutant impaired in the production of AHLs (expI) is completely impaired in 

PCWDEs production and virulence, even though it still retains a functional 

ExpS/ExpA system. In the absence of AHLs, ExpR1 and ExpR2 repress rsmB 

expression, even when ExpS/ExpA is active (Figure 3). These transcriptional 

regulators would not only contribute directly to rsmA expression, but also 

prevent rsmB-dependent inactivation, thereby increasing the active RsmA 

pools and consequent repression of virulence. If so, then rsmB regulation 

should be crucial for the production of PCWDEs via both systems. Therefore 

we predict that in the absence of rsmB, the addition of AHLs, and consequent 

early inhibition of the activation of rsmA transcription by ExpR1 and ExpR2, 

would be insufficient to rescue the production of PCWDEs. To verify this 

prediction we analysed pehA expression and Pel activity in expI.rsmB double 
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mutant and in expI mutant, both with and without supplementation with 2µM 

of 3-oxo-C8-HSL. As shown in Figure 5A and B, the addition of AHLs to an expI 

mutant is sufficient to induce pehA expression and the production of Pel 

(Figure 5A, compared empty light purple triangles with full light purple 

triangles and Figure 5B, compare purple bars). However, when rsmB was 

deleted, this induction no longer occurred, and both pehA expression and Pel 

activity remain low (Figure 5A, compared empty light blue circles with full light 

blue circles and Figure 5B, compare light blue bars). This demonstrated that 

the presence of rsmB is essential for the production of PCWDEs, even when 

bacteria are in the presence of high concentrations of AHLs. 

 

 

 

B A 

Figure 5 – Effect of rsmB and AHLs on pehA expression and pectate lyase activity. Time-
course PpehA-GFP expression per cell (n = 3) (A) and extracellular pectate lyase activity at 10 h of 
growth (n = 3) (B) were analysed in ∆expI::cm (full light purple triangles and full purple bar), 
∆expI::cm+AHL (empty light purple triangles and striped purple bar), ∆expI::cm.∆rsmB::kan 
(full light blue circles and full light blue bar) and ∆expI::cm.∆rsmB::kan (empty light blue circles 
and striped light blue bar) in LB + PGA + Spec; AHL – 3-oxo-C8-HSL; Error bars represent 
standard error. 
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Figure 6 – Effect of the ExpI/ExpR and the ExpS/ExpA cell-to-cell communication systems in 
the extracellular AHL concentration. Time-course AHLs quantification in LB+PGA was 
performed in wt (dark blue squares), expR1::cm.expR2::kan (dark purple triangles), expI::cm 
(light purple triangles), ∆expS::strep (brown circles), ∆expA::strep (dark pink circles) and 
∆rsmB::kan (light pink circles); Error bars represent standard error. 

 

The ExpS/ExpA system regulates the extracellular level of AHLs 

 Our results so far show that the ExpI/ExpR system regulates the 

expression of rsmB, thereby interfering with the outcome of the activation of 

the ExpS/ExpA system. We next investigated whether the inverse also 

occurred, i.e., that signalling through ExpS/ExpA influences the ExpI/ExpR 

system (Figure 6). Analysis of the concentration of AHLs in supernatant of 

growing cultures showed that, the extracellular accumulation of AHLs was 

decreased in cultures of expS (brown circles), expA (dark pink circles) and rsmB 

(light pink circles) when compared to those containing wt (dark blue squares). 

Though the molecular mechanism of this new level of regulation is not clear, 

the reduction of the amount of AHLs produced is likely a consequence of the 

down-regulation of ExpI. 

The fact that the ExpS/ExpA system regulates the accumulation of AHLs 

(Figure 6), together with the fact that a functional ExpS/ExpA system is 

required for the full expression of rsmB (Figure 3), might explain why mutants 
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in the ExpS/ExpA system are completely non-virulent: in an expS or expA 

mutant, rsmB RNA levels are low and not sufficient to inactivate RsmA; 

additionally, AHL levels are low and presumably not sufficient to inactivate 

ExpR1- and ExpR2-dependent transcription of RsmA. Consequently, RsmA 

levels are high, repressing the expression of PCWDEs and virulence. 

We also investigated whether the ExpI/ExpR system would influence 

the accumulation of AHLs (Figure 6). As predicted, no accumulation of AHLs 

occurred in culture supernatants from an expI mutant (light purple triangles). 

On the contrary, an expR1.expR2 double mutant produced higher extracellular 

levels of AHLs than wt (dark purple triangles comparing with dark blue 

squares). Two previous reports in P. carotovorum Ecc71 showed that, although 

a rsmA mutant presents comparable AHL levels to wt, over-expression of 

RsmA regulates the production of AHLs by decreasing expI transcripts (62), 

(108). Therefore it is possible that the higher levels of AHLs in an expR1.expR2 

mutant are a consequence of the decreased levels of RsmA. Also, it is possible 

that ExpR1 and ExpR2, in the absence of AHLs, repress the expression of expI. 

Therefore, at high cell densities, this repression would be released resulting in 

more production of AHLs. This positive feedback loop is typical for the 

LuxI/LuxR systems [reviewed in(19)]. 

 

 

Discussion 

 

 P. wasabiae strain SCC3193 has been used as model organism to 

understand the complex regulatory network involved in the regulation of 

virulence in Pectobacteria. It is currently accepted that two cell-to-cell 

communication systems, ExpI/ExpR and ExpS/ExpA, tightly coordinate the 
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production of PCWDEs by independently controlling the levels of RsmA  

(Figure 1). This model, however, was insufficient to explain why the absence of 

only one of the systems is sufficient to completely abolish the production of 

PCWDEs with corresponding consequence upon virulence (Figure 2). 

 Here we have shown that the ExpI/ExpR system regulates rsmB 

transcription via the AHL receptors ExpR1 and ExpR2, which act as repressors 

in the absence of their cognate signal (Figure 3). This new level of regulation 

explains why in the absence of AHLs (expI mutant), even though the ExpS/ExpA 

system is still present, we can see a complete non-virulent phenotype. We also 

show that, in the absence of RsmA, AHL-dependent regulation of the 

expression of rsmB still occurs (Figure 4). This result indicates that rsmA is not 

the only target of the ExpI/ExpR system. Additionally, we showed that the 

absence of the ExpS/ExpA system leads to a decrease in the accumulation of 

AHLs, influencing the activation of the ExpI/ExpR system, and explaining why 

both systems are required for the production of PCWDEs (Figure 6). This result 

might also explain how ExpA regulates the levels of rsmA transcripts (114). 

In summary, our work reveals that the cell-to-cell communication 

systems ExpI/ExpR and ExpS/ExpA, not only regulate RsmA levels, but also 

each other via the small RNA, rsmB. We propose a new model for the 

regulation of PCWDEs, where rsmB RNA levels and not only RsmA, plays a 

central role in the regulation of virulence (Figure 7). Our model is supported by 

the fact that in the absence of rsmB, even with the supplementation of AHLs 

and consequent earlier activation of the ExpI/ExpR system, no PCWDEs are 

produced (Figure 5). 

Our findings are important contributions to the understanding of 

virulence regulation in P. wasabiae. It is not yet clear what are the 

mechanisms and direct interactions underlying these two levels of regulation, 
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however, we are currently conducting the necessary experiments that will 

allow us to clarify which players are involved in the interconnection of the two 

cell-to-cell communication systems. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 – Proposed model for cell-to-cell communication regulation of virulence in                
P. wasabiae. The regulation of PCWDEs is controlled by ExpI/ExpR and ExpS/ExpA systems. At 
low cell densities, rsmA transcription is induced and rsmB expression is repressed by ExpR1 
and ExpR2. The high levels of RsmA repress the expression of PCWDEs. At high cell densities, 
while AHLs accumulate, the activation of the ExpS/ExpA system induces the expression of 
rsmB, promotes the accumulation of AHLs, and the rsmA expression is not only no longer 
activated by ExpR1 and ExpR2, but is also repressed by ExpA. Therefore, at high cell densities 
the increased levels of rsmB results in the inhibition of RsmA and consequently expression of 
PCWDEs. Dotted connections, representing the new links described in this work, require 
clarification to discriminate between direct and indirect regulations. 

rsmB 
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Supplementary Material 

 

Table S1 – Strains and plasmids used in this study 

Strains and Plasmids Relevant Genotype Source 

P. wasabiae   
SCC3193 Wild-type (91) 
SCC907 expR1::cm, expR2::kan (107) 
SCC906 expI.expR1::cm, expR2::kan (107) 
expI ∆expI::cm Andreas Mäe 

Lab collection 
RSV091 ∆rsmB::kan Chapter III 
RSV470 ∆expA::strep Chapter III 
RSV471 ∆expS::strep Chapter III 
PNJ667 SCC3193 carrying pPNJ2 This study 
PNJ668 ∆expI::cm carrying pPNJ2 This study 
PNJ671 SCC907 carrying pPNJ2 This study 
PNJ677 RSV091 carrying pPNJ2 This study 
RSV563 RSV470 carrying pPNJ2 This study 
RSV547 RSV471 carrying pPNJ2 This study 
RSV546 ∆rsmB::kan in expI background carrying pPNJ2 This study 
RSV400 SCC3193 carrying pPNJ1 This study 
RSV401 expI carrying pPNJ1 This study 
RSV407 SCC907 carrying pPNJ1 This study 
RSV408 SCC906 carrying pPNJ1 This study 
RSV519 RSV091 carrying pPNJ1 This study 
RSV520 RSV470 carrying pPNJ1 This study 
RSV521 RSV471 carrying pPNJ1 This study 
RSV566 ∆rsmA::strep carrying PNJ1 This study 
RSV567 ∆rsmA::strep in SCC907 background carrying PNJ1 This study 
RSV568 ∆rsmA::strep in expI background carrying PNJ1 This study 
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E. coli   
JM109 JM109 carrying pSB401 (luxRI’::luxCDABE) (145) 
   
Plasmids   
pCMW1 Promoterless-gfp reporter vector, kan

r
 (136) 

pUC18 Cloning vector, amp
r
 (139) 

pKD46 λ Red recombinase expressing vector, amp
r
 (137) 

pOM1 Expression Vector, spec
r
 (157) 

pPNJ1 pOM1 containing PromoterrsmB-gfp, spec
r
 This study 

pPNJ2 pOM1 containing PromoterpehA-gfp, spec
r
 This study 

 

 

Table S2 – Primers used in this study 

Primers Name Sequence 

P0528-rsmB(SphI) GAGCATGCTGTCCTGGAAGAATTCGGCACG 
P0529-rsmB(SalI) CTGTCGACATCCGAGTGCAGTAACAGTG 
P0665-gfp(BamHI) CCTTACGGATCCTCAGTTGTACAGTTCATCCATGCCA 
P1028-pehA(XbaI) CCTTACTCTAGAAGCGCATCGAGGGAAGTATATAAC 
P0658-pehA(SphI) CCTTACGCATGCGTCAAACCTCACCTTATAAATGTC 
P0576-gfp(SphI) CCTTACGCATGCATGGCTAGCAAAGGAGAAGAACTCT 
P1081-gfp(HindIII) CCTTACAAGCTTTCAGTTGTACAGTTCATCCATGCCA 
P0766-rsmA(XbaI) CCTTACTCTAGAGTAACGAAAGATCTGACTGACCGC 
P0917-rsmA(SaI) GCAGTCGACGCGTTCACTAATACAGCTTGCC 
P1100-Del.rsmA(XhoI) GCGCTCGAGTCTTTGCTCCTTGAAAGATT 
P1101-Del.rsmA(XhoI) GGTCTCGAGTTGACAATGCGTCTCGTGTTC 

 

 

 

Figure S1 – Growth curve of P. 
wasabiae. OD600nm was measured 
in LB + Spec supplemented with 
PGA in wt (dark blue squares), 
expR1::cm.expR2::kan (dark purple 
triangles), ∆expI::cm (light purple 
triangles), ∆expS::strep (brown 
circles), ∆expA::strep (dark pink 
circles) and ∆rsmB::kan (light pink 
circles), expressing PpehA-GFP; Error 
bars represent standard error. 
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Figure S3 – Growth of P. wasabiae. OD600nm 
was measured in LB + Spec supplemented 
with PGA at 24 h in ∆rsmA::strep (empty bar), 
∆expI::cm.∆rsmA::strep (full light purple bar), 
∆expI::cm.∆rsmA::strep  supplemented with 
2µM 3-oxo-C8-HSL (AHL) (striped light purple 
bar), ∆rsmA::strep.expR1::cm.expR2::kan (full 
dark purple bar); Error bars represent 
standard error. 

 

 

Figure S2 – Growth curve of            
P. wasabiae. OD600nm was measured 
in LB + PGA in wt (dark blue 
squares) and ∆rsmA::strep (red 
circles); Error bars represent 
standard error. 
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Cell-to-cell communication is a process that enables bacteria to 

regulate cooperative behaviours. The GacS/GacA system is a two 

component system present in a variety of Gram-negative bacteria, 

including important human and plant pathogens. This system is not only 

regulated by environmental factors, but also activated by a self-

produced signal that accumulates at high cell densities, the nature of 

which remains to be determined (Chapter III). In this work we 

demonstrate that Escherichia coli can activate the expression of 

Pectobacterium wasabiae rsmB and that this induction is dependent on 

both ExpS and ExpA. We show for the first time that cross-species 

induction of the Rsm small RNA (via ExpS/ExpA) can be achieved by      

co-culturing two different bacterial species. We also show that we are 

able to extract, purify and concentrate the signal molecule responsible 

for this induction from E. coli culture fluids. Biochemical characterization 

demonstrated that the signal molecule is a small non-volatile molecule, 

both pH and temperature resistant and not retained by a C18E         

silica-based resin for hydrophobic compounds. We predict that the 

identification of GacS/GacA signal will potentiate the discovery of 

inhibitors of this relevant system which could be of great benefit both 

economically and medically. 
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Introduction 

 

Cell-to-cell communication is an important bacterial process involved in 

the regulation of cooperative behaviours, such as the production of virulence 

factors, production of antibiotics, biofilm formation, both in Gram-positive and 

Gram-negative bacteria [reviewed in (18), (53), (158)]. The process starts with 

the production of a small chemical molecule, typically called autoinducer, by 

one bacterium that is then released in the extracellular medium, passively or 

actively, and recognized by another, of the same or different species. The 

recognition by its receptor leads to a change in the gene expression of the 

receptor cell. As such cell-to-cell communication is essential for virulence 

regulation in many pathogenic bacteria, it is consensual that knowledge of the 

signalling network and the identification of the molecules involved in this 

regulation might lead to the development of novel drugs capable of 

preventing/treating bacterial infections by disrupting this important bacterial 

process. In fact, in vivo interference with the cell-to-cell communication 

system of Staphylococcus aureus, both with synthetic inhibitors and 

antibodies, has been proven effective [reviewed in (19)]. 

The GacS/GacA system is a two component system present in a variety 

of Gram-negative bacteria. GacS is a sensor kinase that autophosphorylates in 

the presence of an unknown stimulus. The phosphorylated form of GacS 

activates the response regulator (GacA) which promotes the transcription of 

the small non-coding RNAs of the Rsm system. These small RNAs can bind to a 

global RNA binding protein, inhibiting its regulatory function. This system or its 

homologues are present in multiple bacterial species, such as               

Pseudomonas aeruginosa (GacS/GacA/rsmZY/RsmA), Vibrio cholerae 

(VarS/VarA/csrBCD/CsrA), Pectobacterium wasabiae (ExpS/ExpA/rsmB/RsmA), 
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Salmonella enterica enterica serovar Typhimurium (BarA/SirA/csrBC/CsrA) and 

Escherichia coli (BarA/UvrY/csrBC/CsrA). Mutants disrupted in the GacS/GacA 

two-component system have been shown to be affected in the production of 

virulence factors [reviewed in (57)]. Furthermore, several human pathogens 

are less virulent upon mutation of their response regulator: a gacA mutant in 

Vibrio vulnificus demonstrated an impairment in skin and systemic infection 

development; a Vibrio cholerae varA mutant exhibited reduced colonization of 

the infant mice model; and a P. aeruginosa gacA mutant was less lethal in a 

mouse burn model (159), (160), (161). The GacS/GacA system is also important 

in plant pathogens such as Pectobacterium and Dickeya spp., which were both 

shown to be completely non-virulent in the absence of a functional system 

(Chapter IV), (162). 

 Several studies have tried to identify the signal molecule responsible 

for the activation of the GacS/GacA system but so far been unsuccessfully. 

Different compounds have been linked to the regulation of the small RNA of 

the Rsm (Csr) system. The first evidence that the GacS/GacA system is a cell-

to-cell communication system arose from studies in Pseudomonas fluorescens, 

where a dichloromethane extract from supernatant collected in early 

stationary phase was found to anticipate and stimulate the expression of rsmZ 

via GacS/GacA (163), (164). Afterwards, it was shown that supernatant of a 

mutant affected in thiamine pyrophosphate biosynthesis contained less signal 

activity than the wild-type (wt) supernatant but no complementation studies 

in the mutant were performed (156). Additionally, it was shown, using the 

corresponding mutants, that pyruvate carboxylase positively regulates rsmXYZ 

expression but fumarase isoenzyme represses it, in a GacS-dependent-manner 

(75). The authors did not report whether the supernatants of the mutants 

affected in these enzymes were depleted of signal activity, so the nature of 
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this regulation remains in question. Meanwhile, short-chain fatty acids (SCFA) 

such as acetate, formate, propionate and butyrate, have been shown to 

influence, positively or negatively, the expression of csrB in E. coli and S. 

Typhimurium in certain conditions. However, only the stimulation of csrB by 

formate at pH=5 was shown to be dependent on BarA (GacS homologue), 

whereas the rest of the SCFA regulate csrB via UvrY or SirA (GacA 

homologues), independently of the sensor kinase (76), (165). Some 

environmental signals have also been implicated in the expression of the small 

RNAs of the Rsm system. Oxygen and magnesium limitations were shown to 

influence rsmXY expression in P. aeruginosa, independently of the GacS/GacA 

two component system (166), (167). Notably, host signals have similarly been 

implicated in the activation of the GacS/GacA system: plant phenolic acids 

important for the activation of defense-related genes in plants, such as o-

coumaric acid and t-cinnamic acid, have been shown to induce Type III 

secretion system genes in Dickeya dadantii (formerly Erwinia chrysanthemi) via 

the GacS/GacA system, as well as to slightly increase rsmB expression (118). 

Furthermore, it was reported that cell-free extracts from Vibrio harveyi and 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa were able to induce the expression of the Rsm small 

RNA (rsmZ) in P. fluorescens, providing evidence that interspecies cross talk via 

the GacS/GacA system might occur (74). These results, together with the fact 

that the GacS/GacA system is conserved among Gram-negative bacteria, raise 

the possibility that this system can foster cell-to-cell communication between 

species. Collectively, these studies demonstrate that the GacS/GacA system is 

subject to regulation by environmental factors, but also provide indications of 

regulation by a self-produced signal that accumulates at high cell densities. 

Nevertheless, the chemical nature of this signal remains to be identified. 
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In this work we demonstrate that E. coli can activate the expression of 

rsmB in P. wasabiae and that this induction is dependent upon both ExpS and 

ExpA. We show here, for the first time, that cross-species induction of the Rsm 

small RNA (via ExpS/ExpA) can be achieved by co-culturing two different 

bacterial species. 

 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Bacterial strains and growth conditions 

 All the strains, plasmids and primers used in this study are listed in 

supplementary material Table S1 and Table S2, respectively. The P. wasabiae 

strains used are derived from the wt strain SCC3193 (91). The E. coli strains 

used are derived from the wt MG1655 from the ATTC collection. P. wasabiae 

strains were grown at 30ºC and E. coli strains at 37ºC with aeration in M9 

Minimal Media with 0.4% (w/v) Glycerol (MM). Antibiotics were used at the 

following concentrations (mgL-1): ampicillin (Amp) 100; kanamycin (Kan) 50; 

chloramphenicol (Cm) 25. Optical density (OD600nm) was determined by 

measuring absorbance in a spectrophotometer (Spectronic, Thermo Scientific). 

All assays are reported as the mean OD600nm of three biological replicates and 

error bars represent the standard error. 

 

Genetic and molecular techniques 

 The pRSV60 vector was constructed by introducing the 

chloramphenicol resistance gene (cm) into the promoterless-unstable gfp 

vector pSLS3 (168). cm was amplified by PCR from pKD3 (137) using the P0276-
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pKD3/4(BamHI) and the P0277-pKD3/4(BamHI) primers, the product then 

digested with BamHI and ligated to BamHI-digested pSLS3-Cm. 

To construct the csrB promoter fusion (pRSV56), a 315 bp fragment 

containing the promoter region of csrB was amplified by PCR using Herculase II 

polymerase (Agilent) and the P0273-csrB(SphI) and the P0262-csrB primers. 

The PCR fragment and the pRSV60 (unstable gfp) vector were digested with 

SphI and SalI and ligated. The 267 bp nucleotide sequence was confirmed by 

sequencing at the IGC sequencing facility. 

The acetate triple mutant (ackA-pta::cm, poxB::kan) was constructed as 

following: first a double mutant ackA-pta::cm was constructed using the Red 

swap protocol described by Datsenko and Wanner (137) using the primers 

P0374-acKA-pta and P0375-acKA-pta and Herculase II polymerase; the 

poxB::kan single mutation from the Keio Collection (JW0855) and the acKA-

pta::cm double mutation constructed were subsequently introduced by phage 

P1 transduction into a wt E. coli, as previously described (169). 

All other PCR reactions were performed using Dream Taq polymerase 

(Fermentas), digestions were done using Fast Digest Enzymes (Fermentas) and 

ligations performed with T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs). 

 

Analysis of the expression of rsmB 

Analysis of the expression of rsmB was performed in P. wasabiae wt 

cultured alone or co-cultured with the indicated strain. P. wasabiae wt 

expressing the PrsmB-GFP fusion was cultured overnight in MM + Cm and 

inoculated into fresh medium at a starting OD600nm of 0.05. The co-cultured 

strain was also grown over-night in MM + Cm and inoculated to a starting 

OD600nm of 0.05. At the time points indicated, aliquots were collected to 

evaluate growth and to assess rsmB expression. 
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For the analysis of rsmB expression, cell culture samples were collected 

and diluted 1:100 into PBS, at each time point. PrsmB-GFP expression was 

measured by flow cytometry (LSR Fortessa, BD) and analysed with Flowing 

Software v2.5.0. A minimum of 5,000 GFP-positive cells per sample were 

acquired and the rsmB expression was recorded as the median GFP expression 

of the GFP positive cells. All assays are reported as the median PrsmB-GFP 

expression from at least three biological replicates and error bars represent 

the standard error. 

 

Analysis of the expression of csrB  

csrB expression over time was determined for E. coli wt grown in MM + 

Cm. E. coli wt (PcsrB-GFP) was grown overnight in MM + Cm and inoculated into 

fresh medium at a starting OD600nm of 0.01. At the time points indicated, 

aliquots were collected to monitor growth and to measure csrB expression 

using the same procedure as for PrsmB-GFP. The assay was repeated in two 

independent experiments and a representative experiment is shown. 

 

Assessment of bacterial growth 

 To determine the bacterial growth of the strains expressing the 

reporter fusion (PrsmB-GFP), aliquots were taken at the indicated time points. 

Serial dilutions were performed in PBS and cells were plated in LB agar + Cm. 

GFP-expressing colonies were scored to determine the number of GFP colony 

forming units (CFU) per mL. All assays are reported as the mean CFUmL-1 of at 

least four biological replicates and error bars represent the standard error. 
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Assay for the activity of the rsmB inducing signal 

 To analyse signal activity in culture supernatants, wt E. coli were 

cultured overnight in MM + Cm and inoculated in fresh medium from a 

starting OD600nm of 0.05, at 37ºC with aeration. At the indicated times, samples 

were collected, filtered with a 0.22 µm filter cup (Millipore SLGP33RB) and 

supernatants were stored at -20ºC. To test signal activity, a final volume of 

30% of supernatant or controls (H2O or MM, as indicated) was added to a P. 

wasabiae wt (PrsmB-GFP). Overnight cultures were diluted in MM + Cm to an 

initial OD600nm of 0.05 and incubated at 30ºC with aeration. After 18 h of 

incubation rsmB expression was measured as described above. A 

representative experiment of two biological replicates is shown. 

 

Preparation of flow-through (FT) 

A supernatant of a stationary-phase culture of E. coli grown in MM + 

Cm for 24 h, was filtered with a 0.22 µm filter cup and partially purified by 

adding it to a Strata C18E silica-based column (Phenomenex 8B-S001). Flow-

through was collected, lyophilized, re-suspended in water to a final 

concentration of 50x, and then stored at -20ºC. Elution was performed with 

different concentrations of MeOH (10-100%). Eluted fractions were 

evaporated under pressure using a rotavap and re-suspended in water. At the 

indicated time rsmB expression was assessed as previously described. 

 All tests were performed with four biological replicates, except for the 

growth-course dose dependency test and volatility test where representatives 

of two biological replicates are shown. 
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Biochemical assays 

 To characterize the biochemical properties of the signal molecule, the 

FT was subjected to different treatments. Size was determined using an 

Amicon Ultracel 3KDa filter (Millipore UFC9003) and centrifuging at 4000 rpm 

for 1 h. The filtrate (<3 kDa) was directly collected while the upper fraction   

(>3 kDa) was re-suspended in H2O to the same volume as the original sample. 

Temperature resistance was tested by incubation at 100ºC for 3 h. For pH 

resistance, the pH of FT was adjusted to pH = 1 using HCl 10 M or to pH = 14 

using NaOH 10 M. After 3 h, pH was re-adjusted to pH = 7 (with HCl and 

NaOH). To test the volatile properties of this compound, FT was adjusted to  

pH = 1 with H2SO4 (100% v/v) and evaporated under pressure using a rotavap. 

Both fractions, volatile and non-volatile, were collected, their pH adjusted to 7 

with NaOH 10 M, and the non-volatile fraction was re-suspended in H2O to the 

original volume. Signal activity was determined as above. 

 

Statistical analysis 

The data presented here were analysed using Graphpad Prism5 

software and program R version 3.0.2. The Mann-Whitney test was performed 

to evaluate for significance and P-values were adjusted using the Holm-

Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. An adjusted P-value <0.05 was 

considered the cut-off for statistical significance. nsNot significant; *P-value 

<0.05; **P-value <0.01 and ***P-value <0.001. 
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Results 

  

rsmB expression in P. wasabiae is induced upon co-culture with E. coli 

The Rsm system is widely conserved among Gram-negative bacteria. 

Based on a previous paper that describes cross-species induction of the Rsm 

system by the supplementation of P. fluorescens cultures with cell-free 

extracts of P. aeruginosa (74) we investigated whether E. coli could stimulate 

the expression of rsmB, the small RNA of the Rsm system in P. wasabiae. A 

wild-type (wt) reporter strain expressing a plasmid with a reporter fusion 

(PrsmB-GFP) was grown alone and in co-culture with E. coli wt. These two 

species were selected as both belong to the Enterobacteriacea family and that 

their Rsm systems are well studied. 

As shown in Figure 1A and B, the expression of rsmB was higher when 

P. wasabiae was co-cultured with E. coli (striped bar and dotted line comparing 

with full bar and line). This indicated that E. coli is conditioning the 

extracellular medium, either by producing an inducer or removing an 

extracellular repressor, resulting in the induction of the expression of the small 

RNA in P. wasabiae. Importantly, this induction is not a consequence of 

stimulation of growth by E. coli since P. wasabiae growth was the same when 

co-cultured with E. coli comparing to when it is grown in single culture    

(Figure S1), although the final culture density of the co-cultures was higher 

than that of the single cultures (Figure S2). The increased expression of rsmB 

in co-cultures results from the extracellular induction by E. coli presumably 

because this bacterium produces more of the molecule driving rsmB 

expression or is producing a different but more active one. Alternatively, it 

might be removing efficiently an extracellular compound that inhibits rsmB 

expression, as discussed later. 
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Induction of rsmB expression in P. wasabiae by E. coli is dependent on 

ExpS/ExpA 

As shown in Figure 1, upon co-culture, E. coli somehow conditioned the 

extracellular medium and promoted the expression of rsmB in P. wasabiae. 

Transcription of rsmB is known to be directly driven by the activation of the 

ExpS/ExpA system, so we investigated whether this increased expression was 

dependent on this system. Indeed, rsmB stimulation by E. coli requires both 

ExpS and ExpA. As shown in Figure 2, in P. wasabiae wt, rsmB expression can 

be activated when co-cultured with E. coli wt (in blue, full bar comparing with 

striped bar). However, in the expS (brown bars) or expA (dark pink bars) 

mutants, rsmB expression is no longer activated in the presence of E. coli (full 

bars compared with striped). Consequently, the effect of E. coli in the medium 

Figure 1 – Profile of rsmB expression in P. wasabiae wt co-cultured with E. coli wt. rsmB 
expression per cell in P. wasabiae was measured in single cultures (full line or bar) or in co-
culture with E. coli (dotted line or striped bar) harbouring the empty vector, at the indicated 
times (n = 3) (A) and a 18 h (n = 11) (B). ***Pvalue<0.001; Error bars represent standard 
error. Pw, P. wasabiae; Eco, E. coli. 

A B 
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is being sensed by the ExpS/ExpA system of P. wasabiae, which results in the 

activation of rsmB expression. 

 

E. coli mutants in acetate production can still promote activation of rsmB 

expression in P. wasabiae 

A previous report showed that at pH = 5, acetate can stimulate csrB 

(the E. coli rsmB homologue). This activation was dependent on UvrY, the E. 

coli homologue of ExpA, but did not required the sensor kinase BarA (ExpS 

homologue) (76). We tested if the induction of rsmB expression P. wasabiae by 

E. coli was mediated by acetate. A mutant incapable of producing acetate 

(ackA-pta::cm∙poxB::kan) was constructed and co-cultured with P. wasabiae 

wt to test for induction of rsmB. The E. coli acetate triple mutant still induced 

the expression of rsmB to the same levels as E. coli wt (Figure 3, dotted bar 

compared with full and striped bars). 

Figure 2 – rsmB expression in P. 
wasabiae wt, expS and expA co-
cultured with E. coli wt. rsmB 
expression (n = 8) per cell was 
measured at 18 h when P. 
wasabiae was grown alone or in 
co-cultures with E. coli wt 
harbouring the empty vector in 
MM + Cm. GFP expression is 
shown for P. wasabiae wt (blue), 
expS::λ1105kan (brown) and 
expA::λ1105kan (dark pink) 
expressing PrsmB-GFP fusion when 
grown alone (full bars) or in co-
culture with E. coli wt (striped 
bars) carring the pRSV59 vector. 
***Pvalue<0.001; 

ns
Not significant; 

Error bars represent standard 
error. Pw, P. wasabiae; Eco, E. coli 
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These results indicate that E. coli is conditioning the extracellular 

medium, but the particular compound(s) is unlikely to be acetate. 

 

Cell-free conditioned media of E. coli can induce the expression of rsmB of   

P. wasabiae 

 Our results show that E. coli in co-culture with P. wasabiae can induce 

rsmB expression, presumably by an extracellular compound. To characterize 

this extracellular molecule we first tested whether expression of rsmB was also 

activated by adding supernatant of E. coli. We first analysed the activation 

profile of the BarA/UvrY system in E. coli, using a promoter fusion with an 

unstable GFP from the small RNA (csrB) that is directly activated by this system 

(Figure 4). We measured the PcsrB-GFP expression and observed that 

transcription of the small RNA of E. coli was activated at the end of 

exponential phase, around at 12 h. Expression was maximum at the beginning 

of stationary phase, at 18.5 h, before a rapid decrease in expression was 

Figure 3 – P. wasabiae rsmB expression in 
co-cultured with E. coli wt and E. coli 
acetate mutant. rsmB expression (n = 8) per 
cell was measured at 18 h when P. wasabiae 
was grown alone (full blue bar) or in              
co-cultures with E. coli wt (striped bar) 
expressing the empty vector or E. coli acetate 
mutant (ackA-pta::cm∙poxB::kan, dotted  
bar) in MM + Cm. ***Pvalue<0.001. 

ns
Not 

significant; Error bars represent standard 
error. Pw, P. wasabiae; Eco, E. coli 
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observed. Following at 24 h of growth the csrB expression was bellow 

detection, remaining low until the end of the experiment (Figure 4). The 

decrease in csrB expression can be either a consequence of internal regulation 

that actively stops transcription of this RNA at later times or signal depletion 

from the media, whether by sequestration, degradation, or a combination of 

both. 

Taking into account the csrB expression profile, E. coli supernatants 

were collected at inoculation time (0 h) and at four different stages of growth: 

at the onset of csrB expression (13 h); when expression was maximal (18.5 h); 

when expression returns to basal levels (24h); and at the end of the 

experiment (33.5 h). These cell-free fluids were added to P. wasabiae at a final 

concentration of 30% and expression of rsmB by P. wasabiae was measured 

after 18h of growth. As seen in Figure 5, rsmB expression was not induced with 

supernatant collected at 13h or before, which corresponds to the low 

expression of the E. coli csrB. Nevertheless, induction of P. wasabiae rsmB 

expression was observed with supernatants collected at 18.5 h or later, 

indicating that the extracellular molecule is still present at late stationary 

phase, though the E. coli csrB expression is already decreasing. These results 

Figure 4 – Time course 
csrB expression in E. coli 
wt. Time course of PcsrB-
GFP per cell expression 
was measured in E. coli wt 
MM + Cm. GFP expression 
is shown in green while 
OD600nm is shown in black. 
Eco, E. coli. 
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are consistent with the hypothesis that the decay of the transcription csrB is 

caused by an intracellular regulatory mechanism and not by signal 

sequestration/degradation. Additionaly, only the addition of 30% of 

supernatant caused an increase in the expression of rsmB, while no induction 

could be obtained with MM or H2O (compare striped with full bars). The fact 

that diluting the final concentration of medium did not activate the expression 

of rsmB indicates that this system is likely to be induced at high cell densities 

by the accumulation of an extracellular molecule and not due to the removal 

of an inhibitor. 

 

Characterization of the molecule produced by E. coli responsible for the 

activation of P. wasabiae rsmB 

 After verifying that cell-free fluids from E. coli collected at stationary 

phase could stimulate the expression or P. wasabiae rsmB, we next attempted 

to purify the molecule responsible for this activation. Supernatant from an       

E. coli culture grown for 24 h was used as a starting sample for purification of 

the signal. No activity was observed in extracts obtained using 

Figure 5 – Induction of P. 
wasabiae rsmB expression by       
E. coli supernatant at 18 h. PrsmB-
GFP activity per cell was measured 
in P. wasabiae wt in MM + Cm, in 
the presence of 30% of H2O or 
MM (No Sup) or 30% of E. coli 
supernatant (Sup) collected at        
0 h, 13 h, 18.5 h, 24 h and 33.5 h. 
Pw, P. wasabiae. MM, minimal 
medium; Sup, supernatant 
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dichloromethane extraction method previously reported for Pseudomonas 

spp. (163), (164), (data not shown). 

We decided to use a C18E silica-based resin that retains hydrophobic 

compounds and is commonly used for initial purification steps of chemical 

extraction. The FT and elution fractions were collected and tested for 

induction of rsmB, before and after being concentrated by lyophilisation. The 

lyophilised and concentrated FT of the column was still capable of activating  

P. wasabiae rsmB expression (Figure 6) while no stimulation was obtained with 

the elution fraction (Figure S3). The same result was obtained with non-

lyophilised FT and with non-purified supernatant (data not shown). 

Importantly, FT could easily be concentrated several fold but supernatant was 

more difficult to concentrate due to the precipitation of some compounds 

upon concentration. Thus FT was used further to characterize the signal 

molecule. These results show that the extracellular molecule present in E. coli 

supernatant and responsible for the activation of rsmB expression is not 

retained by this resin and therefore the compound is likely hydrophilic. 

Figure 6 – Induction of rsmB expression by 
E. coli C18E FT. PrsmB-GFP activity was 
measured (n = 4) at 18 h in P. wasabiae wt 
in MM + Cm, in the presence of 30% of H2O 
(full bar) or 30% of E. coli C18E Flow-
through (FT) concentrated 2.5x (stripped 
bar). **Pvalue<0.01; Error bars represent 
standard error. FT, flow-through 
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We next tested whether induction of rsmB expression in P. wasabiae 

was proportional to the concentration of E. coli FT, as might be expected from 

an extracellular inducing molecule. Indeed, a dose-dependent activation of 

rsmB transcription with the FT was observed (Figure 7A and B). It is important 

to mention that supplementing P. wasabiae with FT stimulated growth in 

comparison to that of the corresponding controls (Figure S4). Nevertheless, no 

significant rsmB stimulation was observed when concentrated MM 1x, 2x or 3x 

was added, despite differences in growth (Figure7A, full lines). When cells in 

the same growth phase were compared, for example at OD600nm of 2, induction 

with increasing signal concentration was clearly observed (Figure 7A, OD600nm 

of 2 is indicated by an arrow, compare dotted lines). These results indicate that 

E. coli produces an extractable extracellular molecule which induces 

expression rather than removing a repressing compound from the medium. 

Figure 7 – Induction of rsmB expression in P. wasabiae by E. coli C18E FT. The PrsmB-GFP 
expression per cell (A) was analysed when E. coli FT (dotted lines and stripped bars) was 
added at a final concentration of 1x (yellow), 2x (orange) or 3x (red). Controls where MM 
was added at the concentration of 1x, 2x or 3x are shown in solid lines with the 
corresponding colours. (B) E. coli FT was added at a final concentration of 1x, 2x or 3x and 
rsmB expression in P. wasabiae was measured at 18h (n = 6). **Pvalue<0.01; Error bars 
represent standard error. FT, flow-through; MM, minimal medium 

A B 
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We then examined other physical and chemical characteristics of the 

molecule present in E. coli FT that was responsible for the induction of             

P. wasabiae rsmB expression. First we tested the size of the induction 

molecule: E. coli FT was passed through a 3 kDa filter and both fractions tested 

for activity. Only the filtered fraction stimulated the expression of rsmB        

(Figure 8A), demonstrating that the molecule is smaller than 3 kDa. Afterwards 

we tested temperature-and pH resistance. As shown in Figure 8B and C, the    

E. coli molecule responsible for the stimulation of P. wasabiae rsmB is both 

temperature and pH resistant. E. coli FT was boiled for 3 h at 100ºC and cooled 

to 30ºC (grey bar) and it was still able to induced rsmB expression (Figure 8B). 

Furthermore, we verified that E. coli FT adjusted to pH = 1 (dotted bar) or      

pH = 14 (full bar) and then adjusted back to pH = 7 after 3 h was also still 

capable of inducing rsmB expression (Figure 8C). Previous studies in S. 

Typhimurium and E. coli showed that SCFAs could activate the GacS/GacA 

homologous system (76), (165). SCFAs are produced during fermentation and 

are volatile at low pH, so we determined if the E. coli molecule responsible for 

the activation of P. wasabiae rsmB expression was a volatile compound. E. coli 

FT was adjusted to pH = 1, warmed to 40ºC and evaporated under pressure 

using a rotavap. Both the volatile and non-volatile fractions were collected, 

adjusted to pH=7 and their activity tested. As shown in Figure 8D, only the 

non-volatile fraction retained the ability to induce P. wasabiae rsmB 

expression, indicating that the molecule responsible for this activation is not a 

volatile compound. We concluded that the activation of rsmB expression 

observed cannot be attributed to a SCFA. 

 Overall these results show that the signal molecule responsible for the 

cross-species induction of rsmB expression in P. wasabiae is smaller than          
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3 kDa, both pH and temperature resistant, non-volatile and likely hydrophilic. 

Work is ongoing to determine the structure of this molecule. 

Figure 8 – Characterization of the E. coli signal molecule. PrsmB-GFP activity was measured at 
18 h in P. wasabiae wt in MM + Cm, in the presence of 30% of H2O (full dark blue bar), 30% 
of E. coli FT concentrated 2.5x or 3x (stripped blue bar), (A) 30% of FT fraction >3KDa (light 
grey bar), 30% of FT fraction <3KDa, (B) 30% of boiled FT (dark grey bar), (C) 30% of FT 
subjected to pH = 1 (purple bar), 30% of FT subjected to pH = 14 (pink bar), (D) 30% of FT 
volatile fraction (light blue bar) or 30% of FT non-volatile fraction (light green bar). 
*Pvalue<0.05; **Pvalue>0.01; 

ns
Not significant; Error bars represent standard error. 
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Discussion 

 

 The GacS/GacA system is present in numerous Gram-negative bacteria, 

including important pathogens. A previous report in Pseudomonas spp. 

described the cross-species induction of P. fluorescens rsmZ, a small RNA 

directly controlled by the GacS/GacA system (74). This induction was mediated 

by extracts of conditioned medium from P. aeruginosa and V. harveyi cultures, 

supporting the hypothesis that this two-component system might have a 

common signal among different species. In this study, we provide further 

evidence for cross-species induction of the ExpS/ExpA (GacS/GacA) system by 

demonstrating that rsmB of P. wasabiae is induced upon co-culture with E. 

coli. We show that induction also occurs with cell-free supernatant from E. coli 

and that it is ExpS/ExpA-dependent, providing clear evidence for cross-species 

activation of this system. 

 The activation of rsmB obtained in co-culture with E. coli was 2-fold 

higher than that the activation obtained when P. wasabiae was grown in single 

culture. Furthermore, E. coli is routinely used in the laboratory, as it is easy to 

grow and manipulate both in rich and poor media. The fact that the 

supernatant of E. coli was able to induce the expression of P. wasabiae rsmB in 

a well-defined minimal medium provides a good experimental set up with 

which to identify the signal molecule responsible for the activation of the 

GacS/GacA system. We are currently characterizing the molecule responsible 

for this stimulation and have so far demonstrated that it is a small molecule      

(<3 kDa), pH and temperature resistant and it is not retained in a C18E silica-

based column. As mentioned, a previous study reports the extraction of a 

signal molecule able to induce, via the GacS/GacA system, the Rsm small RNA 

of Pseudomonas spp. This extraction was performed with dichloromethane, a 
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non-polar organic solvent. This suggested that the signal was likely to be 

hydrophobic. For this reason, we decided to purify the signal produced by E. 

coli using a C18E column, commonly used to purify hydrophobic or partially 

hydrophobic compounds. Signal activity was not retained in this resin 

indicating that it is not a very hydrophobic compound. These results do not 

necessary mean that both systems, from P. wasabiae and Pseudomonas spp., 

are activated by different signals: the interspecies signal, autoinducer-2, can 

rearrange in solution into two different forms, a borated form recognized by 

Vibrio spp., and a non-borated form recognized by the Enterobacteriaceae spp. 

(52), (51). Therefore it is possible that the signal molecules activating the 

GacS/GacA system might have similar small chemical modifications that 

influence their biochemical properties. Additionally, the report in 

Pseudomonas spp. only refers that activity could be isolated from a 

dichloromethane extract but the authors do not discuss if activity was present 

in the aqueous fraction. Accordingly, it is possible that both fractions could 

retain partial activities (163), (164). 

 The identification of the molecule responsible for the activation of the 

GacS/GacA system is likely to aid the discovery of inhibitors of this important 

two component system. Human pathogens, such as P. aeruginosa, Legionella 

pneumophila and S. Typhimurium, rely on this two component system to 

activate the expression of their virulence factors (165), (170), (171). At the 

moment, traditional antibiotherapies are being challenged by the emergence 

of resistance, thus new strategies are urgently required to fight bacterial 

infections. Indeed, drugs that target cell-to-cell communication systems have 

been developed and proved to be effective in vivo and might be used in a near 

future in combination or as an alternative for conventional treatments (172), 

(173). 
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Table S1 – Strains and plasmids used in this study. 

Strains and Plasmids Relevant Genotype Source 

P. wasabiae   
RSV206 SCC3193 carrying pRSV206 Chapter III 
RSV210 expS::λ1105kan carrying pRSV206 Chapter III 
RSV209 expA:: λ1105kan carrying pRSV206 Chapter III 
RSV299 Promoter_W5S_3085::Tn5Kan carrying pRSV206 Chapter III 
   
E. coli   
PS2051 Wild-type ATTC Collection 
JW0855 ∆poxB::kan Keio Collection 
RSV463 ∆ackA-pta::cm and ∆poxB::kan in PS2051 background This study 
   
Plasmids   
pKD46 λ Red recombinase expressing vector, amp

r
 (137) 

pKD3 Vector containing chloramphenicol cassette, cm
r
 (137) 

pRSV59 pCMW1 vector with chloramphenicol cassette, cm
r
, kan

r
 Chapter III 

pRSV206 pRSV59 containing PromoterrsmB-gfp, cm
r
, kan

r
 Chapter III 

pSLS3 Promoterless-gfp reporter vector, kan
r
 (168) 

pRSV60 pSLS3 vector with chloramphenicol cassette, cm
r
, kan

r
 This study 

pRSV56 pRSV60 containing PromotercsrB-gfp, cm
r
, kan

r
 This study 

 

 

 

Table S2 – Primers used in this study. 

Primers Name Sequence 

P0276-pKD3/4(BamHI) ACGCGGATCCGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC 
P0277-pKD3/4(BamHI) ACGCGGATCCCATATGAATATCCTCCTTAGT 
P0273-csrB(SphI) ACGGCATGCGCATTTAGCCTCAAATCTTGCGG 
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P0262-csrB ATCATCCTGATGTTCACTTC 
P0374-acKA-pta CCATGTCGAGTAAGTTAGTACTGGTTCTGAACTGCGGTAGTTCTTCA 

CTGGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC 
P0375-acKA-pta TTACTGCTGCTGTGCAGACTGAATCGCAGTCAGCGCGATGGTGTAG 

ACATATGAATACCTCCTTAG 

 

 

 

 

Figure S1 – Growth of P. wasabiae alone or in            
co-culture with E. coli. CFUmL

-1
 was measured at 18 h       

(n = 4) when P. wasabiae wt was grown alone (full bar) 
or in co-cultures with E. coli wt (striped bar) harbouring 
the empty vector pRSV59 in MM + Cm; Error bars 
represent standard error. 

 

Figure S2 – Cell density of cell cultures 
of P. wasabiae or co-culture with E. 
coli. OD600nm was measured at indicated 
time (n = 3) when P. wasabiae wt 
reporter strain expressing pRSV206 was 
grown alone (full line) or in co-cultures 
with E. coli wt (dotted line) harbouring 
pRSV59 vector in MM + Cm; Error bars 
represent standard error. 
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Figure S3 – Effect of elution fraction on 
rsmB expression in P. wasabiae. PrsmB-
GFP expression per cell was measured 
(n = 3) in P. wasabiae RSV299 reporter 
strain at 12 h when 30% of H2O, 30% FT 
(not lyophilised) or 30% of elution 
fractions were added at the time of 
inoculation. Error bars represent 
standard error. Pw, P. wasabiae, FT, 
flow-through. 

Figure S4 – Growth of P. wasabiae wt when supplemented with E. coli C18E FT or MM. P. 
wasabiae wt OD600nm was analysed when E. coli FT (dotted lines) was added at a final 
concentration of 1x (yellow), 2x (orange) or 3x (red). Controls where MM was added at the 
concentration of 1x, 2x or 3x are shown in solid lines with the corresponding colours. Pw, P. 
wasabiae, FT, flow-through, MM, minimal medium. 
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 Since the discovery of antibiotics and their widespread use to fight 

bacterial infections, antibiotic resistance has increased dramatically and, thus 

reduced antibiotherapy efficiency against life-threatening or debilitating 

diseases. Furthermore, food requirements have risen with the increase in 

global population, enhancing the need to develop drugs to prevent plant and 

animal infections. Consequently, this need for the development of new and/or 

more effective therapies should always be considered when studying 

pathogenic bacteria. Since the elucidation of the first cell-to-cell 

communication system, several complex coordinated bacterial behaviours 

have been shown to be regulated by this process; virulence is one of the most 

studied. An extensive list of both plant and animal pathogens rely on the 

ability to communicate with each other to induce the production/secretion of 

their virulence factors. Well-known examples include Agrobacterium 

tumefaciens, Burkholderia glumae, Pectobacterium spp., Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus and Vibrio cholerae [reviewed in (19) and 

(174)]. Importantly, in many cases, such as Pectobacterium wasabiae    

(Chapter II and IV), mutants affected in cell-to-cell communication systems 

were shown to be less, or even completely non-virulent. As a result, it has 

been proposed that the disruption of cell-to-cell communication systems could 

constitute a valuable strategy to treat infectious diseases [reviewed in (174)]. 

 Studies in at least three relevant pathogens have so far provided good 

examples that interference with cell-to-cell communication systems can 

prevent or treat bacterial infections. In a mouse model, the expression of two 

V. cholerae autoinducers in Escherichia coli during co-colonization significantly 

reduced the expression of cholera toxin and enhanced survival of the host 

(175). In S. aureus, infections rely on the group-specific Agr cell-to-cell 

communication system, described in Chapter I. Addition of a synthetic 
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inhibitor of the Agr system or immunization against the autoinducer 

significantly reduced the severity of the infection in a mouse model (176), 

(177), (173). Also, when a bacterial enzyme that degrades AHLs (acyl-

homosernine lactonase) was expressed in transgenic plants a significant 

resistance to the infections caused by Pectobacterium carotovorum was 

observed (178). The examples here described show that interfering with the 

cell-to-cell communication systems of pathogens is a promising strategy that 

might be used as an alternative or complementation to the currently used 

antibiotherapy. 

To develop therapies based on cell-to-cell communication a 

comprehensive understanding of the complex networks controlling virulence, 

as well as identification of the signal molecules involved in that process, are 

required. Pectobacterium wasabiae is an important plant pathogen and a 

useful model organism to study cell-to-cell communication. Virulence in this 

organism is tightly regulated by multiple cell-to-cell signalling systems. As 

homologues of the receptors of these systems are present in several other 

pathogens, increased understanding of signalling and regulation in P. wasabiae 

might have broader implications across different species. 

 The overall aim of this research was to further elucidate the network of 

interactions regulating virulence in P. wasabiae and to identify/characterize 

the unknown signal of the ExpS/ExpA. In the long run, the understanding of 

the cell-to-cell communication systems in this organism can contribute to the 

identification of useful targets for therapies that disrupt these systems. 

 Initially we aimed to identify new virulence regulators in P. wasabiae 

strain SCC3193, specifically those involved in the extracellular activation of the 

Rsm system via the two component system ExpS/ExpA. In Chapter III, a genetic 

screen allowed us to identify three such mutants that could be complemented 
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by co-culturing with the wild-type (wt): RSV241, RSV236 and RSV168. The 

RSV241 mutant was shown to have the transposon inserted in the promoter 

region of the cydABCD operon that encodes the cytochrome bd-I terminal 

oxidase: it is probably affected in the expression of one or more of these 

downstream genes. The expression of cytochrome bd-I is induced under 

conditions of limiting-oxygen and can thus be induced even in shaking cultures 

at high cell densities. Cytochrome bd-I generates proton motive force by 

oxidizing quinol in the periplasm and uptaking protons from the cytoplasm. It 

is linked to several cellular processes, including bacterial tolerance to 

nitrosative stress, detoxification of hydrogen peroxide and degradation of 

aromatic compounds [reviewed in (152)]. The RSV236 mutant is disrupted in 

trkA, a gene involved in the regulation of potassium uptake. Another 

independent mutant disrupted in trkA was isolated, as well as four additional 

mutants also affected in genes involved in potassium uptake, trkH and sapC. 

Potassium is the most important intracellular cation, involved in several 

biological processes by acting as an osmotic solute, an activator of intracellular 

enzymes, a regulator of internal pH or as a second messenger [reviewed in 

(179)]. Mutants in the Trk potassium transport system have recently been 

reported to be affected in virulence in Vibrio vulnificus, Salmonella enterica 

enterica serovar Typhimurium and Francisella tularensis, though the molecular 

mechanisms involved in such regulation have not been clarified (180), (181), 

(182). Additionally, it has also been shown that transporters can sometimes be 

used as co-sensors by membrane-integrated sensors such as two-component 

histidine kinases. For example, the activation of the DcuS/DcuR two 

component system in E. coli is regulated by DcuB and DctA, transporters of  

C4-dicarboxylates, by protein-protein interactions [reviewed in (183)]. The 

molecular mechanisms involved in this typre of regulation are not yet well 
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understood, but examples of transporters as co-sensors of two-component 

systems are increasing. So, it is possible that the Trk transport system 

regulates the ExpS/ExpA system in a similar manner. Presumably, our results 

indicate that potassium uptake plays an important role in virulence regulation 

of P. wasabiae, and further studies are required to understand its role in the 

context of the signalling network. The RSV168 mutant is disrupted in a gene 

encoding shikimate kinase I, one of the enzymes that catalyses the ATP-

dependent conversion of shikimic acid into shikimate-3-phosphate in the 

shikimate pathway (also known as the chorismate biosynthesis pathway). This 

pathway is required for the production of aromatic amino acids both in plants 

and bacteria. However, another unknown function has also been proposed for 

the shikimate kinase I enzyme [reviewed in (184)], (151). Remarkably, it has 

been previously shown that the plant phenolic compounds o-coumaric acid 

and t-cinnamic acid, produced via the shikimate pathway, can induce the 

GacS/GacA system in the plant pathogen Dickeya dadantii [reviewed in (185)], 

(118). 

The results obtained in Chapter III suggest that either several enzymes 

are required for the synthesis of the unknown signal and/or the sub-products 

or enzymes required for the synthesis are essential to viability. This conclusion 

is based on the fact that we were not able to identify a mutant completely 

abolished in the production of the signal activating the ExpS/ExpA system and 

that many mutants affected in expression of rsmB were affected in growth in 

MM. Nevertheless, the RSV168 mutant disrupted in the shikimate kinase I 

remains a strong candidate for being a mutant affected in the biosynthesis of 

the unknown ExpS/ExpA signal, mainly because at least two plant products of 

the shikimate pathway are capable to activate the GacS/GacA system in 

another closely related soft-rot bacteria. 
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Besides the three mutants just described, we also identified seven 

other mutants, as regulators of rsmB that could be complemented when co-

cultured with the wt. All these mutants were identified as being independently 

disrupted in expI, the gene encoding the acyl-homoserine lactone synthase. 

Based on this result, in Chapter IV, we explored the existence of unidentified 

links between the two major cell-to-cell communication systems in                   

P. wasabiae and how these would affect the expression of PCWDEs and 

consequently virulence. In this chapter we propose a new model for the 

regulation of virulence in P. wasabiae, where the two cell-to-cell 

communication systems control rsmB expression, and are thus both required 

for virulence. The screen for virulence regulators obtained in Chapter III also 

provided a collection of transposon mutants affected in the production of 

pectate lyase and presumably virulence. The identification of the gene(s) 

disrupted in those mutants might reveal new players involved in the regulation 

of PCWDEs, which will further refine our understanding of the complex 

network controlling virulence in this important plant pathogen. 

P. wasabiae is an interesting pathogen because it can integrate stimuli 

produced by both the bacterial population and the host, to fine tune the 

production of PCWDEs such that it is only activated in the optimal 

environment. Alongside the pectin degradation products that are required for 

the de-repression of PCWDEs by KdgR, both cell-to-cell communication 

(ExpI/ExpR and ExpS/ExpA) systems have to be activated for the expression of 

the virulence factors to occur. It is tempting to speculate why it would be 

necessary the presence of three signals to activate virulence in this plant 

pathogen. The fact that pectin degradation products (host signals) are 

required for the production of PCWDEs allows bacteria to save the cost of the 

production of this arsenal of enzymes if no host is present to infect. Thus, only 
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in the presence of a wounded plant, and consequently pectin degradation 

products, P. wasabiae senses the presence of a susceptible host by the KdgR 

regulator de-repressing the expression of PCWDEs. In addition, the ExpI/ExpR 

and ExpS/ExpA systems respond to bacterial cell density: at low cell densities 

the systems are not active, repressing the expression of enzymes; at high cell 

densities the systems are activated by their cognate signal(s), allowing the 

expression of PCWDEs. The ExpI/ExpR system responds to the presence and 

accumulation of AHLs and is most likely responsible for sensing population 

density. The ExpS/ExpA system is also activated in a growth-dependent 

manner. However, we have speculated that the signal molecule activating this 

system might be an important metabolite possibly derived from the shikimate 

pathway. Therefore it is possible that ExpS/ExpA system is sensing the 

metabolic state of the population to evaluate if it is ready to synchronously 

produce PCWDEs. Because the degradation by PCWDEs triggers the defence 

responses of the host, it is crucial for soft-rot pathogens to tightly synchronize 

the production of the brute-force attack [reviewed in (186)]. Additionally, in D. 

dadantii a soft-rot pathogen closely related to P. wasabiae, o-coumaric acid 

and t-cinnamic acid were shown to activate the GacS/GacA system, 

homologous to the ExpS/ExpA system (118). It is thus reasonable to imagine 

that these compounds can also activate the two component system of P. 

wasabiae. Interestingly, at least one of these plant aromatic components 

(cinnamic acid) has been implicated in potato defence signalling triggered by P. 

wasabiae strain SCC3193 (187). Hence, it is possible that the ExpS/ExpA 

system, besides sensing the metabolic state of the population, also senses the 

defensive state of the host. 

In Chapter V we focused upon the characterization of an extracellular 

molecule produced by E. coli that can cross-activate the P. wasabiae 
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ExpS/ExpA system. In this chapter we showed that P. wasabiae rsmB 

expression induced upon co-culture with E. coli or by adding concentrated 

conditioned media. This cross-species induction was shown to be dose-

dependent and requires the presence of both ExpS and ExpA, which is an 

indication that the conditioned media might have a signal molecule 

responsible for the activation of this system. We now have an experimental 

setup that can be used to purify and identify the molecule responsible for this 

activation. 

Summarizing, the results presented in this thesis show that the signal 

molecule responsible for the activation of the P. wasabiae ExpS/ExpA system is 

extracellular and that cross-species induction by E. coli occurs. Though no 

single mutant completely impaired in the production of the extracellular signal 

has been identified in Chapter III, the screen provided us a strong candidate to 

be involved in the biosynthetic route of the signal. This information can now 

be integrated using the experimental set up defined in Chapter V to elucidate 

the chemical structure of the signal molecule and to clarify if this molecule is 

shared among bacteria that have an homologous system. In fact, ongoing 

experiments are being conducted to verify if mutants affected in the shikimate 

pathway in E. coli are still capable of inducing rsmB expression in P. wasabiae. 

Moreover, in Chapter IV we have provided crucial data for the elucidation of 

the complex virulence network of P. wasabiae. The identification of new signal 

molecules and the clarification of the regulatory systems involved in virulence 

regulation will be integral to the development of new strategies to fight 

bacterial infections. Therapies based on the interference of cell-to-cell 

communication systems will inhibit virulence without killing bacteria and will 

thus be less prone to resistance due to a lower selective pressure. Also, 

microbial communities are only rarely composed by a single species and 
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broader spectrum inhibitors will have an important role in most of the cases. 

Thus, the identification of molecules capable of disrupting cell-to-cell 

communication systems common to several bacterial species, such as the 

ExpS/ExpA (GacS/GacA) system, will definitely be a more effective approach to 

treat/prevent multi-species infections. 
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